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new AFricAn hiStorieS
ohio univerSitY preSS SerieS

new
the Art oF liFe in South AFricA

By� Daniel Magaziner 

“A richly� suggestive and moving contribution 
 to south African intellectual history�.”— Achille 
Mbembe, author of Critique of Black Reason

“This book is as important for students 
of global modernism as it is for schol-
ars of south African art, history�, and 
politics.”— Tamar Garb, author of Figures 
and Fictions: Contemporary South African 
Photography

“A meditation on what happens if we exam-
ine a past that is shaped by� broader historical 
forces (in this case apartheid) but that 
cannot be reduced to them.”—Clifton Crais, 
coeditor of The South Africa Reader: History, 
Culture, Politics

From 1952 to 1981, south Africa’s apartheid 
government ran an art school for the training 
of African art teachers at indaleni, in what is 
today� KwaZulu-Natal. The Art of Life in South 
Africa is the story� of the students, teachers, 
art, and politics that circulated through a small 
school, housed in a remote former mission sta-
tion. it is the story� of a community� that made 

its way� through the travails of white suprema-
cist south Africa and demonstrates how the art 
students and teachers made together became 
the art of their lives.

Daniel Magaziner radically� reframes apart-
heid-era south African history�. Against the 
dominant narrative of apartheid oppression 
and black resistance, as well as recent scholar-
ship that explores violence, criminality�, and the 
hopeless entanglements of the apartheid state, 
this book focuses instead on a small group’s 
efforts to fashion more fulfilling lives for its 
members and their community� through the 
ironic medium of the apartheid-era school.

There is no book like this in south African 
historiography�. Lushly� illustrated and poeti-
cally� written, it gives us fully� formed lives that 
offer remarkable insights into the now clichéd 
experience of black life under segregation 
and apartheid.

2016 · 376 pages · 92 color and b&w illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2252-6 $34.95; CL; e

new
AFricAn mirAcle, AFricAn mirAge
Transnational Politics and the Paradox of Modernization in Ivory Coast

By� Abou B. Bamba 

“Abou Bamba shows that rather than accept-
ing a subordinate economic relationship to 
France, leaders of the Côte d'ivoire sought to 
play� foreign powers and investors off against 
each other. Looking in detail at development 
projects, he makes an important and revealing 
contribution to the growing field of develop-
ment history�.” — Frederick Cooper, author 
of Africa in the World: Capitalism, Empire, 
Nation-State

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, ivory� Coast 
was touted as an African miracle, a poster 
child for modernization and the way�s that 
Western aid and multinational corporations 
would develop the continent. At the same 
time, Marxist scholars—most notably� samir 
Amin—described the capitalist activity� in ivory� 

Coast as empty�, unsustainable, and inca-
pable of bringing real change to the lives of 
ordinary� people. 

in African Miracle, African Mirage, Abou B. 
Bamba incorporates economics, political 
science, and history� to craft a bold, transna-
tional study� of the development practices and 
intersecting colonial cultures that continue to 
shape ivory� Coast today�. He considers French, 
American, and ivorian development dis-
courses in examining the roles of hy�droelectric 
projects and the sugar, coffee, and cocoa 
industries in the country�’s boom and bust. in 
so doing, he brings the agency� of ivorians 
themselves to the fore in a way� not often seen 
in histories of development.

2016 · 320 pages · 14 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2239-7 $34.95; CL; e
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new
the gun in centrAl AFricA
A History of Technology and Politics

By� Giacomo Macola 

“A serious contribution to our understanding 
of nineteenth-century� African history�, and 
specifically� to the history� of warfare and mili-
tary� organization in Africa. Few scholars have 
positioned firearms at the centre of their work 
in quite this manner, making this an innovative 
and distinctive intervention.”—richard reid, 
professor of African history�, sOAs

Why� did some central African peoples embrace 
gun technology� in the nineteenth century�, and 
others turn their backs on it? in answering 
this question, The Gun in Central Africa offers 
a thorough reassessment of the history� of 
firearms in central Africa. Marry�ing the insights 
of Africanist historiography� with those of con-
sumption and science and technology� studies, 
Giacomo Macola approaches the subject from 
a culturally� sensitive perspective that encom-
passes both the practical and the sy�mbolic 
attributes of firearms.

2016 · 266 pages · 13 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2212-0 $32.95; CL; e

new
nAtion on boArd
Becoming Nigerian at Sea

By� Ly�nn schler 

“This is an outstanding piece of social historical 
research and a significant addition to Nigerian 
labour and industrial/business history�. schler 
has made excellent use of a range of archives 
and interviews and crafted an attractively� 
written book that will be accessible to a range 
of readers. i take my� hat off to her.”—Peter 
Waterman, advisor, Global Labour Journal

in the 1940s, British shipping companies 
began the large-scale recruitment of African 
seamen in Lagos. On colonial ships, Nigerian 
sailors performed menial tasks for low wages 
and endured discrimination as cheap labor, 
while countering hardships by� nurturing social 
connections across the black diaspora. Poor 
employ�ment conditions stirred these seamen 
to identify� with the nationalist sentiment bur-
geoning in postwar Nigeria, while their travels 
broadened and invigorated their cultural 
identities. Working for the Nigerian National 
shipping Line, they� encountered new forms of 
injustice and exploitation.

2016 · 264 pages · 8 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2218-2 $32.95; CL; e

croSSing the color line
Race, Sex, and the Contested Politics 
of Colonialism in Ghana

By� Carina e. ray� 

2016 WiNNer OF THe AMeriCAN HisTOriCAL 
AssOCiATiON’s WesLeY-LOGAN PriZe iN 
AFriCAN DiAsPOrA HisTOrY · FiNALisT FOr 
THe 2016 FAGe AND OLiVer PriZe FrOM THe 
AFriCAN sTUDies AssOCiATiON OF THe UK

“This groundbreaking book has set new 
standards for understanding race, its imple-
mentation and its interpretation not only� in 
Africa but also around the world.” — New 
Books Network

“A fascinating exploration of sex across the color 
line in colonial Ghana. This book is a brilliant 
addition to the literature on sex, gender and 
empire.” — Kwame Anthony� Appiah, professor 
of philosophy� and law, New York University�

interracial sex mattered to the British colonial 
state in West Africa. in Crossing the Color Line, 
Carina e. ray� goes bey�ond this fact to reveal 
how Ghanaians shaped and defined these 
powerfully� charged relations. The interplay� 
between African and european perspectives 
and practices, argues ray�, transformed these 
relationships into key� sites for consolidating 
colonial rule and for contesting its hierarchies 
of power.

2015 · 364 pages · 14 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2180-2 $32.95; CL; e

StAteS oF mArriAge
Gender, Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali

By� emily� s. Burrill 

WiNNer OF THe 2016 ALF ANDreW 
HeGGOY BOOK PriZe, GiVeN BY THe 
FreNCH COLONiAL HisTOrY sOCieTY

“States of Marriage is a deftly� written, sophisti-
cated book that demonstrates the centrality� of 
marriage to colonial gender-making projects 
in French sudan. Burrill draws on an extraordi-
nary� range of evidence and theories to analy�ze 
the shifting ideas and practices of marriage as 
a prism into the conjuncture of gendered and 
generational struggles, legal reforms, and colo-
nial interventions. A must read for scholars of 
African history� and gender studies.” — Doro-
thy� L. Hodgson, professor of anthropology�, 
rutgers University� and editor of The Gender, 
Culture and Power Reader and Gender and 
Culture at the Limit of Rights

States of Marriage shows how throughout the 
colonial period in French sudan (present-day� 
Mali) the institution of marriage play�ed a cen-
tral role in how the empire defined its colonial 
subjects as gendered persons with certain 
attendant rights and privileges.

2015 · 248 pages · 7 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2145-1 $32.95; CL; e

diAmondS in the rough
Corporate Paternalism and African 
Professionalism on the Mines of 
Colonial Angola, 1917–1975

By� Todd Cleveland 

“A must read for scholars and graduate stu-
dents interested in African labor history� and 
Portuguese colonialism. Those with an interest 
in (diamond) mining will take away� as much as 
those reading for information on forced labor 
or on the interplay� between the Portuguese 
colonial state and concessional companies. 
However, those keen to learn about the rich 
texture of workers’ experiences, both on and o 
the mine, stand to gain the most.” — H-Net

“A significant contribution to Angolan histo-
riography� and to the literature on mining on 
the continent. Cleveland persuasively� argues 
that laborers on Angolan mines were active 
participants in shaping the stable conditions 
that made Diamang profitable, and, ironi-
cally�, helped further the Portuguese regime in 
Angola.” — Marissa Moorman, author of Into-
nations: A Social History of Music and Nation 
in Luanda, Angola, from 1945 to Recent Times

2015 · 280 pages · 16 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2134-5 $32.95; CL; e
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new
cArtogrAphY And the 
politicAl imAginAtion
Mapping Community in Colonial Kenya

By� Julie MacArthur 

“The Luy�ia defy� assumptions about African 
ethnicity�. With neither my�th of common 
descent nor shared vernacular speech, this 
modern community� is y�et no colonial inven-
tion. These least ‘tribal’ of Keny�a's peoples 
mapped their own territory� of civic pluralism. 
in this new departure in ethnic studies, Julie 
MacArthur persuasively� subverts our conven-
tional wisdom.” — John Lonsdale, University� 
of Cambridge

After four decades of British rule in colo-
nial Keny�a, a previously� unknown ethnic 
name — “Luy�ia” — appeared on the official 
census in 1948. The emergence of the Luy�ia 
represents a clear case of ethnic “invention.” 
At the same time, current restrictive theories 
privileging ethnic homogeneity� fail to explain 
this defiantly� diverse ethnic project, which 
now comprises the second-largest ethnic 
group in Keny�a.

in Cartography and the Political Imagination, 
which encompasses social history�, geography�, 
and political science, Julie MacArthur unpacks 
Luy�ia origins. in so doing, she calls for a shift 
to understanding geographic imagination 
and mapping not only� as means of enforcing 
imperial power and constraining colonized 
populations, but as tools for articulating new 
political communities and dissent.

This book marks an important reassessment 
of current theories of ethnogenesis, investi-
gates the geographic imaginations of African 
communities, and challenges contemporary� 
readings of community� and conflict in Africa.

2016 · 356 pages · 27 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2210-6 $34.95; CL; e

in idi Amin’S ShAdow
Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda

By� Alicia C. Decker 

“A subtle, important, theoretically� innovative, 
and elegantly� written study� that centralizes 
feminist thinking and shows why� it mat-
ters.”— Feminist Africa

“The first book to extensively� explore women’s 
lives in the ‘shadows’ of military� rule in 1970s 
Uganda.… An engaging, accessible and wel-
come examination of women’s ‘complex and 
sometimes paradoxical relationship to Amin’s 
military� state,’ showing how the state’s use 
of violence offered opportunities as well as 
threats for women.”— Africa at LSE

2014 · 256 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2118-5 $32.95; CL; e

dAmS, diSplAcement, And the 
deluSion oF development
Cahora Bassa and Its Legacies in 
Mozambique, 1965–2007

By� Allen F. isaacman and Barbara s. isaacman 

WiNNer OF THe 2014 MArTiN A. KLeiN 
PriZe iN AFriCAN HisTOrY (AMeriCAN 
HisTOriCAL AssOCiATiON) · WiNNer OF 
THe AFriCAN sTUDies AssOCiATiON’s 
2014 MeLViLLe J. HersKOViTs AWArD.

“At last a comprehensive, historically� deep, and 
ecologically� knowledgeable study� of a great 
dam. The isaacmans … recover the voices 
silenced by� the fear and violence deploy�ed by� 
states devoted to the care and feeding of this 
mega-project. Unparalleled in its sweep, depth 
and attention to the lived experience of all 
its victims.” — James C. scott, Yale University�, 
author of Seeing Like a State

Cahora Bassa Dam on the Zambezi river, 
built during the final y�ears of Portuguese 
rule, was the last major infrastructure project 
constructed in Africa during the turbulent era 
of decolonization. This in-depth study� of the 
region examines the dominant developmen-
talist narrative that has surrounded the dam, 
chronicles the continual violence that has 
accompanied its existence, and gives voice to 
previously� unheard narratives of forced labor, 
displacement, and historical and contemporary� 
life in the dam’s shadow.

2013 · 324 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2033-1 $32.95; e

mAking modern girlS
A History of Girlhood, Labor, and Social 
Development in Colonial Lagos

By� Abosede A. George 

WiNNer OF THe 2015 AiDOO-sNYDer 
BOOK PriZe FOr OUTsTANDiNG BOOK 
ON AFriCAN WOMeN’s exPerieNCes. 
(AFriCAN sTUDies AssOCiATiON) · 
HONOrABLe MeNTiON, NeW YOrK AFriCAN 
sTUDies AssOCiATiON BOOK PriZe

“One of the main planks on which this ele-
gantly� written book stands is the ideology� of 
salvation as a political discourse and its deploy�-
ment in the contestation over the notions of 
modern girlhood. The significance of Making 
Modern Girls in African studies is incontest-
able—it is by� all standards one of the most 
sophisticated studies of girlhood in colonial 
Africa. George presents her carefully� mined 
primary� data in an engaging manner, render-
ing a first-rate analy�sis of the struggle about 
the ideas of modern girlhood by� a spectrum 
of people (Nigerians and British).”— American 
Historical Review

in Making Modern Girls, Abosede A. George 
examines the influence of African social 
reformers and the developmentalist colonial 
state on the practice and ideology� of girlhood 
as well as its intersection with child labor in 
Lagos, Nigeria.

2014 · 296 pages · 13 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2116-1 $32.95; CL; e
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conjugAl rightS
Marriage, Sexuality, and Urban Life 
in Colonial Libreville, Gabon

By� rachel Jean-Baptiste 

FiNALisT FOr THe 2015 AiDOO-sNYDer 
BOOK PriZe FOr OUTsTANDiNG BOOK 
ON AFriCAN WOMeN’s exPerieNCes

“Through a judicious use of archival mate-
rial from all levels of the empire…and oral 
interviews with approximately� one hundred 
Gabonese, the author demonstrates that the 
growth of the city� and the French empire 
cannot be convincingly� written without a full 
account of the women and men who lived 
there, their struggles to form intimate relation-
ships, and the strains that resulted from those 
relationships.… Conjugal Rights has much to 
offer readers, more than can be discussed here. 
Those interested in sexuality�, gender, marriage, 
law, colonialism, and urban history�— and 
not just in an African context—will be richly� 
rewarded by� the book.”—American Historical 
Review

Conjugal Rights is a history� of the role of mar-
riage and other arrangements between men 
and women in Libreville, Gabon, during the 
French colonial era, from the mid–nineteenth 
century� through 1960.

2014 · 336 pages · 11 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2120-8 $32.95; CL; e

tAiFA
Making Nation and Race in Urban Tanzania

By� James r. Brennan 

WiNNer OF THe 2013 BeTHWeLL 
A. OGOT BOOK PriZe FOr BesT 
BOOK ON eAsT AFriCAN sTUDies 
(AFriCAN sTUDies AssOCiATiON)

“This is an important book. There’s nothing 
else that puts indians and Africans in the same 
frame. Brennan is grounded in two separate 
sets of secondary� literature and that gives his 
work a breadth that is rare.”— Luise White, 
author of The Comforts of Home: Prostitution 
in Colonial Nairobi

This book shows how nation and race became 
the key� political categories to guide colonial 
and postcolonial life in the Tanzanian city� 
of Dar es salaam. Using deeply� researched 
archival and oral evidence, Taifa transforms 
our understanding of urban history� and shows 
how concerns about access to credit and 
housing became intertwined with changing 
conceptions of nation and nationhood.

2012 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2001-0 $32.95; e

the krio oF weSt AFricA
Islam, Culture, Creolization, and 
Colonialism in the Nineteenth Century

By� Gibril r. Cole 

“A long-overdue and welcome addition to 
the historical literature on sierra Leone… 
Cole’s monograph will become a bench-
mark for study�ing the complex histories of 
other indigenous ethnic groups of sierra 
Leone.“— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

Cole offers a nuanced examination of West 
African history� in the postabolition and colonial 
periods, including a critical look at the slave 
trade after 1807, the era of steamboat com-
merce, and the role of educated West African 
Krio across diverse transcolonial borders in the 
late nineteenth and early� twentieth centuries. 
Accessible enough to be used as a broad 
introduction to the history� of a West African 
society� for undergraduates, it is also innovative 
enough, theoretically� and empirically�, to be of 
value to scholars.

2013 · 280 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2047-8 $32.95; e

trAFFicking in SlAverY’S wAke
Law and the Experience of Women 
and Children in Africa

edited by� Benjamin N. Lawrance 
and richard L. roberts

see full description on page 37

inviSible AgentS
Spirits in a Central African History

By� David M. Gordon 

Invisible Agents shows how personal and 
deeply� felt spiritual beliefs can inspire social 
movements and influence historical change. 
Conventional historiography� concentrates on 
the secular, materialist, or moral sources of 
political agency�. instead, David M. Gordon 
argues, when people perceive spirits as exerting 
power in the visible world, these beliefs form 
the basis for individual and collective actions.

2012 · 384 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2024-9 $32.95; e

blAck Skin, white coAtS
Nigerian Psychiatrists, Decolonization, 
and the Globalization of Psychiatry

By� Matthew M. Heaton 

“The first full-length history� of a national 
mental health sy�stem focusing on the transi-
tion between the colonial and postcolonial 
periods.”— Bulletin of the History of Medicine

Black Skin, White Coats is the first work to 
focus primarily� on black Africans as producers 
of psy�chiatric knowledge and as definers of 
mental illness in their own right. By� examining 
the way�s that Nigerian psy�chiatrists worked to 
integrate their psy�chiatric training with their 
indigenous backgrounds and cultural and civic 
nationalisms, Black Skin, White Coats provides 
a foil to Frantz Fanon’s widely� publicized 
reactionary� articulations of the relationship 
between colonialism and psy�chiatry�. Black 
Skin, White Coats is also on the cutting edge 
of histories of psy�chiatry� that are increas-
ingly� drawing connections between local and 
national developments in late-colonial and 
postcolonial settings and international scien-
tific networks. Heaton argues that Nigerian 
psy�chiatrists were intimately� aware of the need 
to engage in international discourses as part 
and parcel of the transformation of psy�chiatry� 
at home.

2013 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2070-6 $32.95; e
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AuthenticAllY AFricAn
Arts and the Transnational Politics 
of Congolese Culture

By� sarah Van Beurden 

“This masterful study� of Belgian and Congolese 
collecting and exhibitions of African arts, and 
the murky� heritage politics so implied, offers 
insights for understanding colonial and post-
colonial histories of representation any�where 
in the world.”—Allen F. roberts, author of A 
Dance of Assassins: Performing Early Colonial 
Hegemony in the Congo

Together, the roy�al Museum for Central 
Africa in Tervuren, Belgium, and the institut 
des Musées Nationaux du Zaire (iMNZ) in the 
Congo have defined and marketed Congolese 
art and culture. in Authentically African, sarah 
Van Beurden traces the relationship between 
the possession, definition, and display� of art 
and the construction of cultural authenticity� 
and political legitimacy� from the late colonial 
until the postcolonial era. Her study� of the 
interconnected histories of these two institu-
tions is the first history� of an art museum in 
Africa, and the only� work of its kind in english.

2015 · 392 pages · 64 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2191-8 $34.95; CL; e

in Step with the timeS
Mapiko Masquerades of Mozambique

By� Paolo israel 

“Destined to become a classic for its 
unparalleled assembly� of rich and detailed eth-
nographic data … israel’s analy�sis opens lines 
of sight onto how longstanding dy�namics of 
social interaction in southeast and east-central 
Africa…adapted to and helped shape the path 
of colonial rule in northern Mozambique. This 
is important and exciting history�.” — American 
Historical Review

The helmet-shaped mapiko masks of Mozam-
bique have garnered admiration from African 
art scholars and collectors alike, due to their 
striking aesthetics and their grotesque allure. 
This book restores to mapiko its historic and 
artistic context, charting in detail the trans-
formations of this masquerading tradition 
throughout the twentieth century�.

2014 · 296 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2088-1 $32.95; e

violent intermediArieS
African Soldiers, Conquest, and Everyday 
Colonialism in German East Africa

By� Michelle r. Moy�d 

“Violent Intermediaries is a highly� readable 
monograph offering an empathetic view on 
the stigmatized African soldiers of the colonial 
army� in German east Africa.” — H-Net

The askari, African soldiers recruited in the 
1890s to fill the ranks of the German east 
African colonial army�, occupy� a unique space 
at the intersection of east African history�, 
German colonial history�, and military� history�. 
Violent Intermediaries offers a fresh perspec-
tive on African colonial troops as state-making 
agents and critiques the my�thologies surround-
ing the askari by� focusing on the nature of 
colonial violence.

2014 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2089-8 $32.95; e

nAtion oF outlAwS, 
StAte oF violence
Nationalism, Grassfields Tradition, and 
State Building in Cameroon

By� Meredith Terretta 

“Terretta’s history� of the anticolonial insurgency� 
that bedeviled central Cameroon in the y�ears 
immediately� before and after independence in 
1960 will likely� become the standard english-
language history� of that important but obscure 
conflict.…Terretta indicates important parallels 
between the UPC and the Algerian Front de 
libération nationale while insisting on the sig-
nificance of pan-African networks of freedom 
fighters…Highly� recommended.” — CHoICE

2013 · 368 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2069-0 $32.95; e

who ShAll enter pArAdiSe?
Christian origins in Muslim Northern 
Nigeria, c. 1890–1975

By� shobana shankar 

Who Shall Enter Paradise? recounts in detail 
the history� of Christian-Muslim engagement 
in a core area of sub-saharan Africa’s most 
populous nation, home to roughly� equal num-
bers of Christians and Muslims. it is a region 
today� beset by� religious violence, in the course 
of which history� has often been told in overly� 
simplified or highly� partisan terms.

2014 · 210 pages · 9 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2124-6 $32.95; CL; e

Fighting the greAter jihAd
Amadu Bamba and the Founding of the 
Muridiyya of Senegal, 1853–1913

By� Cheikh Anta Babou 

“in a time when the term jihad has entered our 
contemporary� political lexicon in a variety� of 
simplifications, Cheikh Anta Babou provides a 
deeply� researched analy�sis of the place of the 
Greater Jihad in the spiritual, intellectual, and 
political life of a major West African sufi move-
ment, the Muridiy�y�a in senegal. Babou takes 
seriously� the Murids’ own perspectives on their 
history� and religious practices. He uses Wolof 
and Arabic sources as well as oral histories 
rarely� used by� academic historians and brings 
these internal sources into a conversation with 
external archival and interpretive sources.” 

— richard L. roberts, stanford University�

2007 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1766-9 $32.95; CL; e

theAtreS oF Struggle And 
the end oF ApArtheid

By� Belinda Bozzoli 

A CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC TiTLe

A compelling study� of the origins and trajec-
tory� of one of the legendary� black uprisings 
against apartheid, Theatres of Struggle and 
the End of Apartheid draws on insights gained 
from the literature on collective action and 
social movements. it delves into the Alexandra 
rebellion of 1986 to reveal its inner workings.

2004 · 208 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1599-3 $32.95
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domeStic violence And 
the lAw in coloniAl And 
poStcoloniAl AFricA

edited by� emily� s. Burrill, richard L. 
roberts, and elizabeth Thornberry� 

Domestic Violence and the Law in Colonial and 
Postcolonial Africa reveals the way�s in which 
domestic space and domestic relationships 
take on different meanings in African contexts 
that extend the boundaries of family� obliga-
tion, kinship, and dependency�.

Contributors: emily� s. Burrill, richard L. 
roberts, elizabeth Thornberry�, Cati Coe, Marie 
rodet, Martina salvante, elke e. stockreiter, 
stacey� Hy�nd, Katherine Luongo, Codou Bop, 
saida Hodžic’, scott London, Benedetta Faedi, 
and Pamela scully�.

2010 · 336 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1929-8 $32.95; CL; e

the riSkS oF knowledge
Investigations into the Death of the Hon. 
Minister John Robert ouko in Kenya, 1990

By� David William Cohen and 
e. s. Atieno Odhiambo 

“A historical investigation of the highest cali-
ber.”— African Studies Review

The Risks of Knowledge minutely� examines 
the multiple and unfinished investigations into 
the murder of Keny�a’s distinguished Minister 
of Foreign Affairs and international Coopera-
tion, robert Ouko, and raises important issues 
about the production of knowledge and the 
politics of memory�.

2004 · 392 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1598-6 $32.95; CL; e

heteroSexuAl AFricA?
The History of an Idea from the Age 
of Exploration to the Age of AIDS

By� Marc epprecht 

HONOrABLe MeNTiON BY THe DAViD 
eAsTON AWArD COMMiTTee, APsA · 
FiNALisT FOr THe 2009 HersKOViTs 
AWArD FOr OUTsTANDiNG sCHOLArLY 
WOrK PUBLisHeD ON AFriCA

“epprecht’s own interview material and 
his close reading of a wide range of AiDs 
literature from across the continent reveals 
one terrify�ing fact: researchers have studied 
HiV/AiDs as a heterosexual disease in Africa 
because they� have been told and have read 
that there is no homosexuality� in Africa…. 
the assumption that Africa is a continent of 
heterosexual sex has been deadly� for too many� 
people for too long.”— Bulletin of the History 
of Medicine

Heterosexual Africa? The History of an Idea 
from the Age of Exploration to the Age of 
AIDS builds from Marc epprecht’s previous 

book, Hungochani (which focuses explicitly� 
on same-sex desire in southern Africa), to 
explore the historical processes by� which a 
singular, heterosexual identity� for Africa was 
constructed—by� anthropologists, ethnopsy�-
chologists, colonial officials, African elites, and 
most recently�, health care workers seeking to 
address the HiV/AiDs pandemic.

2008 · 240 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1799-7 $32.95; CL; e

heAling trAditionS
African Medicine, Cultural Exchange, and 
Competition in South Africa, 1820–1948

By� Karen e. Flint 

2009 HersKOViTs AWArD FiNALisT

Healing Traditions offers a historical per-
spective to the interactions between south 
Africa’s traditional healers and biomedical 
practitioners. it provides an understanding 
that is vital for the development of medi-
cal strategies to effectively� deal with south 
Africa’s healthcare challenges.

2008 · 296 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1850-5 $32.95; CL; e

we Are Fighting the world
A History of the Marashea Gangs 
in South Africa, 1947–1999

By� Gary� Ky�noch 

since the late 1940s, a violent African criminal 
society� known as the Marashea has operated 
in and around south Africa’s gold mining 
areas. With thousands of members involved 
in drug smuggling, extortion, and kidnapping, 
the Marashea was more influential in the 
day�-to-day� lives of many� black south Africans 
under apartheid than were agents of the state. 
These gangs remain active in south Africa.

2005 · 240 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1616-7 $26.95; CL; e

the lAw And the prophetS
Black Consciousness in South 
Africa, 1968–1977

By� Daniel Magaziner 

A CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC TiTLe

“No nation can win a battle without faith,” 
steve Biko wrote, and as Daniel r. Magaziner 
demonstrates in The Law and the Prophets, 
the combination of ideological and theological 
exploration proved a potent force. The 1970s 
are a decade virtually� lost to south African 
historiography�.

2010 · 298 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1918-2 $28.95; CL; e

the power to nAme
A History of Anonymity in Colonial West Africa

By� stephanie Newell 

FiNALisT FOr THe 2014 MeLViLLe J. 
HersKOViTs AWArD FrOM THe 
AFriCAN sTUDies AssOCiATiON.

“This brilliantly� original book opens up new 
way�s of looking at the colonial West African 
press. The Power to Name reveals the newspa-
pers as sites of creativity� and experimentation. 
Newell shows how West African writers, in 
a range of emergent genres, tried out far-
reaching new conceptions of the public good, 
political allegiance and personal identity�. An 
engrossing and fascinating read, and a land-
mark in West African cultural history�.”—Karin 
Barber, University� of Birmingham

Between the 1880s and the 1940s, the 
region known as British West Africa became a 
dy�namic zone of literary� creativity� and textual 
experimentation. African-owned newspapers 
offered local writers numerous opportuni-
ties to contribute material for publication, 
and editors repeatedly� defined the press as 
a vehicle to host public debates rather than 
simply� as an organ to disseminate news or 
editorial ideology�.

2013 · 248 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2032-4 $32.95; e
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intonAtionS
A Social History of Music and Nation in 
Luanda, Angola, from 1945 to Recent Times

By� Marissa J. Moorman 

“Through extensive interviews with singers 
and musicians and archival materials that 
survived civil wars, this well-written, engaging, 
and innovative study� filled with illustrations, 
informative footnotes, and an audio CD is an 
outstanding contribution to the literature of 
independence movements.… Highly� recom-
mended.” — CHoICE

Intonations tells the story� of how Angola’s 
urban residents in the late colonial period 
(roughly� 1945–74) used music to talk back to 
their colonial oppressors and, more impor-
tantly�, to define what it meant to be Angolan 
and what they� hoped to gain from indepen-
dence. A compilation of Angolan music is 
included in CD format.

2008 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1824-6 $29.95; CL; e

the Forger’S tAle
The Search for odeziaku

By� stephanie Newell 

Between 1905 and 1939 a conspicuously� tall 
white man with a shock of red hair, dressed 
in a silk shirt and white linen trousers, could 
be seen on the streets of Onitsha, in eastern 
Nigeria. How was it possible for an unconven-
tional, boy�-loving englishman to gain a social 
status among the local populace enjoy�ed by� 
few other europeans in colonial West Africa?

2006 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1710-2 $28.95; CL; e

coloniAl meltdown
Northern Nigeria in the Great Depression

By� Moses e. Ochonu 

Historians of colonial Africa have largely� 
regarded the decade of the Great Depres-
sion as a period of intense exploitation and 
colonial inactivity�. in Colonial Meltdown, 
Moses e. Ochonu challenges this conventional 
interpretation by� mapping the responses of 
Northern Nigeria’s chiefs, farmers, laborers, 
artisans, women, traders, and embry�onic elites 
to the British colonial mismanagement of the 
Great Depression. Colonial Meltdown explores 
the unraveling of British colonial power at a 
moment of global economic crisis.

2009 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1890-1 $32.95; CL; e

our new huSbAndS Are here
Households, Gender, and Politics 
in a West African State from the 
Slave Trade to Colonial Rule

By� emily� Ly�nn Osborn 

in our New Husbands Are Here, emily� Ly�nn 
Osborn investigates a central puzzle of power 
and politics in West African history�: Why� 
do women figure frequently� in the political 
narratives of the precolonial period, and then 
vanish altogether with colonization? Osborn 
addresses this question by� exploring the rela-
tionship of the household to the state.

2011 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1983-0 $32.95; e

recASting the pASt
History Writing and Political 
Work in Modern Africa

edited by� Derek r. Peterson 
and Giacomo Macola 

The study� of intellectual history� in Africa is in 
its infancy�. We know very� little about what 
Africa’s thinkers made of their times. Recast-
ing the Past brings one field of intellectual 
endeavor into view. The book takes its place 
alongside a small but growing literature that 
highlights how, in autobiographies, histori-
cal writing, fiction, and other literary� genres, 
African writers intervened creatively� in their 
political world.

Contributors: Derek r. Peterson, Giacomo 
Macola, Karin Barber, Paul la Hausse de 
Lalouvière, richard rathbone, T. C. McCaskie, 
emma Hunter, David M. Gordon, etienne 
smith, Justin Willis, and John Lonsdale.

2009 · 280 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1879-6 $32.95; CL; e

imAgining Serengeti
A History of Landscape Memory in Tanzania 
from Earliest Times to the Present

By� Jan Bender shetler 

“This remarkable work on the serengeti area 
in Tanzania will be of great value to Africans 
and non-Africans alike … Highly� recom-
mended.”— CHoICE

“shetler’s book provides a completely� new 
analy�sis of the serengeti debate by� adding the 
voices of a forgotten population, the peoples 
of the western serengeti … The centrality� of 
the landscape to serengeti peoples’ identities, 
the complexity� of local environmental knowl-
edge, and the deep historical and emotional 
attachments to place are thus illustrated in 
vivid detail.”— African Studies Review

2007 · 392 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1750-8 $29.95; CL; e

nAtureS oF coloniAl chAnge
Environmental Relations in the 
Making of the Transkei

By� Jacob A. Tropp 

in this groundbreaking study�, Jacob A. Tropp 
explores the interconnections between negoti-
ations over the environment and an emerging 
colonial relationship in a particular south 
African context—the Transkei—subsequently� 
the largest of the notorious “homelands” 
under apartheid.

2006 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1699-0 $28.95; CL; e

the AmericAnS Are coming!
Dreams of African American Liberation 
in Segregationist South Africa

By� robert Trent Vinson 

For more than half a century� before World 
War ii, black south Africans and “American 
Negroes“ — a group that included African 
Americans and black West indians — estab-
lished close institutional and personal 
relationships that laid the necessary� ground-
work for the successful south African and 
American antiapartheid movements. The 
Americans Are Coming! is a rare case study� 
that places African history� and American his-
tory� in a global context and centers Africa in 
African Diaspora studies. 

2012 · 236 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1986-1 $32.95; e
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AFricA in world hiStorY
ohio univerSitY preSS SerieS

the StorY oF SwAhili

By� John M. Mugane 

“The story� of swahili is one of globalization, 
cosmopolitanism, and creolization over the 
past 500 y�ears. This book will stand on the 
shelf next to works such as Paul Gilroy�’s Black 
Atlantic and Abdul sheriff’s Dhow Cultures of 
the Indian ocean: Cosmopolitanism, Com-
merce and Islam.” — emmanuel Aky�eampong, 
professor of history� and of African and African 
American studies, Harvard University�

swahili was once an obscure dialect of an east 
African Bantu language. Today� more than one 
hundred million people use it: swahili is to 
eastern and central Africa what english is to 
the world. From its embrace in the 1960s by� 
the black freedom movement in the United 
states to its adoption in 2004 as the African 
Union’s official language, swahili has become 
a truly� international language.

The Story of Swahili calls for a reevaluation 
of the widespread assumption that cultural 
superiority�, military� conquest, and economic 
dominance determine a language’s prosper-
ity�. This sweeping history� gives a vibrant, living 
language its due, highlighting its nimbleness 
from its beginnings to its place today� in the 
fast-changing world of global communication.

2015 · 332 pages · Africa in World History� 
PB 978-0-89680-293-3 $29.95; CL; e

the boY iS gone
Conversations with a Mau Mau General

By� Laura Lee P. Huttenbach 

“Laura Lee did what every� one of us in the 
African history� field has alway�s wanted to do. 
she actually� lived with the family� of her subject. 
They� ate together, worked together (picking 
tea), stay�ed together. There is simply� no better 
way� for a White outsider to penetrate the core 
of Meru history�.”—Jeffrey� A. Fadiman, author 
of When We Began, There Were Witchmen: 
An oral History from Mount Kenya

A story� with the power to change how people 
view the last y�ears of colonialism in east Africa, 
The Boy Is Gone portray�s the struggle for 
Keny�an independence in the words of a free-
dom fighter whose life spanned the twentieth 
century�’s most dramatic transformations.

2015 · 256 pages · Africa in World History� 
PB 978-0-89680-291-9 $28.95; CL; e

StoneS oF contention
A History of Africa’s Diamonds

By� Todd Cleveland 

“Unlike the now dime-a-dozen summaries of 
African history�, this book marshals a great 
deal of evidence, contains much substance, 
and provides some interesting perspectives. 
The temptation might be to consume the 
book at a single sitting. This would be a pity�, 
for the tastiest morsels, in particular primary� 
sources that relate labor experiences on colo-
nial mines, should be savored.”— American 
Historical Review

Stones of Contention explores the major devel-
opments in the remarkable history� of Africa’s 
diamonds, from the earliest stirrings of interna-
tional interest in the continent’s mineral wealth 
in the first millennium A.D. to the present day�. 
it also considers the experiences of a wide 
array� of Africans — from informal artisanal 
miners, company� mineworkers, and indigenous 
authorities to armed rebels, mining executives, 
and premiers of mineral-rich states — and their 
relationships to the stones that have the power 
to bring both wealth and misery�.

2014 · 240 pages · Africa in World History� 
PB 978-0-8214-2100-0 $26.95; e

AFricAn SoccerScApeS
How a Continent Changed the World’s Game

By� Peter Alegi 

A CHoICE siGNiFiCANT UNiVersiTY Press 
TiTLe FOr UNDerGrADUATes, 2010–11.

From Accra and Algiers to Zanzibar and Zulu-
land, Africans have wrested control of soccer 
from the hands of europeans, and through the 
rise of different play�ing sty�les, the rituals of 
spectatorship, and the presence of magicians 
and healers, have turned soccer into a distinc-
tively� African activity�. African Soccerscapes 
explores how Africans adopted soccer for their 
own reasons and on their own terms.

2010 · 184 pages · Africa in World History� 
PB 978-0-89680-278-0 $26.95; e

Stirring the pot
A History of African Cuisine

By� James C. McCann 

U.s. AND WOrLD WiNNer iN THe 
BesT AFriCAN CUisiNe BOOK 
CATeGOrY, GOUrMAND WOrLD 
COOKBOOK AWArDs, 2010

“Highly� recommended.”— CHoICE 

“A lively� and engaging history� of African food, 
cooking, and culinary� cultures found within 
the continent and bey�ond. indispensable 
reading for any�one interested in African his-
tory�, the African diaspora, food studies, and 
women’s contributions to culinary� history�.” 

— Judith Carney�, Department of Geography�, 
University� of California

“in this compelling study�, James C. McCann 
provides a profound and novel way� to examine 
history� and historical change not only� in 
Africa but also in the Atlantic basin. … This 
book allows readers to peek into the African 
cooking pot in order to better understand 
the constituent parts and nuances of African 
cuisine, as shaped by� geography�, history�, trade 
across ecological zones, and migration (forced 
and voluntary�) across oceans (Atlantic, Pacific, 
and the Mediterranean).”— American Histori-
cal Review 

2009 · 240 pages · Africa in World History� 
PB 978-0-89680-272-8 $26.95; e
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Forthcoming jun. 2017
Feeding globAlizAtion
Madagascar and the Provisioning 
Trade, 1600–1800

By� Jane Hooper

Between 1600 and 1800, the promise of fresh 
food attracted more than seven hundred 
english, French, and Dutch vessels to Mada-
gascar. Throughout this period, european ships 
spent months at sea in the Atlantic and indian 
Oceans, but until now scholars have not fully� 
examined how crews were fed during these 
long voy�ages. Without sustenance from Mada-
gascar, european traders would have struggled 
to transport silver to Asia and spices back to 
europe. Colonies in Mozambique, Mauritius, 
and at the Cape relied upon frequent imports 
from Madagascar to feed settlers and slaves.

in Feeding Globalization, Jane Hooper 
draws on challenging and previously� untapped 
sources to analy�ze Madagascar’s role in provi-
sioning european trading networks within and 
ultimately� bey�ond the indian Ocean. The sale 
of food from the island not only� shaped trade 
routes and colonial efforts, but also encour-
aged political centralization and the slave 
trade in Madagascar. Malagasy� people play�ed 
an essential role in supporting european 
global commerce, with far-reaching effects on 
their communities.

Feeding Globalization reshapes our under-
standing of indian Ocean and global history� 
by� insisting historians should pay� attention 
to the role that food play�ed in supporting 
other exchanges.

2017 · 376 pages · 6 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2254-0 $34.95; CL; e

gendered liveS in the 
weStern indiAn oceAn
Islam, Marriage, and Sexuality 
on the Swahili Coast

edited by� erin e. stiles and 
Katrina Daly� Thompson 

Muslim communities throughout the indian 
Ocean have long questioned what it means to 
be a “good Muslim.” Much recent scholar-
ship on islam in the indian Ocean considers 
debates among Muslims about authenticity�, 
authority�, and propriety�. Despite the centrality� 
of this topic within studies of indian Ocean, 
African, and other Muslim communities, little 
of the existing scholarship has addressed such 
debates in relation to women, gender, or 
sexuality�. Yet women are deeply� involved with 
ideas about what it means to be a “good Mus-
lim.” in Gendered Lives in the Western Indian 
ocean, anthropologists, historians, linguists, 
and gender studies scholars examine islam, 
sexuality�, gender, and marriage on the swahili 
coast and elsewhere in the indian Ocean. The 
book examines diverse sites of empowerment, 
contradiction, and resistance affecting cultural 
norms, islam and ideas of islamic authenticity�, 
gender expectations, ideologies of modernity�, 
and British education.

Contributors: Nadine Beckmann, Pat Caplan, 
Corrie Decker, rebecca Gearhart, Linda Giles, 
Meghan Halley�, susan Hirsch, sufi Keefe, Kjer-
sti Larsen, elisabeth McMahon, erin stiles, and 
Katrina Daly� Thompson.

2015 · 400 pages · 2 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2187-1 $34.95; CL; e

europeAn SlAve trAding in 
the indiAn oceAn, 1500–1850

By� richard B. Allen 

“essential reading for any� serious scholar in the 
fields of indian Ocean studies, world history�, 
and comparative studies of slavery� and aboli-
tion.” — Journal of World History

“Allen offers important insights that are likely� 
to inform the debate on the indian Ocean 
slave trade for y�ears.… The volume’s anno-
tated tables alone speak to several y�ears of 
painstaking research on a variety� of sources 

… a significant contribution that should find a 
place in the library� of any� scholar of the slave 
trade.” — African Studies Quarterly

Between 1500 and 1850, european traders 
shipped hundreds of thousands of African, 
indian, Malagasy�, and southeast Asian slaves 
to ports throughout the indian Ocean world. 
The activities of the British, Dutch, French, 
and Portuguese traders who operated in the 
indian Ocean demonstrate that european 
slave trading was not confined largely� to the 
Atlantic but must now be viewed as a truly� 
global phenomenon.

2015 · 372 pages · 4 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2107-9 $34.95; CL; e
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SlAverY

new
jihĀd in weSt AFricA during the Age oF revolutionS

By� Paul e. Lovejoy� 

in Jihād in West Africa during the Age of 
Revolutions, a preeminent historian of Africa 
argues that scholars of the Americas and the 
Atlantic world have not given Africa its due 
consideration as part of either the Atlantic 
world or the age of revolutions. The book 
examines the jihād movement in the context of 
the age of revolutions — commonly� associated 
with the American and French revolutions and 
the erosion of european imperialist powers —
and shows how West Africa, too, experienced 
a period of profound political change in the 
late eighteenth through the mid-nineteenth 
centuries. Paul e. Lovejoy� argues that West 
Africa was a vital actor in the Atlantic world 
and has wrongly� been excluded from analy�ses 
of the period.

Among its chief contributions, the book 
reconceptualizes slavery�. Lovejoy� shows 
that during the decades in question, slavery� 
expanded extensively� not only� in the southern 

United states, Cuba, and Brazil but also in the 
jihād states of West Africa. in particular, this 
expansion occurred in the Muslim states of the 
sokoto Caliphate, Fuuta Jalon, and Fuuta Toro. 
At the same time, he offers new information 
on the role antislavery� activity� in West Africa 
play�ed in the Atlantic slave trade and the 
African diaspora.

Finally�, Jihād in West Africa during the 
Age of Revolutions provides unprecedented 
context for the political and cultural role of 
islam in Africa—and of the concept of jihād 
in particular—from the eighteenth century� 
into the present. Understanding that there is a 
long tradition of jihād in West Africa, Lovejoy� 
argues, helps correct the current distortion in 
understanding the contemporary� jihād move-
ment in the Middle east, Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
and Africa.

2016 · 408 pages · 38 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2241-0 $34.95; CL; e

Sex, power, And SlAverY

edited by� Gwy�n Campbell 
and elizabeth elbourne 

sexual exploitation was and is a critical feature 
of enslavement. Across many� different societ-
ies, slaves were considered to own neither 
their bodies nor their children, even if many� 
struggled to resist. At the same time, para-
doxes abound: for example, in some societies 
to bear the children of a master was a poten-
tial route to manumission for some women.

Contributors: Ana Lucia Araujo, Gabeba 
Baderoon, subho Basu, Mariana Candido, 
Joost Coté, David Brion Davis, elizabeth 
elbourne, sandra evers, richard Hellie, Mat-
thew s. Hopper, Tara iniss, Martin Klein, 
George La rue, Brian Lewis, e. Ann McDougall, 
Francesca Ann Louise Mitchell, Charmaine Nel-
son, Johanna ransmeier, Marie rodet, shigeru 
sato, Ulrike schmieder, Abdul sheriff, salah 
Trabelsi, roseline Uy�anga with Marie-Luise 
ermisch, ronaldo Vainfas, Griet Vankeerber-
ghen, and James Francis Warren.

2014 · 704 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2097-3 $39.95; CL; e

memorieS oF mAdAgAScAr And 
SlAverY in the blAck AtlAntic

By� Wendy� Wilson-Fall 

“Wendy� Wilson-Fall has skillfully� turned 
intriguing memories of ancestors’ origins into 
a fascinating, well-researched story� informed, 
notably�, by� history�, anthropology�, sociology�, 
and psy�chology�. Memories of Madagascar and 
Slavery in the Black Atlantic shows us a new, 
exciting way� of researching, interpreting and 
writing the complex history� of enslaved people 
in the Atlantic world and bey�ond.”—sy�lviane 
A. Diouf, author of Slavery’s Exiles: The Story 
of the American Maroons

From the seventeenth century� into the nine-
teenth, thousands of Madagascar’s people 
were brought to American ports as slaves. in 
Memories of Madagascar and Slavery in the 
Black Atlantic, Wendy� Wilson-Fall shows that 
the descendants of these Malagasy� slaves in 
the United states maintained an ethnic identity� 
in way�s that those from the areas more com-
monly� feeding the Atlantic slave trade did not.

2015 · 244 pages · 4 illus. · research in 
international studies, Global and Comparative 
studies 
PB 978-0-8214-2193-2 $29.95; CL; e

Fighting the SlAve trAde
West African Strategies

edited by� sy�lviane A. Diouf 

“This book should be required reading for 
any�one interested in the West Africans’ fight 
against enslavement.”— Journal of World 
History

While most studies of the slave trade focus 
on the volume of captives and on their ethnic 
origins, the question of how the Africans 
organized their familial and communal 
lives to resist and assail it has not received 
adequate attention.

Contributors: Thierno Mouctar Bah, Caro-
ly�n A. Brown, Dennis D. Cordell, sy�lviane A. 
Diouf, Adama Guèy�e, Walter Hawthorne, 
Joseph e. inikori, Martin A. Klein, Paul e. 
Lovejoy�, John N. Oriji, ismail rashid, David 
richardson, and elisée soumonni.

2003 · 288 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1517-7 $28.95; CL; e
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children in SlAverY 
through the AgeS

edited by� Gwy�n Campbell, suzanne 
Miers, and Joseph C. Miller 

“This anthology� epitomized the strengths of the 
new history� of slavery�: a world-wide perspec-
tive that cuts across time and space … and an 
emphasis on the actual experience of enslave-
ment and on enslaved peoples as active agents 
with their own distinct voices.”—steven Mintz, 
author of Huck’s Raft: A History of American 
Childhood

Contributors: richard B. Allen, Pierre H. 
Boulle, Gwy�n Campbell, Bok-rae Kim, George 
Michael La rue, António de Almeida Mendes, 
suzanne Miers, Joseph C. Miller, Kenneth 
Morgan, Fred Morton, susan eva O’Donovan, 
Pauline Pui-Ting Poon, Kristina richardson, 
Calvin schermerhorn, and Gulay� Yilmaz.

2009 · 248 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1877-2 $28.95; CL; e

child SlAveS in the 
modern world

edited by� Gwy�n Campbell, suzanne 
Miers, and Joseph C. Miller 

Contributors: Jonathan Blagbrough, Gwy�n 
Campbell, William G. Clarence-smith, Mike 
Dottridge, Trevor r. Getz, Cecily� Jones, Martin 
Klein, Zosa De sas Kropiwnicki, Benjamin 
N. Lawrance, sarah Maguire, suzanne Miers, 
Nara Milanich, Joseph C. Miller, Bernard Moitt, 
sue Tay�lor, and Philip Whalen and Malika 
id’ salah.

2011 · 228 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1959-5 $28.95; CL; e

metAphor And the 
SlAve trAde in weSt 
AFricAn literAture

By� Laura T.  Murphy� 

2014 WiNNer OF THe AFriCAN LiTerATUre 
AssOCiATiON FirsT BOOK AWArD

“A book that is long overdue in African literary� 
studies.”— African Studies Quarterly

“A timely� and highly� innovative work.”— Ato 
Quay�son, editor of the Cambridge History of 
Postcolonial Literature

Metaphor and the Slave Trade provides 
compelling evidence of the hidden but unmis-
takable traces of the transatlantic slave trade 
that persist in West African discourse. Through 
an examination of metaphors that describe 
the trauma, loss, and suffering associated with 
the commerce in human lives, this book shows 
how the horrors of slavery� are communicated 
from generation to generation.

2012 · 264 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1995-3 $34.95; e

women And SlAverY, 
volume one
Africa, the Indian ocean World, and 
the Medieval North Atlantic

edited by� Gwy�n Campbell, suzanne 
Miers, and Joseph C. Miller 

The literature on women enslaved around 
the world has grown rapidly� in the last ten 
y�ears, evidencing strong interest in the subject 
across a range of academic disciplines. Until 
Women and Slavery, no single collection has 
focused on female slaves who—as these two 
volumes reveal—probably� constituted the 
considerable majority� of those enslaved in 
Africa, Asia, and europe over several millennia 
and who accounted for a greater propor-
tion of the enslaved in the Americas than is 
customarily� acknowledged.

Contributors: sharifa Ahjum, richard B. 
Allen, Katrin Bromber, Gwy�n Campbell, Cath-
erine Coquery�-Vidrovitch, Jan-Georg Deutsch, 
Timothy� Ferny�hough, Philip J. Havik, elizabeth 
Grzy�mala Jordan, Martin A. Klein, George 
Michael La rue, Paul e. Lovejoy�, Joseph C. 
Miller, Fred Morton, richard roberts, and 
Kirsten A. seaver.

2007 · 392 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1724-9 $34.95; CL

women And SlAverY, 
volume two
The Modern Atlantic

edited by� Gwy�n Campbell, suzanne 
Miers, and Joseph C. Miller 

Contributors: Henrice Altink, Lawrence Brown 
and Tara iniss, Gwy�n Campbell, My�riam Cot-
tias, Laura F. edwards, richard Follett, Barbara 
Krauthamer, suzanne Miers, Joseph C. Miller, 
Bernard Moitt, Kenneth Morgan, Claire rob-
ertson and Marsha robinson, Felipe smith, and 
Mariza de Carvalho soares.

2007 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1726-3 $32.95; CL; e

emAncipAtion without 
Abolition in germAn eASt 
AFricA, c. 1884–1914

By� Jan-Georg Deutsch 

This study� examines the complex history� of 
slavery� in east Africa, focusing on the area 
that came under German colonial rule. in 
contrast to the policy� pursued at the time by� 
other colonial powers in Africa, the German 
authorities did not legally� abolish slavery� in 
their colonial territories.

2006 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1720-1 $32.95; CL

chocolAte iSlAndS
Cocoa, Slavery, and Colonial Africa

By� Catherine Higgs 

“A fascinating exploration of the use of forced 
labor in Portuguese African colonies and the 
politics of humanitarian investigations in the 
early� 20th century�…. This well-written book 
deserves to be read by� scholars of colonial 
Africa and imperialism.… Highly� recom-
mended. — CHoICE

“An elegantly� written, well-illustrated account 
of the ensuing investigations into this so-called 
new slavery� in Africa orchestrated largely� by� 
Cadbury� and the British Foreign Office.… [The] 
study� resonates today�, dealing, as it does, with 
the often tainted international origins of our 
later era of mass consumerism.” — American 
Historical Review 

“A marvelous book examining the european 
dilemma over post-abolition forms of African 
labor…. Higgs weaves, with ey�e-opening suc-
cess, seemingly� disparate threads into a single 
historical landscape.” — Journal of African 
History

“An excellent study�…illustrated by� numerous 
contemporary� photographs…. (Joseph) Burtt’s 
correspondence with Cadbury�, together with 
his report and writings, form the basis of a 
large part of Higgs’s skillfully� written and 
important book, which critically� reassesses 
Cadbury�’s struggle between moral integ-
rity� and the need for competitively� priced 
cocoa.”— African Affairs

2012 · 236 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2074-4 $22.95; CL; e
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ohio Short 
SlAverY, emAncipAtion And 
coloniAl rule in South AFricA

By� Way�ne Dooling 

Slavery, Emancipation and Colonial Rule in 
South Africa examines the rural Cape Colony� 
from the earliest day�s of Dutch colonial 
rule in the mid-seventeenth century� to the 
outbreak of the south African War in 1899. 
For slaves and slave owners alike, incorpora-
tion into the British empire at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century� brought fruits that 
were bittersweet.

2008 · 256 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-263-6 $26.95; e

chocolAte on triAl
Slavery, Politics, and the Ethics of Business

By� Lowell J. satre 

Chocolate on Trial is a lively� and highly� 
readable account of the events surrounding 
the libel trial in which Cadbury� Bros. sued 
the London standard over the newspaper’s 
accusation that the firm was hy�pocritical in 
its use of slave-grown cocoa. Lowell J. satre 
probes issues as compelling now as they� were 
a century� ago: globalization, corporate social 
responsibility�, journalistic sensationalism, and 
devious diplomacy�.

2005 · 352 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1626-6 $29.95; CL

SlAverY in the greAt lAkeS 
region oF eASt AFricA

edited by� Henri Médard and shane Doy�le 

“Penetration of the region by� slave dealers led 
to a rapid expansion of slavery� in the nine-
teenth century�, but this book makes clear that 
slavery� has a long history� there.”— Journal of 
African History

Slavery in the Great Lakes Region of East 
Africa is a collection of ten studies by� the most 
prominent historians of the region.

Contributors: Jean-Pierre Chretien, Jan-
Georg Deutsch, shane Doy�le, Holly� Hanson, 
Mark Leopold, Henri Médard, David Northrup, 
richard reid, David schoenbrun, edward i. 
steinhart, and Michael W. Tuck.

2007 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1793-5 $29.95; CL; e

SlAveS, SpiceS And 
ivorY in zAnzibAr
Integration of an East African Commercial 
Empire into the World Economy, 1770–1873

By� Abdul sheriff 

The rise of Zanzibar was based on two major 
economic transformations. Firstly� slaves 
became used for producing cloves and grains 
for export. Previously� the slaves themselves 
were exported. secondly�, there was an 
increased international demand for luxuries 
such as ivory�. At the same time the price of 
imported manufactured gods was falling.

1987 · 317 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0872-8 $32.95; CL; e

new
ken SAro-wiwA

By� roy� Doron and Toy�in Falola 

“in Ken Saro-Wiwa, Doron and Falola provide a 
masterful narrative of the struggles of Nigeria’s 
famous environmental and ethnic minority� 
rights campaigner and writer. This history� of 
a complex personality� that successfully� seized 
the national and global stage in the 1990s, 
also brilliantly� explores the unfinished ramifica-
tions of his untimely� death.”—Cy�ril Obi, social 
science research Council

Hanged by� the Nigerian government on 
November 10, 1995, Ken saro-Wiwa became 
a marty�r for the Ogoni people and human 
rights activists, and a sy�mbol of modern 
Africans’ struggle against military� dictator-
ship, corporate power, and environmental 
exploitation. Though he is rightly� known for 
his human rights and environmental activism, 
he wore many� hats: writer, television producer, 
businessman, and civil servant, among others. 
While the book sheds light on his many� lega-
cies, it is above all about saro-Wiwa the man, 
not just saro-Wiwa the sy�mbol. roy� Doron 
and Toy�in Falola portray� a man who not only� 
was formed by� the complex forces of ethnicity�, 
race, class, and politics in Nigeria, but who 
drove change in those same processes.

2016 · 176 pages · 8 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2201-4 $14.95; e
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new
ellen johnSon SirleAF

By� Pamela scully� 

“A clear and concise introduction to the 
woman and to the domestic and international 
politics that have shaped her personally� and 
professionally�.”— Peace A. Medie, Legon 
Centre for international Affairs and Diplomacy�, 
University� of Ghana

in this timely� addition to the Ohio short 
Histories of Africa series, Pamela scully� takes 
us from the 1938 birth of Nobel Peace Prize 
winner and two-time Liberian president 
ellen Johnson through the ebola epidemic of 
2014–15. Charting her childhood and adoles-
cence, the book covers sirleaf’s relationship 
with her indigenous grandmother and urban 
parents, her early� marriage, her y�ears study�ing 
in the United states, and her career in inter-
national development and finance, where she 
developed her skill as a technocrat. The later 
chapters cover her y�ears in and out of formal 
Liberian politics, her support for women’s 
rights, and the ebola outbreak. sirleaf’s story� 
speaks to many� of the key� themes of the 
twenty�-first century�.

2016 · 136 pages · 8 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2221-2 $14.95; e

new
South SudAn
A New History for a New Nation

By� Douglas H. Johnson 

“The best current political history� of the world’s 
y�oungest nation by� its most prominent living 
historian.” — Deborah scroggins, author of 
Emma’s War

Africa’s newest nation has a long history�. 
Often considered remote and isolated from the 
rest of Africa, and usually� associated with the 
violence of slavery� and civil war, south sudan 
has been an arena for a complex mixing of 
peoples, languages, and beliefs.

2016 · 232 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2242-7 $14.95; e

Short-chAnged?
South Africa since Apartheid

By� Colin Bundy� 

What have been the most significant develop-
ments — political, social, economic — in south 
Africa since 1994? How much has changed 
since the demise of apartheid, and how much 
remains stubbornly� the same? should one cel-
ebrate a robust democracy� now two decades 
old, or lament the corrosive effects of faction-
alism, greed, and corruption on political life?

2015 · 174 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2155-0 $14.95; e

the Soweto upriSing

By� Noor Nieftagodien 

The soweto uprising was a true turning point 
in south Africa’s history�. even to contempo-
raries, it seemed to mark the beginning of 
the end of apartheid. This compelling book 
examines both the underly�ing causes and the 
immediate factors that led to this watershed 
event. it looks at the crucial roles of Black 
Consciousness ideology� and nascent school-
based organizations in shaping the character 
and form of the revolt.

2015 · 166 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2154-3 $14.95; e

the Anc women’S leAgue
Sex, Gender and Politics

By� shireen Hassim 

First formed in the early� twentieth century�, 
the ANC Women’s League has grown into a 
leading organization in the women’s move-
ment in south Africa. The league has been 
at the forefront of the nation’s century�-long 
transition from an authoritarian state to a 
democracy� that espouses gender equality� as a 
core constitutional value.

2015 · 160 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2156-7 $14.95; e

hiStorieS oF AFricA
ohio univerSitY preSS SerieS
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FrAntz FAnon
Toward a Revolutionary Humanism

By� Christopher J. Lee 

A CHoICE siGNiFiCANT TiTLe FOr 
UNDerGrADUATes, 2015–2016

“Lee’s marvelous and careful biographical study� 
is now the go-to book for those seeking to 
understand Frantz Fanon in his historical and 
intellectual context. it is, simply� put, sy�nthesis 
and analy�sis at their best.”— James D. Le sueur, 
author of Uncivil War: Intellectuals and Identity 
Politics during the Decolonization of Algeria

Psy�chiatrist, philosopher, and revolutionary�, 
Frantz Fanon is one of the most important 
intellectuals of the twentieth century�. He 
presented powerful critiques of racism, colo-
nialism, and nationalism in his classic books, 
Black Skin, White Masks (1952) and The 
Wretched of the Earth (1961). This biography� 
reintroduces Fanon for a new generation of 
readers, revisiting these enduring themes 
while also arguing for those less appreciated—
namely�, his anti-Manichean sensibility� and 
his personal ethic of radical empathy�, both of 
which underpinned his utopian vision of a new 
humanism. Written with clarity� and passion, 
Christopher J. Lee’s account ultimately� argues 
for the pragmatic idealism of Frantz Fanon and 
his continued importance today�.

2015 · 234 pages · 7 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2174-1 $14.95; e

AFricAn leAderS oF the 
twentieth centurY
Biko, Selassie, Lumumba, Sankara

By� Lindy� Wilson, Bereket Habte selassie, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, and ernest Harsch 

This omnibus edition brings together concise 
and up-to-date biographies of steve Biko, 
emperor Haile selassie, Patrice Lumumba, 
and Thomas sankara. African Leaders of the 
Twentieth Century will complement courses in 
history� and political science and serve as a use-
ful collection for the general reader.

2015 · 624 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2161-1 $32.95

the ideA oF the Anc

By� Anthony� Butler 

“The Idea of the ANC takes a look at how 
conception of power, promoting unity�, and a 
commitment to human liberation have in the 
past shaped politics in [south Africa] and the 
possible role they� could play� in guiding the 
leadership of the ANC’s responses to future 
challenges.… Be sure to get this exciting and 
very� easy� to read pocket book.”—LooCHA 
Magazine (south Africa)

2013 · 148 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2053-9 $14.95; e

the Anc Youth leAgue

By� Clive Glaser 

This brilliant little book tells the story� of the 
African National Congress (ANC) Youth League 
from its origins in the 1940s to the present 
and the controversies over Julius Malema and 
his influence in contemporary� y�outh politics.

2013 · 172 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2044-7 $14.95; e

thomAS SAnkArA
An African Revolutionary

By� ernest Harsch 

Thomas sankara, often called the African Che 
Guevara, was president of Burkina Faso, one 
of the poorest countries in Africa, until his 
assassination during the military� coup that 
brought down his government. Although his 
tenure in office was relatively� short, sankara 
left an indelible mark on his country�’s history� 
and development.

2014 · 160 pages · 12 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2126-0 $14.95; e

SpeAr oF the nAtion: 
umkhonto weSizwe
South Africa’s Liberation Army, 1960s–1990s

By� Janet Cherry� 

Umkhonto wesizwe, spear of the Nation, was 
arguably� the last of the great liberation armies 
of the twentieth century�—but it never got 
to “march triumphant into Pretoria.” MK—as 
it was known—was the armed wing of the 
African National Congress, south Africa’s lib-
eration movement, that challenged the south 
African apartheid government.

2012 · 156 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2026-3 $14.95; e

South AFricA’S Struggle 
For humAn rightS

By� saul  Dubow 

The human rights movement in south Africa’s 
transition to a postapartheid democracy� has 
been widely� celebrated as a triumph for global 
human rights. it was a key� aspect of the politi-
cal transition, often referred to as a miracle, 
which brought majority� rule and democracy� to 
south Africa.

2012 · 152 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2027-0 $14.95; e
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pAtrice lumumbA

By� Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Patrice Lumumba was a leader of the indepen-
dence struggle in what is today� the Democratic 
republic of the Congo, as well as the country�’s 
first democratically� elected prime minister. 
After a meteoric rise in the colonial civil service 
and the African political elite, he became a 
major figure in the decolonization movement 
of the 1950s.

2014 · 176 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2125-3 $14.95; e

SAn rock Art

By� J.D. Lewis-Williams 

san rock paintings, scattered over the range 
of southern Africa, are considered by� many� 
to be the very� earliest examples of represen-
tational art. There are as many� as 15,000 
known rock art sites, created over the course 
of thousands of y�ears up until the nineteenth 
century�. There are possibly� just as many� still 
awaiting discovery�.

2013 · 158 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2045-4 $14.95; e

epidemicS
The Story of South Africa’s Five 
Most Lethal Human Diseases

By� Howard Phillips 

“such a book is overdue…(it) is precisely� writ-
ten, accessible, eminently� readable, and, as i 
have found out, can be effectively� deploy�ed 
as an effective teaching tool.”—Julie Parle, 
University� of KwaZulu-Natal

This is the first history� of epidemics in south 
Africa, lethal episodes that significantly� shaped 
this society� over three centuries.

2012 · 168 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2028-7 $14.95; e

emperor hAile SelASSie

By� Bereket Habte selassie 

“Any�one searching for a quick introduction 
to ethiopia’s fascinating history� could happily� 
turn to Emperor Haile Selassie as a starting 
point.”—Focus on the Horn

emperor Haile selassie was an iconic figure of 
the twentieth century�, a progressive monarch 
who ruled ethiopia from 1916 to 1974. This 
book, written by� a former state official who 
served in a number of important positions in 
selassie’s government, tells both the story� of the 
emperor’s life and the story� of modern ethiopia.

2014 · 156 pages · 5 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2127-7 $14.95; e

ingrid jonker
Poet under Apartheid

By� Louise Viljoen 

Nelson Mandela brought the poetry� of ingrid 
Jonker to the attention of south Africa and 
the wider world when he read her poem “Die 
kind” (The Child) at the opening of south 
Africa’s first democratic parliament on May� 
24, 1994. Though Jonker was already� a sig-
nificant figure in south African literary� circles, 
Mandela’s reference contributed to a revival of 
interest in Jonker and her work that continues 
to this day�.

2013 · 166 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2048-5 $14.95; e

Steve biko

By� Lindy� Wilson 

“Ambitious and intelligent, Biko was pursu-
ing a university� education in south Africa 
when he energized a student movement in 
resistance to apartheid…. Wilson analy�zes 
Biko’s legacy� in the aftermath of apartheid 
and expresses continued concern about racial 
conflicts and growing concerns about class 
divisions.”— Booklist 

steve Biko inspired a generation of black south 
Africans to claim their true identity� and refuse 
to be a part of their own oppression. Through 
his example, he demonstrated fearlessness 
and self-esteem, and he led a black student 
movement country�wide that challenged and 
thwarted the culture of fear perpetuated by� 
the apartheid regime.

2012 · 160 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2025-6 $14.95; e
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SerieS in ecologY And hiStorY
ohio univerSitY preSS SerieS

wielding the Ax
State Forestry and Social Conflict 
in Tanzania, 1820–2000

By� Thaddeus sunseri 

FiNALisT FOr THe AFriCAN sTUDies 
AssOCiATiON’s 2010 MeLViLLe J. 
HersKOViTs AWArD.

Forests have been at the fault lines of contact 
between African peasant communities in the 
Tanzanian coastal hinterland and outsiders 
for almost two centuries. in recent decades, 
a global call for biodiversity� preservation has 
been the main challenge to Tanzanians and 
their forests.

2009 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1865-9 $29.95; CL; e

SociAl hiStorY And 
AFricAn environmentS

edited by� William Beinart and JoAnn McGregor 

Contributors: William Beinart, David Bunn, 
Jane Carruthers, Grace Carswell, robert J. 
Gordon, emmanuel Kreike, John McCracken, 
JoAnn McGregor, Karen Middleton, innocent 
Pikiray�i, Terence ranger, sandra swart, Helen 
Tilley�, and ingrid Yngstrom.

2003 · 352 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1538-2 $32.95; CL

eroding the commonS
The Politics of Ecology in Baringo, 
Kenya, 1890s–1963

By� David M. Anderson 

Colonial Baringo was largely� unnoticed until 
drought and localized famine in the mid-1920s 
led to claims that its crisis was brought on by� 
overcrowding and livestock mismanagement. 
in response to the alarm over erosion, the 
state embarked on a program for rehabilita-
tion, conservation, and development.

2003 · 352 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1480-4 $32.95; CL

heAling the herdS
Disease, Livestock Economies, and the 
Globalization of Veterinary Medicine

edited by� Karen Brown and Daniel Gilfoy�le 

During the early� 1990s, the ability� of danger-
ous diseases to pass between animals and 
humans was brought once more to the public 
consciousness. These concerns continue to 
raise questions about how livestock diseases 
have been managed over time and in different 
social, economic, and political circumstances.

Contributors: David Anderson, Martine 
Barwegen, Karen Brown, William G. Clar-
ence-smith, Daniel F. Doeppers, John Fisher, 
Daniel Gilfoy�le, Ann N. Greene, Lotte Hughes, 
Dominik Hünniger, Peter A. Koolmees, saverio 
Krätli, robert Peden, rita Pemberton, robert 
John Perrins, and Abigail Woods.

2010 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1885-7 $29.95; CL; e

mAd dogS And meerkAtS
A History of Resurgent Rabies 
in Southern Africa

By� Karen Brown 

Through the ages, rabies has exemplified the 
danger of diseases that transfer from wild 
animals to humans and their domestic stock. in 
south Africa, rabies has been on the rise since 
the latter part of the twentieth century� despite 
the availability� of postexposure vaccines and 
regular inoculation campaigns for dogs.

2011 · 228 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1953-3 $32; e

the gAme oF conServAtion
International Treaties to Protect the 
World’s Migratory Animals 

By� Mark Cioc 

“The book’s expository� prose sty�le is in tune 
with its overall design: clarity� and utility� are 
foremost.… The Game of Conservation will 
be a valuable resource for any� scholar of con-
servation, colonialism or international treaty� 
making.”—Environment and History

The Game of Conservation is a brilliantly� 
crafted and highly� readable examination of 
nature protection around the world.

2009 · 232 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1867-3 $28.95; CL; e

highlAnd SAnctuArY
Environmental History in Tanzania’s 
Usambara Mountains

By� Christopher A. Conte 

CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC TiTLe

Highland Sanctuary unravels the complex inter-
actions among agriculture, herding, forestry�, 
the colonial state, and the landscape itself. 
Conte’s study� illuminates the debate over con-
servation, arguing that contingency� and chance, 
the stuff of human history�, have shaped forests 
in way�s that rival the power of nature.

2004 · 256 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1554-2 $29.95; CL; e

South AFricA’S 
environmentAl hiStorY
Cases and Comparisons

edited by� stephen Dovers, ruth 
edgecombe, and Bill Guest 

”A worthwhile and rewarding read for any�one 
interested in environmental history�, and not 
only� that of south Africa.”—International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

Contributors: sean Archer, William Beinart, 
Jane Carruthers, stephen Dovers, Beverly� 
ellis, Nancy� Jacobs, elna Kotze, John Lam-
bert, Gregory� Maddox, John McAllister, John 
McNeill, ravi rajan, Jabulani sitole, Lance van 
sittert, Georgina Thompson, and Harald Witt.

2003 · 329 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1498-9 $32.95

imperiAl gullieS
Soil Erosion and Conservation in Lesotho

By� Kate B. showers 

Once the grain basket for south Africa, 
much of Lesotho has become a scarred and 
degraded landscape. The nation’s spectacular 
erosion and gully�ing have concerned environ-
mentalists and conservationists for more than 
half a century�. in Imperial Gullies: Soil Erosion 
and Conservation in Lesotho, Kate B. showers 
documents the truth behind this devastation.

2005 · 376 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1614-3 $35; CL; e
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the hiStoricAl ecologY 
oF mAlAriA in ethiopiA
Deposing the Spirits

By� James C. McCann 

“This is one of the most important books writ-
ten on Africa in the last ten y�ears—indeed, in 
any� ten y�ears. if this book does not win a prize, 
then there is truly� no justice.…A superb topic, 
handled here by� an accomplished historian at 
the peak of his powers…The epilogue is simply� 
magnificent. sparse, almost curt, it makes 
the case with blinding clarity�…The past lives 
with us. The future is about adaptability�, not 
progress.” — David M. Anderson, University� 
of Warwick

Malaria is an infectious disease like no other: 
it is a dy�namic force of nature and Africa’s 
most deadly� and debilitating malady�. James C. 
McCann tells the story� of malaria in human, 
narrative terms and explains the history� and 
ecology� of the disease through the science of 
landscape change. All malaria is local.

2015 · 216 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2147-5 $28.95; CL; e

triumph oF the expert
Agrarian Doctrines of Development and 
the Legacies of British Colonialism

By� Joseph Morgan Hodge 

Triumph of the Expert is a history� of British 
colonial policy� and thinking and its contribu-
tion to the emergence of rural development 
and environmental policies in the late colonial 
and postcolonial period.

2007 · 432 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1718-8 $34.95; CL; e

SlAverY, Agriculture, 
And mAlAriA in the 
ArAbiAn peninSulA

By� Benjamin reilly� 

“A lucid and compelling account of the slave 
experience in a region long ignored by� histo-
rians of slavery�…. [it is] a valuable case study� 
that underscores the need for historians to pay� 
closer attention to the way�s in which environ-
mental factors shaped the slave experience 
in various parts of the world.” — richard B. 
Allen, author of European Slave Trading in the 
Indian ocean, 1500–1850

in Slavery, Agriculture, and Malaria in the 
Arabian Peninsula, Benjamin reilly� illuminates 
a previously� unstudied phenomenon: the 
large-scale employ�ment of people of African 
ancestry� as slaves in agricultural oases within 
the Arabian Peninsula.

2015 · 222 pages · 18 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2182-6 $28.95; CL; e

indigenouS knowledge 
And the environment in 
AFricA And north AmericA

edited by� David M. Gordon 
and shepard Krech iii 

indigenous knowledge has become a catch-
phrase in global struggles for environmental 
justice. Yet indigenous knowledges are often 
viewed, incorrectly�, as pure and primordial 
cultural artifacts.

Contributors: David Bernstein, Derick Fay�, 
Andrew H. Fisher, Karen Flint, David M. Gordon, 
Paul Kelton, shepard Krech iii, Joshua reid, 
Parker shipton, Lance Van sittert, Jacob Tropp, 
James L. A. Webb Jr., and Marsha Weisiger

2012 · 344 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2079-9 $34.95; CL; e

environmentAl imAginArieS 
oF the middle eASt 
And north AFricA

edited by� Diana K. Davis and edmund Burke iii 

“These outstanding essay�s create new path-
way�s for apply�ing edward said‘s foundational 
thesis of Orientalism to nature and environ-
ment in the Middle east and North Africa over 
three centuries to the present.… Highly� recom-
mended.” — CHoICE

iNTrODUCTiON  imperialism, Orientalism, 
and the environment in the Middle east by� 
Diana K. Davis

CHAPTers  “A rebellion of Technology�”: 
Development, Policing, and the British Arabian 
imaginary� by� Priy�a satia · restoring roman 
Nature: French identity� and North African 
environmental History� by� Diana K. Davis · Body� 
of Work: Water and the reimagining of the 
sahara in the era of Decolonization by� George 
r. Trumbull iV · From the Bottom Up: The Nile, 
silt, and Humans in Ottoman egy�pt by� Alan 
Mikhail · Drafting a Map of Colonial egy�pt: 
The 1902 Aswan Dam, Historical imagination, 
and the Production of Agricultural Geog-
raphy� by� Jennifer L. Derr · remapping the 
Nation, Critiquing the state: environmental 
Narratives and Desert Land reclamation in 
egy�pt by� Jeannie sowers · salts, soils, and 
(Un)sustainabilities? Analy�zing Narratives of 
environmental Change in southeastern Turkey� 
by� Leila M. Harris · Hy�dro-imaginaries and 
the Construction of the Political Geography� 
of the Jordan river: The Johnston Mission, 
1953–56 by� samer Alatout) · environmentalism 
Deferred: Nationalisms and israeli/Palestinian 
imaginaries by� shaul Cohen

AFTerWOrD by� Timothy� Mitchell

2011 · 280 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2040-9 $29.95; CL; e
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environment, 
hiStorY, politicS

kolA iS god’S giFt
Agricultural Production, Export Initiatives, 
and the Kola Industry in Asante and 
the Gold Coast, c. 1920–1950

By� edmund Abaka 

Kola is a “food-drug,” used to induce “flights 
of fancy�,” and is incorporated into rites of 
passage and ceremonies. First recognized in 
the twelfth century�, kola is a legal and popular 
stimulant among West African Muslims. This 
study� details the legends and lore; social, 
religious, medicinal, and economic importance 
of kola nuts; the place of kola in the political 
economy� of Asante and the Gold Coast; and 
its contribution to the economic initiatives of 
the Hausa diaspora.

2005 · 256 pages · Western African studies 
CL 978-0-8214-1573-3 $49.95; PB

between the SeA 
And the lAgoon
An Eco-social History of the Anlo of 
Southeastern Ghana c. 1850 to Recent Times

By� emmanuel Kwaku Aky�eampong 

This study� offers a “social interpretation of 
environmental process” for the coastal low-
lands of southeastern Ghana. The Anlo-ewe, 
sometimes hailed as the quintessential sea 
fishermen of the West African coast, are a pre-
viously� non-maritime people who developed a 
maritime tradition. As a fishing community� the 
Anlo have a strong attachment to their land.

2002 · 256 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1409-5 $29.95; CL

leAF oF AllAh
Khat & Agricultural Transformation 
in Harerge, Ethiopia, 1875–1991

By� ezekiel Gebissa 

Khat is a quasi-legal psy�choactive shrub, 
produced and marketed in the province of 
Harerge, ethiopia, and widely� consumed 
throughout Northeast Africa. in the late nine-
teenth century� the main cash crop of Harerge 
was coffee. Leaf of Allah examines why� farm-
ing families shifted from cultivating coffee and 
food crops to growing khat.

2004 · 224 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1560-3 $32.95; CL

cultivAting the colonieS
Colonial States and their 
Environmental Legacies

edited by� Christina Folke Ax, Niels Brimnes, 
Niklas Thode Jensen, and Karen Oslund 

The essay�s collected in Cultivating the Colonies 
demonstrate how the relationship between 
colonial power and nature reveals the nature 
of power.

Contributors: Peder Anker, Greg Bankoff, 
David Briggs, Joseph M. Hodge, Julia Lajus, 
elizabeth Lunstrum, Christopher Morris, Karen 
Oslund, Kavita sivaramakrishnan, Daniel rou-
ven steinbach, Phia stey�n, and Andrew Wear.

2011 · 344 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-282-7 $32.95; e

criSiS And decline in bunYoro
Population & Environment in 
Western Uganda 1860–1955

By� shane Doy�le 

”This work is a welcome and salutory� history� 
of colonial loss and decline that incorporates 
colonial politics and policy�, but goes bey�ond to 
focus on demographics, disease, and environ-
ment.… Highly� recommended.”—CHoICE

One of the first studies of the political ecology� 
of a major African kingdom, Crisis and Decline 
in Bunyoro focuses on the interplay� between 
levels of environmental activity� within a highly� 
stratified society�.

2006 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1634-1 $32.95; CL

A moSt promiSing weed
A History of Tobacco Farming and Labor 
in Colonial Zimbabwe, 1890–1945

By� steven C. rubert 

A Most Promising Weed examines the work 
experience, living conditions, and social rela-
tions of thousands of African men, women, 
and children on european-owned tobacco 
farms in colonial Zimbabwe from 1890 to 1945.

1998 · 292 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-203-2 $29.95; e

reSurrecting the 
grAnArY oF rome
Environmental History and French 
Colonial Expansion in North Africa

By� Diana K. Davis 

WiNNer OF THe GeOrGe PerKiNs MArsH 
PriZe FOr BesT BOOK iN eNVirONMeNTAL 
HisTOrY · WiNNer OF THe MeriDiAN 
BOOK AWArD FOr OUTsTANDiNG 
WOrK iN GeOGrAPHY · WiNNer OF THe 
JAMes BLAUT AWArD iN reCOGNiTiON 
OF iNNOVATiVe sCHOLArsHiP iN 
CULTUrAL AND POLiTiCAL eCOLOGY

“[A] rich and compelling book.... Davis makes 
a powerful argument for exposing the means 
by� which colonized peoples were exploited 
in the name of environmental protection....” 

— International History Review

Tales of deforestation and desertification 
in North Africa have been told from the 
roman period to the present. such stories of 
environmental decline in the Maghreb are still 
recounted by� experts and are widely� accepted 
without question today�.

Resurrecting the Granary of Rome exposes 
many� of the political, economic, and ideologi-
cal goals of the French colonial project in 
these arid lands and the resulting definition 
of desertification that continues to inform 
global environmental and development 
projects. The first book on the environmental 
history� of the Maghreb, this volume reframes 
much conventional thinking about the North 
African environment. Davis’s book is essential 
reading for those interested in global environ-
mental history�.

2007 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1752-2 $32.95; CL; e
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ecologY oF AFricAn 
pAStorAliSt SocietieS

By� Katherine Homewood 

This study� presents a comprehensive survey� 
and analy�sis of the literature and debates 
surrounding African pastoralist societies by� a 
leading anthropologist of African pastoralism. 
Katherine Homewood traces the origins and 
spread of pastoralism on the African continent 
before examining contemporary� pastoralist 
environments and livelihoods. There are sepa-
rate discussions of herd biology�, pastoralist 
demography�, and the impact of developments 
and change on pastoralist sy�stems.

2009 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1841-3 $32.95; CL

ecologY control And 
economic development in 
eASt AFricAn hiStorY
The Case of Tanganyika, 1850–1950

By� Helge Kjekshus 

This pioneering book was one of the first to 
place the history� of east Africa within the 
context of the environment. it has been used 
continuously� for student teaching. it is now 
reissued with an introduction placing it within 
the debate that has developed on the subject; 
there is also an updated bibliography�. The 
book puts people at the centre of events.

1996 · 253 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1132-2 $29.95; e

cuStodiAnS oF the lAnd
Ecology and Culture in the History of Tanzania

edited by� Gregory� H. Maddox, James 
L. Giblin, and isaria N. Kimambo 

Farming and pastoral societies inhabit ever-
changing environments. This relationship 
between environment and rural culture, poli-
tics and economy� in Tanzania is the subject of 
this volume which will be valuable in reopen-
ing debates on Tanzanian history�.

Contributors: Christopher Conte, James L. 
Giblin, Jamie Johnson, isaria N. Kimambo, 
Juhani Koponen, Pamela A. Maack, Gregory� 
Maddox, Thomas spear, and Michele Wagner.

1996 · 285 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1134-6 $29.95; CL; e

AFricAn SAcred groveS
Ecological Dynamics and Social Change

edited by� Michael J. sheridan 
and Celia Ny�amweru 

“This book provides an excellent reference for 
refocusing conservation efforts in Africa, and 
a useful paradigm to apply� wherever preserva-
tion requires balancing ecological values with 
social and economic interests.”—CHoICE

in Western scholarship, Africa’s so-called 
sacred forests are often treated as the remains 
of primeval forests, ethnographic curiosities, 
or cultural relics from a static precolonial past. 
African Sacred Groves challenges dominant 
views of these landscape features by� redefin-
ing the subject matter bey�ond the compelling 
y�et uninformative term “sacred.”

Contributors: Joseph Bahati, Abwoli Y. 
Banana, Tsehai Berhane-selassie, Gérard 
Chouin, John A. Cooke, William Gomby�a-
ssembajjwe, Alma Gottlieb, ray�mond P. Guries, 
Nadia rabesahala Horning, staline Kibet, Aiah 
Lebbie, Celia Ny�amweru, Mohammed Pakia, 
eric s. ross, Michael J. sheridan, Nathan Vogt, 
and Liz Alden Wily�.

2007 
PB 978-0-8214-1789-8 $26.95; CL

the hiStorY And conServAtion 
oF zAnzibAr Stone town

By� Abdul sheriff 

Zanzibar stone Town presents the problems of 
conservation in its most acute forms. should it 
be fossilized for the tourists? Or should it grow 
for the benefit of the inhabitants? Can way�s 
be found to accommodate conflicting social 
and economic pressures? For its size, Zanzi-
bar, like Venice, occupies a remarkably� large 
romantic space in world imagination.

1995 · 165 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1120-9 $22.95; CL

blAck poAcherS, 
white hunterS
A Social History of Hunting in Colonial Kenya

By� edward i. steinhart 

“exciting, accessible, and challenging…. 
steinhart uses fascinating oral testimony� to 
reconstruct African hunting histories and 
traditions in Keny�a’s eastern region….” 

— African Affairs

Black Poachers, White Hunters traces the 
history� of hunting in Keny�a in the colonial 
era, describing the British attempt to impose 
the practices and values of nineteenth-
century� european aristocratic hunts followed, 
ultimately�, by� claims over African wildlife by� 
conservationists.

2005 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1664-8 $29.95; CL

the demogrAphicS oF empire
The Colonial order and the 
Creation of Knowledge

edited by� Karl ittmann, Dennis D. 
Cordell, and Gregory� H. Maddox 

“important and highly� recommendable, not 
only� for the handful of African histori-
cal demographers, but more generally� for 
all scholars of european colonialism in 
Africa and population politics worldwide.” 
— H-soz-u-Kult

“Highly� recommended.”— CHoICE 

“A very� exciting collection of essay�s that 
advances and makes a contribution to the 
field and knowledge in general. it is origi-
nal, of its genre it is state–of–the–art, and 
provocative.”—  ian Pool, coauthor of The New 
Zealand Family from 1840 and author of Te Iwi 
Maori: A New Zealand Population, Past, Pres-
ent and Projected

The Demographics of Empire is a collection of 
essay�s examining the multifaceted nature of 
the colonial science of demography� in the last 
two centuries.

Contributors: John M. Cinnamon, Den-
nis D. Cordell, ray�mond r. Gervais and issiaka 
Mandé, Karl ittmann, Gregory� H. Maddox, Pat-
rick Manning, Thomas V. McClendon, shery�l A. 
McCurdy�, Meshack Owino, and Meredith 
Turshen.

2010 · 302 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1933-5 $32.95; CL; e
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hiStorY

the AnAtomY oF A South 
AFricAn genocide
The Extermination of the Cape San Peoples

By� Mohamed Adhikari 

AN ALLAFRICA.CoM 2011 
NeW & NOTABLe BOOK 

in 1998 David Kruiper, the leader of the 
‡Khomani san who today� live in the Kalahari 
Desert in south Africa, lamented, “We have 
been made into nothing.” His comment 
applies equally� to the fate of all the hunter-
gatherer societies of the Cape Colony� who 
were destroy�ed by� the impact of european 
colonialism.

2011 · 120 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1987-8 $16.95; e

not white enough, not 
blAck enough
Racial Identity in the South African 
Coloured Community

By� Mohamed Adhikari 

The concept of Colouredness — being neither 
white nor black — has been pivotal to the 
brand of racial thinking particular to south 
African society�. The nature of Coloured iden-
tity� and its heritage of oppression has alway�s 
been a matter of intense political and ideologi-
cal contestation.

2005 · 264 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-244-5 $29.95; e

the unSettled lAnd
State-making and the Politics of 
Land in Zimbabwe, 1893–2003

By� Jocely�n Alexander 

“The Unsettled Land draws attention to the 
enduring power of institutions, such as 
chieftaincy�, and ideologies, such as modernism 
and nationalism, that have shaped the politics 
of land in Zimbabwe.”—Journal of Southern 
African Studies

The Unsettled Land engages with the current 
debates on land and politics in Africa and 
provides a much-needed historical narrative of 
the Zimbabwean case.

2007 · 230 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1736-2 $29.95; CL

kwAme nkrumAh
The Father of African Nationalism

By� David Birmingham 

The first African statesman to achieve world 
recognition was Kwame Nkrumah (1909-
1972), who became president of the new 
republic of Ghana in 1960. He campaigned 
ceaselessly� for African solidarity� and for the 
liberation of southern Africa from white settler 
rule. His greatest achievement was to win the 
right of black peoples in Africa to have a vote 
and to determine their own destiny�. He turned 
a dream of liberation into a political reality�.

1998 · 153 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1242-8 $16.95

empire in AFricA
Angola and Its Neighbors

By� David Birmingham 

“The book is an incisive, engaging 
piece of scholarship punctuated with 
impassioned, informed commentary�.” 

— African Studies Review

The dark y�ears of european fascism left 
their indelible mark on Africa. As late as 
the 1970s, Angola was still ruled by� white 
autocrats, whose dictatorship was eventually� 
overthrown by� black nationalists who had 
never experienced either the rule of law or 
participatory� democracy�.

2006 · 200 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-248-3 $24.95; e

portugAl And AFricA

By� David Birmingham 

Portugal was the first european nation to 
assert itself aggressively� in African affairs. 
David Birmingham’s Portugal and Africa, a 
collection of uniquely� accessible historical 
essay�s, survey�s this colonial encounter from its 
earliest roots.

2004 · 216 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-237-7 $24.95

themeS in weSt 
AFricA’S hiStorY

edited by� emmanuel Kwaku Aky�eampong 

“This collection allows students to be exposed 
to major issues in West African history� and to 
see how scholars from different disciplines as 
well as from different continents understand 
this history�.... This is a highly� useful book, both 
for undergraduates and graduate students, 
while providing valuable reflections on 
research methods and themes in West African 
history� that are of value to Africanist scholars 
as well.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

Contributors: emmanuel Kwaku Aky�eampong, 
David C. Conrad, Cy�ril K. Daddieh, M. e. 
Kropp Dakubu, Andreas eckert, Ogbu U. Kalu, 
Brian Larkin and Birgit Mey�er emmanuel, Pat-
rick Manning, susan Keech Mcintosh, Célestin 
Monga, Pashington Obeng, ismail rashid, and 
James L. A. Webb Jr.

2006 · 288 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1641-9 $29.95; CL; e

the AFricAn geniuS

By� Basil Davidson 

The African Genius presents the ideas, social 
sy�stems, religions, moral values, arts, and 
metaphy�sics of a range of African peoples. 
Davidson’s depiction of the sophisticated 

“native genius” that has carried Africans 
through centuries of change is vital to an 
understanding of modern Africa.

2005 · 384 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1605-1 $26.95; e
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eurAFricAnS in 
weStern AFricA
Commerce, Social Status, Gender, 
and Religious observance from the 
Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Century

By� George e. Brooks 

Eurafricans in Western Africa traces the rich 
social and commercial history� of western Africa.

2003 · 392 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1486-6 $32.95; CL

rAce, revolution, And 
the Struggle For humAn 
rightS in zAnzibAr
The Memoirs of Ali Sultan Issa 
and Seif Sharif Hamad

By� G. Thomas Burgess 

Zanzibar has had the most turbulent postcolo-
nial history� of any� part of the United republic 
of Tanzania, y�et few sources explain the rea-
sons why�. From a series of personal interviews 
conducted over several y�ears, Thomas Burgess 
has produced two highly� readable first-person 
narratives in which two nationalists in Africa 
describe their conflicts, achievements, failures, 
and tragedies.

2009 · 310 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1852-9 $29.95; CL

AFricAn underclASS
Urbanisation, Crime, and Colonial 
order in Dar es Salaam

By� Andrew Burton 

“Any�one seeking to understand the colonial 
roots of urban and national problems in, at 
the least, Anglophonic Africa, should read this 
book.”—The Historian

African Underclass examines the social, politi-
cal, and administrative repercussions of rapid 
urban growth in Dar es salaam.

2005 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1636-5 $29.95; CL

new
obAmA And kenYA
Contested Histories and the 
Politics of Belonging

By� Matthew Carotenuto and Katherine Luongo 

Barack Obama’s political ascendancy� has 
focused considerable global attention on the 
history� of Keny�a generally� and the history� of 
the Luo community� particularly�. From politicos 
populating the blogosphere and bookshelves 
in the U.s and Keny�a, to tourists traipsing 
through Obama’s ancestral home, a variety� 
of groups have mobilized new readings of 
Keny�a’s past in service of their own ends.

Through narratives placing Obama into a 
simplified, sweeping narrative of anticolonial 
barbarism and postcolonial “tribal” violence, 
the story� of the United states president’s 
nuanced relationship to Keny�a has been lost 
amid stereoty�pical portray�als of Africa. At the 
same time, Keny�an state officials have aimed 
to weave Obama into the contested narrative 
of Keny�an nationhood.

Matthew Carotenuto and Katherine 
Luongo argue that efforts to cast Obama as 
a “son of the soil” of the Lake Victoria basin 
invite insights into the politicized uses of 
Keny�a’s past.

2016 · 264 pages · 20 illus. 
research in international studies, 
Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-300-8 $22.95; CL; e

the decolonizAtion oF AFricA

By� David Birmingham 

“This work is an excellent introduction to the 
topic…. [i]t deserves a place in all college 
and public libraries.”—Charles W. McClellan, 
radford University�

This bold, popularizing sy�nthesis presents a 
readily� accessible introduction to one of the 
major themes of twentieth-century� world 
history�. Between 1922, when self-government 
was restored to egy�pt, and 1994, when non-
racial democracy� was achieved in south Africa, 
54 new nations were established in Africa.

1996 · 117 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1153-7 $14.95

cold wAr And decolonizAtion 
in guineA, 1946–1958

By� elizabeth schmidt 

WiNNer OF THe AFriCAN POLiTiCs 
CONFereNCe GrOUP’s BesT BOOK AWArD

in september 1958, Guinea claimed its inde-
pendence, rejecting a constitution that would 
have relegated it to junior partnership in the 
French Community�. in all the French empire, 
Guinea was the only� territory� to vote “No.”

2007 · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1764-5 $29.95; CL; e

ouidAh
The Social History of a West African 
Slaving Port, 1727–1892

By� robin Law 

FreDeriCK DOUGLAss BOOK PriZe FiNALisT

“robin Law’s social history� of Ouidah during 
the period of the Dahomian overrule repre-
sents a major milestone in the historiography� 
of the so-called slave Coast … Within this 
narrative framework robin Law has crafted an 
erudite, detailed account of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century� Ouidah with an analy�tical 
focus resting firmly� on the town’s middleman 
role in the Atlantic economy� … an important 
book.” — African History

2005 · 320 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1572-6 $32.95; CL; e
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generAtionS pASt
Youth in East African History

edited by� Andrew Burton and 
Hélène Charton-Bigot 

Contemporary� Africa is demographically� char-
acterized above all else by� its y�outhfulness. in 
east Africa the median age of the population 
is now a striking 17.5 y�ears, and more than 65 
percent of the population is age 24 or under. 
This situation has attracted growing scholarly� 
attention, resulting in an important and rapidly� 
expanding literature on the position of y�outh 
in African societies.

Contributors: James r. Brennan, G. Thomas 
Burgess, Andrew Burton, Anthony� Burton, 
Hélène Charton-Bigot, shane Doy�le, Dave 
eaton, James L. Giblin, eunice Kamaara, Joy�ce 
Ny�airo, richard reid, Carol summers, richard 
Waller, and Justin Willis.

2010 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1924-3 $32.95; CL; e

khAki And blue
Military and Police in British Colonial Africa

By� Anthony� Clay�ton and David Killingray� 

Drawing upon a survey� of former police 
officers in the six British colonies of Ghana, 
Nigeria, Keny�a, Uganda, Zambia, and Malawi, 
Clay�ton and Killingray� examine the work of 
colonial law enforcement during the last y�ears 
of British supremacy�.

1989 · 335 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-147-9 $32.95

the london miSSionArY 
SocietY in Southern 
AFricA, 1799–1999
Historical Essays in Celebration of the 
Bicentenary of the LMS in Southern Africa

edited by� John de Gruchy� 

Compiled to mark the bicentenary� of the 
London Missionary� society� in southern Africa, 
this volume provides an assessment of the 
work and legacy� of the society�, which play�ed 
a critical role in the politics and societies of the 
subcontinent and whose leading figure—like 
David Livingstone, robert Moffat, and John 
Philip—were major historical actors in their day�.

Contributors: Jean Comaroff, John 
Comaroff, elizabeth elbourne, Natasha erlank, 
Norman etherington, John de Gruchy�, steve 
de Gruchy�, Helen Ludlow, Andrew ross, 
robert ross, Christopher saunders, and Les 
switzer.

2000 · 240 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1349-4 $32.95

el dorAdo in weSt AFricA
The Gold Mining Frontier, African 
Labor, and Colonial Capitalism

By� ray�mond e. Dumett 

The second half of the nineteenth century� 
witnessed some of the greatest gold mining 
migrations in history� when dreams of bonanza 
lured thousands of prospectors and diggers 
to the far corners of the earth—including the 
Gold Coast of West Africa.

1999 · 235 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1198-8 $32.95; CL; e

AFricAn ApocAlYpSe
The Story of Nontetha Nkwenkwe, a 
Twentieth-Century South African Prophet

By� robert r. edgar and Hilary� sapire 

The devastating influenza epidemic of 1918 
ripped through southern Africa. in its after-
math, revivalist and millenarian movements 
sprouted. Prophets appeared bearing mes-
sages of resistance, redemption, and renewal.

1999 · 213 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-208-7 $26.95

revolution And 
religion in ethiopiA
The Growth and Persecution of the 
Mekane Yesus Church, 1974–85

By� Øy�vind M. eide 

studies of the 1974 ethiopian revolution have 
hitherto almost completely� ignored religion, in 
spite of the commitment of a great majority� of 
ethiopian people to one or another religious 
tradition. eide traces the journey� from support 
for the revolution by� the church leaders and 
local members to their suspected alliance with 
opposition forces.

2000 · 314 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1366-1 $32.95; CL

the hiStorY oF iSlAm in AFricA

edited by� Nehemia Levtzion and randall L. Pouwels 

A 2000 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC TiTLe

iNTrODUCTiON Patterns of islamization 
and Varieties of religious experience among 
Muslims of Africa by� Nehemia Levtzion and 
randall L. Pouwels

PArT i Gateway�s to Africa egy�pt and North 
Africa by� Peter von sivers · The indian Ocean 
and the red sea by� M.N. Pearson

PArT ii West Africa and the sudan islam 
in the Bilad al-sudan to 1800 by� Nehemia 
Levtzion · The Juula and the expansion of 
islam into the Forest by� ivor Wilks · Precolonial 
islam in the eastern sudan by� Jay� spaulding 
· revolutions in the Western sudan by� David 
robinson · The eastern sudan, 1822 to the 
Present by� John O. Voll · islam in Africa under 
French Colonial rule by� Jean-Louis Triaud · 
islam in West Africa: radicalism and the New 
ethic of Disagreement, 1960–90 by� Lansiné 
Kaba · religious Pluralisms in Northern Nigeria 
by� William F. s. Miles

PArT iii eastern and southern Africa, 
ethiopia, and the Horn of Africa by� Lidwien 
Kapteijns · The east African Coast , c. 780–

1900 c.e. by� randall L. Pouwels · The Coastal 
Hinterland and interior of east Africa by� David 
C. sperling, with additional material by� Jose 
H. Kagabo) · east Central Africa by� edward A. 
Alpers · islam in southern Africa, 1652–1998 
by� robert C-H. shell · radicalism and reform 
in east Africa by� Abdin Chande

PArT iV General Themes islamic Law in 
Africa by� Allan Christelow · Muslim Women 
in African History� by� roberta Ann Dunbar · 
islamic education and scholarship in sub-
saharan Africa by� stefan reichmuth · sufi 
Brotherhoods in Africa by� Knut s. Vikør · 
Pray�er, Amulets, and Healing by� David Owusu-
Ansah · islamic Art and Material Culture in 
Africa by� rené A. Bravmann · islamic Literature 
in Africa by� Kenneth W. Harrow · Music and 
islam in sub-saharan Africa by� eric Charry�

2000 · 640 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1297-8 $34.95; CL; e
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herero heroeS
A Socio-Political History of the 
Herero of Namibia, 1890–1923

By� Jan-Bart Gewald 

The Herero-German war led to the destruc-
tion of Herero society�. Yet Herero society� 
reemerged, reorganizing itself around the 
structures and beliefs of the German colonial 
army� and rhenish missionary� activity�. This 
book describes the manner in which the Her-
ero of Namibia struggled to maintain control 
over their own freedom in the face of advanc-
ing German colonialism.

1999 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1257-2 $29.95; CL

nAmibiA under South 
AFricAn rule
Mobility and Containment, 1915–46

edited by� Patricia Hay�es, Jeremy�  silvester, 
Marion Wallace, and Wolfram Hartmann 

Contributors: Michael Bollig, Ben Fuller Jr., 
robert J. Gordon, Patricia Hay�es, Wolfram 
Hartmann, Dag Henrichsen, Gesine Krüger, 
Meredith McKittrick, Petrus shatjohamba 
Ndongo, Harri siiskonen, Jeremy� silvester, 
randolph Vigne, and Marion Wallace.

1998 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1245-9 $29.95; CL

A hiStorY oF the excluded
Making Family a Refuge from State 
in Twentieth-Century Tanzania

By� James L. Giblin 

“By� charting the history� of family� dy�nam-
ics among the Wabena from World War i 
through early� independence, A History of the 
Excluded shines a particularly� powerful light 
on how individuals experienced the demands 
of migrant labor and plantation conditions, 
the introduction of new farming technologies 
and business opportunities, and the policies 
of TANU national settlement and market con-
trols—all within family�, not state, parameters.” 

— African Studies Review

2005 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1669-3 $32.95; CL

the ghoSt oF equAlitY
The Public Lives of D. D. T. Jabavu 
of South Africa, 1885–1959

By� Catherine Higgs 

“Catherine Higgs’s meticulously� researched and 
well-written biographical study� fills an impor-
tant gap in the historiography� of the region…. 
This is a fine, concise book that illumines a 
significant and revealing south African life.” 

— American Historical Review

1997 · 289 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1169-8 $32.95; PB

dhowS And the 
coloniAl economY oF 
zAnzibAr, 1860-1970

By� erik Gilbert 

“essential reading for any�one interested in 
indian Ocean trade or the limits of ‘moderniza-
tion’ during the colonial era.” — International 
History Review

Conventional history� assumes that the rise of 
the steamship trade killed off the indian Ocean 
dhow trade in the twentieth century�. erik Gil-
bert argues that the dhow economy� play�ed a 
major role in shaping the economic and social 
life of colonial Zanzibar.

2005 · 192 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1558-0 $26.95; CL

butterFlieS & bArbAriAnS
Swiss Missionaries and Systems of 
Knowledge in South-East Africa

By� Patrick Harries 

swiss missionaries play�ed a primary� and 
little-known role in explaining Africa to the 
literate world in the late nineteenth and early� 
twentieth centuries. This book emphasizes 
how these european intellectuals, brought to 
the deep rural areas of southern Africa by� their 
vocation, formulated and ordered knowledge 
about the continent.

2007 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1777-5 $32.95; CL

Stepping ForwArd
Black Women in Africa and the Americas

edited by� Catherine Higgs, Barbara 
A. Moss, and earline rae Ferguson 

A unique and important study�, Stepping 
Forward examines the experiences of nine-
teenth- and twentieth-century� black women 
in Africa and African diaspora communities 
from a variety� of perspectives in a number of 
different settings.

Contributors: Teresa Barnes, Nemata 
Bly�den, Leslie Brown, rhonda Cobham, emily�e 
Crosby�, earline rae Ferguson, Catherine Higgs, 
Deseriee Kennedy�, Valinda W. Littlefield, 
Barbara A. Moss, sy�lvia Ojukutu-Macauley�, 
Patricia Achieng Opondo, Fay�th M. Perks, Cora 
Presley�, sean redding, Andrea Benton rushing, 
Verene A. shepherd, and Cassandra r. Veney�.

2002 · 368 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1456-9 $35; CL; e

pAStimeS And politicS
Culture, Community, and Identity in Post-
Abolition Urban Zanzibar, 1890–1945

By� Laura Fair 

“A masterpiece … if ever a work was tailor-
made for graduate seminars to introduce 
recent trends in African cultural and colonial 
history�, this is it … This book is excellent. Daz-
zling and joy�ful writing convey�s the author’s 
love and enthusiasm for her subjects … You can 
show this book to those unfamiliar with colo-
nial Africa and they� will be captivated rather 
than daunted.”— African Studies Quarterly

“With exquisite detail, each … chapter dem-
onstrates the manner in which this process 
was both thought and carried out. The overall 
result is a model of contemporary� relevant 
scholarship.”— CHoICE

Pastimes and Politics examines the way�s in 
which various cultural practices, including 
taarab music, dress, football, ethnicity�, and 
sexuality�, changed during the early� twentieth 
century� in relation to islanders’ changing social 
and political identities. Fair argues that cultural 
changes were not merely� reflections of social 
and political transformations. rather, leisure 
and popular culture were critical practices 
through which the colonized and former slaves 
transformed themselves and the society� in 
which they� lived.

Methodologically� innovative and clearly� 
written, Pastimes and Politics is accessible to 
specialists and general readers alike. it is a 
book that should find wide use in courses on 
African history�, urbanization, popular culture, 
gender studies, or emancipation.

2001 · 384 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1384-5 $32.95; CL; e
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SquAtterS And the rootS 
oF mAu mAu, 1905–1963

By� Tabitha Kanogo 

This is a study� of the genesis, evolution, 
adaptation and subordination of the Kikuy�u 
squatter labourers, who comprised the major-
ity� of resident labourers on settler plantations 
and estates in the rift Valley� Province of the 
White Highlands. These squatters play�ed a 
crucial role in the initial build-up of the events 
that led to the outbreak of the Mau Mau war.

1987 · 206 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0874-2 $24.95; e

Freedom in our liFetime
The Collected Writings of Anton 
Muziwakhe Lembede

By� Anton Muziwakhe Lembede 
edited by� robert r. edgar and 
Luy�anda ka Msumza

“This volume…enhances our understanding of 
Lembede and his thought…This book will be 
valuable to scholars with research interests in 
the history� of African nationalism.”— Interna-
tional Journal of African Historical Studies

1996 · 224 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1149-0 $39.95

A modern hiStorY 
oF the SomAli
Nation and State in the Horn of Africa

By� i. M. Lewis 

“Lewis writes authoritatively�, magisterially�, and 
often brilliantly�.”— African Studies Review

This latest edition of A Modern History of the 
Somali brings i. M. Lewis’s definitive history� 
up to date and shows the amazing continuity� 
of somali forms of social organization. Lewis’s 
history� portray�s the ingeniousness with which 
the somali way� of life has been adapted to all 
forms of modernity�.

2003 · 368 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1495-8 $29.95; e

empire StAte-building
War and Welfare in Kenya, 1925–1952

By� Joanna Lewis 

This history� of administrative thought and 
practice in colonial Keny�a looks at the way�s 
in which white people tried to engineer social 
change. it asks four questions: - Why� was 
Keny�a’s welfare operation so idiosy�ncratic and 
spartan compared with that of other British 
colonies? - Why� did a transformation from 
social welfare to community� development 
produce further neglect of the very� poor?

2001 · 387 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1399-9 $29.95; CL

nAmibiA’S liberAtion Struggle
The Two-Edged Sword

By� Colin Ley�s and John s. saul 

it took twenty�-three y�ears of armed struggle 
before Namibia could gain its independence 
from south Africa in March 1990. swapo’s 
victory� was remarkable in the face of an over-
whelmingly� superior enemy�. How this came 
about, and at what cost, is the subject of this 
outstanding study� that is based on unpublished 
documents and extensive interviews with a 
large range of the key� activists in the struggle.

1995 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1104-9 $29.95; CL

in SeArch oF A nAtion
Histories of Authority and 
Dissidence in Tanzania

edited by� Gregory� H. Maddox 
and James L. Giblin 

The double-sided nature of African national-
ism — its capacity� to inspire expressions of 
unity�, and its tendency� to narrow political 
debate —are explored by� sixteen historians, 
focusing on the experience of Tanzania.

Contributors: edward A. Alpers, Kelly� M. 
Askew, ralph A. Austen, James r. Brennan, 
Thomas Burgess, steven Feierman, susan Gei-
ger, James L. Giblin, John iliffe, Yusuf Q. Lawi, 
Gregory� H. Maddox, Lawrence e.Y. Mbogoni, 
Jamie Monson, e.s. Atieno Odhiambo, Thomas 
spear, and Marcia Wright.

2005 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1671-6 $29.95; CL

AFricAn giFtS oF the Spirit
Pentecostalism and the Rise of a Zimbabwean 
Transnational Religious Movement

By� David Maxwell 

This book considers the rise of born-again 
Christianity� in Africa through a study� of one 
of the most dy�namic Pentecostal movements. 
David Maxwell traces the transformation of 
the prophet ezekiel Guti and his pray�er band 
from small beginnings in the townships of the 
1950s into the present-day� transnational busi-
ness enterprise, which is now the Zimbabwe 
Assemblies of God.

2007 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1738-6 $29.95; CL

the lAnd beYond the miStS
Essays on Identity and Authority in 
Precolonial Congo and Rwanda

By� David Newbury� 

The horrific tragedies of Central Africa in the 
1990s riveted the attention of the world. But 
these crises did not occur in a historical vac-
uum. By� peering through the mists of the past, 

mAking A world AFter empire
The Bandung Moment and 
Its Political Afterlives

edited by� Christopher J. Lee 

sHOrT-LisTeD FOr THe 2015 AsiA-AFriCA 
BOOK PriZe (iCAs) · WiNNer OF THe 
2010 ALi sAsTrOAMiDJOJO AWArD · AN 
AFRICAFoCUS 2011 NeW & NOTABLe BOOK 
· A CHoICE SiGNiFiCANT UNiVersiTY Press 
TiTLe FOr UNDerGrADUATes, 2010–11

iNTrODUCTiON Between a Moment and an 
era: The Origins and Afterlives of Bandung by� 
Christopher J. Lee.

PArT i The Legacies of Bandung: Decolo-
nization and the Politics of Culture by� Dipesh 
Chakrabarty� · Contested Hegemony�: The Great 
War and the Afro-Asian Assault on the Civiliz-
ing Mission by� Michael Adas · Modeling states 
and sovereignty�: Postcolonial Constitutions in 
Asia and Africa by� Julian Go 

PArT ii Feminism, solidarity�, and identity� 
in the Age of Bandung: Third World Women 
in the egy�ptian Women’s Press by� Laura Bier 
· radio Cairo and the Decolonization of east 
Africa, 1953–64 by� James r. Brennan · Mao 
in Zanzibar: Nationalism, Discipline, and the 
(De)Construction of Afro-Asian solidarities by� 
G. Thomas Burgess · Working Ahead of Time: 
Labor and Modernization during the Construc-
tion of the TAZArA railway�, 1968–86 by� Jamie 
Monson · Tricontinentalism in Question: The 
Cold War Politics of Alex La Guma and the 
African National Congress by� Christopher J. Lee

PArT iii China’s engagement with Africa: 
scope, significance, and Consequences by� 
Denis M. Tull · superpower Osama: sy�mbolic 
Discourse in the indian Ocean region after the 
Cold War by� Jeremy� Prestholdt · The sodalities 
of Bandung: Toward a Critical 21st-century� 
History� by� Antoinette Burton

2010 · 400 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-277-3 $29.95; e
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the case studies presented in The Land Beyond 
the Mists illustrate the significant advances to 
have taken place since decolonization in our 
understanding of the pre-colonial histories of 
rwanda, Burundi, and eastern Congo.

2009 · 464 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1875-8 $32.95; CL; e

coloniAliSm in the congo 
bASin, 1880–1940

By� samuel H. Nelson 

This exceptional study� of the Mongo people of 
the upper Congo river basin focuses on the 
evolution of Mongo work patterns from the 
period of the late nineteenth century� to 1940, 
the high-water mark of the colonial period. it 
brings new evidence from oral histories, anthro-
pological research, and archival records to build 
on or to correct colonial ethnographic accounts.

1994 · 292 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-180-6 $32.95; e

SmugglerS, SeceSSioniStS, 
And loYAl citizenS on the 
ghAnA-togo Frontier
The Life of the Borderlands since 1914

By� Paul Nugent 

The first integrated history� of the Ghana-Togo 
borderlands, Smugglers, Secessionists, and 
Loyal Citizens on the Ghana-Togo Frontier 
challenges the conventional wisdom that the 
current border is an arbitrary� european con-
struct, resisted by� ewe irredentism.

2003 · 302 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1482-8 $32.95; CL

mAu mAu And nAtionhood
Arms, Authority, and Narration

edited by� e. s. Atieno Odhiambo 
and John Lonsdale 

“A thousand words can never do justice to 
this tremendous collection, so i will state at 
the outset that it is a must read.”—Cy�nthia 
Brantley�, American Historical Review

Fifty� y�ears after the declaration of the state of 
emergency�, Mau Mau still excites argument 
and controversy�, not least in Keny�a itself. Mau 
Mau and Nationhood is a collection of essay�s 
providing the most recent thinking on the 
uprising and its aftermath.

Contributors: David M. Anderson, Marshall 
s. Clough, Caroline elkins, Kennel Jackson 
Jr., Joanna Lewis, John Lonsdale, e. s. Atieno 
Odhiambo, Bethwell A. Ogot, James Ogude, 
Derek Peterson, David A. Percox, and Chris-
tiana Pugliese.

2003 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1484-2 $29.95; CL

rAce, reSiStAnce, And the 
boY Scout movement in 
britiSh coloniAl AFricA

By� Timothy� H. Parsons 

Conceived by� General sir robert Baden-Powell 
as a way� to reduce class tensions in edwardian 
Britain, scouting evolved into an international 
y�outh movement. it offered a vision of roman-
tic outdoor life as a cure for disruption caused 
by� industrialization and urbanization. scout-
ing’s global spread was due to its success in 
attaching itself to institutions of authority�.

2004 · 424 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1596-2 $29.95; CL; e

the Forgotten Frontier
Colonist and Khoisan on the Cape’s 
Northern Frontier in the 18th Century

By� Nigel Penn 

A 2007 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG 
ACADeMiC TiTLe

“Penn has performed exhaustive archival 
research in english, Dutch and early� Afrikaans 
and subsequently� produced a narrative of con-
siderable intricacy�.” — Journal of Social History

Traditionally�, the eastern Cape frontier of 
south Africa has been regarded as the preemi-
nent contact zone between colonists and the 
Khoi—“Hottentots”—and san—“Bushmen.” 
But there was an earlier frontier in which the 
conflict between Dutch colonists and these 
indigenous herders and hunters was in many� 
way�s more decisive in its outcome, more brutal 
and violent in its manner, and just as signifi-
cant in its effects on later south African history�.

2006 · 264 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1682-2 $29.95

From guerrillAS to 
government
The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front

By� David Pool 

in 1991 the eritrean People’s Liberation Front 
(ePLF) took over Asmara and completed the 
liberation of eritrea; formal independence 
came two y�ears later after a referendum in 
May� 1993. it was the climax of a thirty�-y�ear 
struggle, though the ePLF itself was formed 
only� in the early� 1970s. From the beginning, 
eritrean nationalism was divided.

2001 · 224 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1387-6 $26.95; CL

pAthS oF AccommodAtion
Muslim Societies and French 
Colonial Authorities in Senegal 
and Mauritania, 1880–1920

By� David robinson 

Between 1880 and 1920, Muslim sufi orders 
became pillars of the colonial regimes and 
economies of senegal and Mauritania. in Paths 
of Accommodation, David robinson examines 
the way�s in which the leaders of the orders 
negotiated relations with the Federation of 
French West Africa in order to preserve auton-
omy� within the religious, social, and economic 
realms while abandoning the political sphere 
to their non-Muslim rulers.

2000 · 408 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1354-8 $32.95; CL; e

SorcerY And SovereigntY
Taxation, Power, and Rebellion 
in South Africa, 1880–1963

By� sean redding 

rebellions broke out in many� areas of south 
Africa shortly� after the institution of white rule 
in the late nineteenth century� and continued 
into the next century�. However, distrust of the 
colonial regime reached a new peak in the mid-
twentieth century�, when revolts erupted across 
a wide area of rural south Africa. All these 
uprisings were rooted in grievances over taxes.

2006 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1705-8 $32.95; CL; e

politicAl power in pre-
coloniAl bugAndA
Economy, Society, and Warfare 
in the Nineteenth Century

By� richard reid 

“An impressive study�, asking important ques-
tions and marshalling a wealth of evidence 
and original argument to provide bold 
answers.”— CHoICE

Blessed with fertile and well-watered soil, east 
Africa’s kingdom of Buganda supported a rela-
tively� dense population and became a major 
regional power by� the mid-nineteenth century�. 
Political Power in Pre-Colonial Buganda 
explores the material basis of Ganda politi-
cal power, gives us a new understanding of 
what Ganda power meant in real terms, and 
relates the story� of how the kingdom used the 
resources at its disposal to meet the challenges 
that confronted it.

2003 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1478-1 $32.95; CL
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A burning hunger
one Family’s Struggle Against Apartheid

By� Ly�nda schuster 

“A major contribution to the history� of 
the struggle era, giving a human face to 
a family� that was idolized by� black south 
Africans and demonized in white south 
Africa.”— Business Day

if the Mandelas were the generals in the fight 
for black liberation, the Mashininis were the foot 
soldiers. Theirs is a story� of exile, imprisonment, 
torture, and loss, but also of dignity�, courage, 
and strength in the face of appalling adversity�.

2006 · 472 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1652-5 $35; CL; e

the udF
A History of the United Democratic 
Front in South Africa, 1983–1991

By� Jeremy� seekings 

The new south Africa cannot be under-
stood without a knowledge of the history� 
of the UDF and its role in the transition to 
democracy�. This is the first major study� of an 
organization that transformed south African 
politics in the 1980s.

2000 · 400 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1336-4 $32.95

zAnzibAr under coloniAl rule

edited by� Abdul sheriff and ed Ferguson 

Zanzibar stands at the center of the indian 
Ocean sy�stem’s involvement in the history� of 
eastern Africa. This book follows on from the 
period covered in Abdul sheriff’s acclaimed 
Slaves, Spices and Ivory in Zanzibar. The first 
part of the book shows the transition of 
Zanzibar from the commercial economy� of the 
nineteenth century� to the colonial economy� of 
the twentieth century�.

Contributors: A. M. Babu, Zinnat Bader, 
B.D. Bowles, Jacques Depelchin, ed Ferguson, 
George Hadjivay�anis, J. r. Mlahagwa, Abdul 
sheriff, and A. J. Temu.

1991 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0996-1 $22.95; CL; e

economic & SociAl originS 
oF mAu mAu, 1945–1953

By� David Throup 

This story� of Keny�a in the decade before the 
outbreak of the Mau Mau emergency� presents 
an integrated view of imperial government 
as well as examining the social and economic 
causes of the Kikuy�u revolt.

1987 · 304 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0884-1 $32.95; CL

the weStern bAhr Al ghAzAl 
under britiSh rule, 1898–1956

By� Ahmad Alawad sikainga 

“impressive in its use of archival sources in Ara-
bic and english, this study� looks at one of the 
least known regions of Africa. The book is rich 
in detail on the chaotic and dreadful impact of 
the Arab slave trade.”— CHoICE

Western Bahr al-Ghazal is perhaps one of the 
least known places in Africa. Yet this remote 
part of the republic of sudan can be regarded 
as a historical barometer, registering major 
developments in the history� of the Nile valley�.

1990 · 216 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-161-5 $24.95

From civilizAtion 
to SegregAtion
Social Ideals and Social Control in 
Southern Rhodesia, 1890–1934

By� Carol summers 

This book examines the social changes that 
took place in southern rhodesia after the 
arrival of the British south Africa Company� in 
the 1890s. summer’s work focuses on interac-
tions among settlers, the officials of the British 
south America Company� and the adminis-
tration, missionaries, humanitarian groups 
in Britain, and the most vocal or noticeable 
groups of Africans.

1994 · 326 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1074-5 $45

multi-pArtY politicS in kenYA
The Kenyatta & Moi States & the Triumph 
of the System in the 1992 Election

By� David Throup and Charles Hornsby� 

This book uses the Keny�an political sy�stem 
to address issues relevant to recent political 
developments throughout Africa. The authors 
analy�ze the construction of the Moi state since 
1978. They� show the marginalization of Kikuy�u 
interests as the political economy� of Keny�a has 
been reconstructed to benefit President Moi’s 
Kalenjin people and their allies.

1997 · 290 pages · eastern African studies 
CL 978-0-8214-1206-0 $79.95; PB

kAkungulu And the creAtion 
oF ugAndA, 1868–1928

By� Michael Twaddle 

“Kakangulu’s story�…has been strikingly� told 
before. But on nothing like this scale. Dr. 
Twaddle’s book has been thirty� y�ears in the 
making, and is as ample an account as is likely� 
to be produced. indeed as a biography� of a 
nineteenth century� African it is all but without 
peer.”—Anthony� Low, Clare Hall, Cambridge, 
African Affairs

1993 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1059-2 $29.95; CL

the migrAnt FArmer 
in the hiStorY oF cApe 
colonY, 1657–1842

By� P. J. van der Merwe 

Petrus Johannes Van der Merwe wrote three 
of the most significant books on the history� of 
south Africa before he was 35 y�ears old. His 
trilogy�, of which The Migrant Farmer is the first 
volume, has become a classic that no student 
of Cape colonial history� of the seventeenth, 
eighteenth or nineteenth century� can ignore.

1994 · 333 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1090-5 $60

pAthS towArd the nAtion
Islam, Community, and Early Nationalist 
Mobilization in Eritrea, 1941–1961

By� Joseph L. Venosa 

in the early� and mid-1940s, during the period 
of British wartime occupation, community� 
and religious leaders in the former italian 
colony� of eritrea engaged in a course of intel-
lectual and political debate that marked the 
beginnings of a genuine national conscious-
ness across the region.

2014 · 312 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-289-6 $29.95; e

creAting germAnS AbroAd
Cultural Policies and National 
Identity in Namibia

By� Daniel Joseph Walther 

When World War i brought an end to German 
colonial rule in Namibia, much of the German 
population stay�ed on. The German commu-
nity�, which had managed to deal with colonial 
administration, faced new challenges when 
the region became a south African mandate 
under the League of Nations in 1919. One 
of these was the issue of Germanness, which 
ultimately� resulted in public conversations and 
expressions of identity�.

2002 · 296 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1459-0 $26.95; CL; e
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ForeStS oF gold
Essays on the Akan & the Kingdom of Asante

By� ivor Wilks 

“Wilks’ writing here is as informed, engaged 
and questing as ever.”—T.C. McCaskie, Uni-
versity� of Birmingham, African Affairs

The Asante had unique conceptions of time 
and motion, and the relationships between 
the unborn, the living and the dead. This study� 
suggests that awareness of their past has 
much to do with the survival of their culture in 
this century�.

1995 · 405 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1135-3 $32.95

potent brewS
A Social History of Alcohol in 
East Africa, 1850–1999

By� Justin Willis 

in this first general history� of alcohol and drink-
ing in east Africa, Justin Willis’s central theme 
is power—from customary� beliefs in alcohol as 
a sy�mbol of authority� and a means of enhance-
ment and privilege, to the use of power in 
advertising, and discourse on the consumption 
of modern bottled beers and spirits.

2002 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1476-7 $26.95; CL

mYth oF iron
Shaka in History

By� Dan Wy�lie 

“Wy�lie locates what we can know or reasonably� 
surmise about shaka in the broader context 
of local and global historical factors, which is 
immensely� valuable. That, combined with his 
detailed unweaving of the shaka my�th, makes 
for a deeply� fascinating volume.”—shaun de 
Waal, Mail & Guardian

Myth of Iron is the first book-length scholarly� 
study� of the famous Zulu leader shaka to be 
published. it lay�s out, as far as possible, all the 
available evidence — mainly� hitherto underuti-
lized Zulu oral testimonies, supported by� other 
documentary� sources — and decides, item by� 
item, legend by� legend, what exactly� we can 
know about shaka’s reign.

2008 · 616 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1848-2 $29.95

See AlSo
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A hiStorY oF modern 
ethiopiA, 1855–1991

By� Bahru Zewde 

Bounded by� sudan to the west and north, 
Keny�a to the south, somalia to the southeast, 
and eritrea and Djibouti to the northeast, 
ethiopia is a pivotal country� in the geopolitics 
of the region. Yet it is important to understand 
this ancient and often splintered country� in its 
own right.

2002 · 254 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1440-8 $24.95; e

pioneerS oF chAnge 
in ethiopiA
The Reformist Intellectuals of the 
Early Twentieth Century

By� Bahru Zewde 

in this exciting new study�, Bahru Zewde, one 
of the foremost historians of modern ethiopia, 
has constructed a collective biography� of a 
remarkable group of men and women in a 
formative period of their country�’s history�. 
ethiopia’s political independence at the end of 
the nineteenth century� put this new African 
state in a position to determine its own levels 
of engagement with the West.

2002 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1446-0 $32.95; CL
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new
citizenShip, belonging, And 
politicAl communitY in AFricA
Dialogues between Past and Present

edited by� emma Hunter 

“This edited volume offers an important 
contribution to the study� of citizenship and 
community� in colonial and early� post-colonial 
Africa. The volume’s thematic and geographi-
cal diversity� are a testament to the richness of 
the field, and several contributors offer exam-
ples and methods for a more sophisticated 
reading of the continent’s contentious political 
history�.”—James r. Brennan, author of Taifa: 
Making Nation and Race in Urban Tanzania

Africa, it is often said, is suffering from a crisis 
of citizenship. At the heart of the contempo-
rary� debates this apparent crisis has provoked 
lie dy�namic relations between the present and 
the past, between political theory� and political 
practice, and between legal categories and 
lived experience. Yet studies of citizenship 
in Africa have often tended to foreshorten 
historical time and privilege the present at the 
expense of the deeper past.

2016 · 316 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2257-1 $34.95; CL; e

mAking And unmAking 
public heAlth in AFricA
Ethnographic and Historical Perspectives

edited by� ruth J. Prince and rebecca Marsland 

“Any� medical anthropologist who works 
in Africa will want this book in a nearby� 
library�. Those of us who study� African 
biomedicine and biomedical research, 
whether anthropologists or historians, 
will find it particularly� valuable.… This 
excellent collection enlarges the scope of 
public health and challenges readers to 
think deeply� about who is responsible for 
African health—and for the many� threats 
to it.” — Medical Anthropology Quarterly

Africa has emerged as a prime arena of global 
health interventions that focus on particular 
diseases and health emergencies. These are 
framed increasingly� in terms of international 
concerns about security�, human rights, and 
humanitarian crisis.

Contributors: Hannah Brown, P. Wenzel 
Geissler, Murray� Last, rebecca Marsland, Lotte 
Meinert, Benson A. Mulemi, ruth J. Prince, 
Noémi Tousignant, and susan rey�nolds Why�te.

2013 · 260 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2058-4 $32.95; CL; e

peAcebuilding, power, 
And politicS in AFricA

edited by� Devon Curtis and 
Gwiny�ay�i A. Dzinesa 

Peacebuilding, Power, and Politics in Africa is 
a critical reflection on peacebuilding efforts 
in Africa. The authors expose the tensions 
and contradictions in different clusters of 
peacebuilding activities, including peace 
negotiations; statebuilding; security� sector 
governance; and disarmament, demobilization, 
and reintegration.

Contributors: Christopher Clapham, Devon 
Curtis, Gwiny�ay�i A. Dzinesa, Comfort ero, 
Graham Harrison, David Keen, Gilbert M. 
Khadiagala, Chris Landsberg, rené Lemarch-
and, sarah Nouwen, Paul Omach, Aderoju 
Oy�efusi, and sharath srinivasan.

2012 · 360 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2013-3 $32.95; e

chriStiAnitY And public 
culture in AFricA

edited by� Harri englund 

“A timely� and engaging contribution to an 
important and growing debate on religion’s 
role in public life, offering a range of fasci-
nating perspectives.”— Journal of Modern 
African Studies

Christianity and Public Culture in Africa takes 
readers bey�ond familiar images of religious 
politicians and populations steeped in spiritual-
ity�. it shows how critical reason and Christian 
convictions have combined in surprising way�s 
as African Christians confront issues such as 
national constitutions, gender relations, and 
the continuing struggle with HiV/AiDs.

Contributors: Barbara M. Cooper, Harri 
englund, Marja Hinfelaar, Nicholas Kamau-
Goro, Birgit Mey�er, Michael Perry� Kweku 
Oky�erefo, Damaris Parsitau, ruth Prince, James 
A. Pritchett, and ilana Van Wy�k.

2011 · 240 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2022-5 $28.95; CL; e

AbolitioniSm And 
imperiAliSm in britAin, 
AFricA, And the AtlAntic

edited by� Derek r. Peterson 

“A first-rate collection that extends our 
understanding of the global reach and 
influence of British abolitionism. Original and 
innovative, it offers a range of insights, not 
least about the legacy� of abolitionism, that 
will have a major impact on future research 
in this area, while at the same time reshaping 
what has become known as the ‘new Atlantic 
history�.’” — Journal of British Studies

The abolition of the slave trade is normally� 
understood to be the singular achievement of 
eighteenth-century� British liberalism. Abolition-
ism and Imperialism in Britain, Africa, and the 
Atlantic expands both the temporal and the 
geographic framework in which the history� of 
abolitionism is conceived.

Contributors: Christopher Leslie Brown, sey�-
mour Drescher, Boy�d Hilton, robin Law, and 
Jonathon Glassman, Philip D. Morgan, Derek r. 
Peterson, and John Thornton.

2010 · 248 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1902-1 $28.95; CL; e
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globAl And compArAtive StudieS

cASt out
Vagrancy and Homelessness in Global 
and Historical Perspective

edited by� A. L. Beier and Paul Ocobock 

Throughout history�, those arrested for 
vagrancy� have generally� been poor men and 
women, often y�oung, able-bodied, unem-
ploy�ed, and homeless. Most histories of 
vagrancy� have focused on the european and 
American experiences.

Contributors: richard B. Allen, David Arnold, 
A.L. Beier, Andrew Burton, Vincent DiGirolamo, 
Andrew A. Gentes, robert Gordon, Frank 
Tobias Higbie, Thomas H. Holloway�, Abby� 
Margolis, Paul Ocobock, Aminda M. smith, 
and Linda Woodbridge.

2008 · 408 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-262-9 $30.95; e 

willing migrAntS
Soninke Labor Diasporas, 1848–1960

By� François Manchuelle 

“This book speaks to those interested in labor 
migrations, to those interested in the origins 
of contemporary� migrants in France, as well 
as to Africanists in general who are hungry� for 
a well-researched monograph that shakes up 
current assumptions.”—James L. A. Webb Jr., 
Colby� College

The first major study� of the soninke labor 
migration within Africa and to France, Willing 
Migrants is based upon critical analy�sis of 
French precolonial and colonial records and 
oral interviews with soninke migrants.

1997 · 340 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1202-2 $29.95; CL

violence, politicAl culture 
& development in AFricA

edited by� Preben Kaarsholm 

“striking, among a range of hy�potheses 
about the origins and continuations of civil 
strife, is the attenuation of the meaning of 
genocide, particularly� in two stimulating chap-
ters….”— CHoICE

Africa has witnessed a number of transitions to 
democracy� in recent y�ears. Coinciding with this 
upsurge in democratic transitions have been 
spectacular experiences of social disintegration.

Contributors: Jocely�n Alexander, Nigel 
eltringham, Preben Kaarsholm, Douglas H. 
Johnson, William reno, Paul richards, Alessan-
dro Triulzi, Mats Utas, and Koen Vlassenroot.

2006 · 224 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-251-3 $26.95

South AFricA in 
Southern AFricA
Reconfiguring the Region

edited by� David simon 

south Africa’s release of Nelson Mandela from 
prison in February� 1990 and the subsequent 
independence of nearby� Namibia heralded 
other dramatic political and economic changes 
in southern Africa that have transformed 
the region from a global flashpoint to one in 
which peaceful cooperation and development 
may� become the norm.

Contributors: steve Atkins, Kavita Datta, 
richard Gibb, Tore Horvei, eddie Koch, Greg 
Mills, sally� Peberdy�, James sidaway�, David 
simon, Colin stoneman, Alan Terry�, Alex Vines, 
Douglas Webb, and susan Willett.

1999 · 260 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1264-0 $26.95; CL

hAnging bY A threAd
Cotton, Globalization, and Poverty in Africa

edited by� William G. Moseley� 
and Leslie C. Gray� 

Hanging by a Thread illuminates the connec-
tions between Africa and the global economy�. 
The editors offer a compelling set of linked stud-
ies that detail one aspect of the globalization 
process in Africa, the cotton commodity� chain.

Contributors: Thomas J. Bassett, Jim Bingen, 
Duncan Boughton, Brian M. Dowd, Marnus 
Gouse, Leslie C. Gray�, Dolores Koenig, scott 
M. Lacy�, William G. Moseley�, Colin Poulton, 
Bhavani shankar, Corinne siaens, Colin Thirtle, 
David Tschirely�, and Quentin Wodon.

2008 · 312 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-260-5 $26.95; e 
 

bArAck obAmA And 
AFricAn diASporAS
Dialogues and Dissensions

By� Paul Tiy�ambe Zeleza 

An active blogger on The Zeleza Post, from 
which these essay�s are drawn, Paul Tiy�ambe 
Zeleza provides a genuinely� critical engage-
ment with Africa’s multiple worlds. With a 
blend of erudition and lively� sty�le, Zeleza 
writes about the role of Africa and Africans 
in the world and the interaction of the world 
with Africa.

2009 · 240 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1896-3 $28; e
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public heAlth

the AFricAn AidS epidemic
A History

By� John iliffe 

A CHoICE siGNiFiCANT UNiVersiTY Press 
TiTLes FOr UNDerGrADUATes, 2005–2006 

“A splendid social history� that is both compre-
hensive and authoritative; it should be widely� 
read.” — Foreign Affairs

This history� of the African AiDs epidemic is 
a much-needed, accessibly� written historical 
account of the most serious epidemiological 
catastrophe of modern times. The African AIDS 
Epidemic: A History answers President Thabo 
Mbeki’s provocative question as to why� Africa 
has suffered this terrible epidemic.

While Mbeki attributed the causes to pov-
erty� and exploitation, others have looked to 
distinctive sexual sy�stems practiced in African 
cultures and communities. John iliffe stresses 
historical sequence. He argues that Africa has 
had the worst epidemic because the disease 
was established in the general population 
before any�one knew the disease existed. HiV 
evolved with extraordinary� speed and complex-
ity�, and because that evolution took place 
under the ey�es of modern medical research sci-
entists, iliffe has been able to write a history� of 
the virus itself that is probably� unique among 
accounts of human epidemic diseases. in giv-
ing the African experience a historical shape, 
iliffe has written one of the most important 
books of our time.

2005 · 210 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1689-1 $24.95; CL; e

hoStelS, SexuAlitY, And 
the ApArtheid legAcY
Malevolent Geographies

By� Glen s. elder 

“An excellent example of anti-racist and 
anti-sexist works with strong, practical policy� 
implications for development.”—rosemary� 
Jolly�, Professor, southern African research 
Centre, Queen’s University�, Kingston, Ontario

in the last decade, the south African state 
has been transformed dramatically�, but the 
stubborn, menacing geography� of apartheid 
still stands in the way� of that country�’s visions 
of change.

2003 · 192 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1492-7 $24.95; CL

FAceS in the revolution
The Psychological Effects of Violence 
on Township Youth in South Africa

By� Gill straker 

One of south Africa’s most serious problems 
is the large number of y�ouths in the black 
townships who have been exposed to an 
incredible depth and complexity� of trauma. 
Not only� have they� lived through severe 
poverty�, the deterioration of family� and social 
structures, and an inferior education sy�stem, 
but they� have also been involved in cata-
strophic levels of violence, both as victims and 
as perpetrators.

1992 · 168 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1040-0 $16.95

the politicAl economY 
oF heAlth in AFricA

edited by� Toy�in Falola and Dennis ity�avy�ar 

This book examines the major phases in the 
history� of health services in Africa and treats 
health as an integral aspect of the deepen-
ing crisis in Africa’s underdevelopment. One 
important thesis is that Western delivery� 
sy�stems have made health care less accessible 
for most people.

Contributors: Charles Any�inam, s. Kofi 
Bonsi, Toy�in Falola, U. igun, D. A. ity�avy�ar, F. 
M. Mburu, Leo O. Ogba, Tola Pearce, r. stock, 
P. A. Twumasi, and i. s. Ubot.

1992 · 258 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-168-4 $34.95

the children oF AFricA 
conFront AidS
From Vulnerability to Possibility

edited by� Arvind singhal and steve Howard 

The Children of Africa Confront AIDS depicts 
the reality� of how African children deal with 
the AiDs epidemic, and how the discourse of 
their vulnerability� affects acts of coping and 
courage. A project of the institute for the 
African Child at Ohio University�, The Children 
of Africa Confront AIDS cuts across disciplines 
and issues to focus on the world’s most 
marginalized population group, the children 
of Africa.

Contributors: Michael Bamidele Adey�-
emi, Mira Aghi, Janet Amegatcher, Aadielah 
Anderson, Tanja Bosch, rachel Carnegie, Alicia 
skinner Cook, Farid esack, susan Fox, Janet 
Julia Fritz, Aiah A. Gbakima, sue Goldstein, 
W. stephen Howard, Garth Japhet, Michael J. 
Kelly�, Neill McKee, Marda Mustapha, Glady�s 
Mutangadura, rose Mwony�a, Prisca Nemapare, 
Warren Parker, Amy� s Patterson, Yegan Pillay�, 
esca scheepers, Nuzhat shahzadi, Arvind sing-
hal, D. Dow Tang, shereen Usdin, Kwardua 
Vanderpuy�e, and Kiragu Wambuii.

2003 · 296 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-232-2 $29.95; e

kAmpAlA women getting bY
Wellbeing in the Time of AIDS

By� sandra Wallman 

“A rich combination of detailed field data and 
incisive analy�sis.… This book … also has value 
for its anthropological approach, ensuring that 
experience studied is alway�s located within its 
appropriate context, and the author’s insis-
tence that context must in turn become the 
object of careful analy�sis.” — Leeds African 
Studies Bulletin

1996 · 256 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1159-9 $26.95; CL

See AlSo
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new
preAching prevention
Born-Again Christianity and the 
Moral Politics of AIDS in Uganda

By� Ly�dia Boy�d 

“A fascinating, fresh, original ethnogra-
phy� of born-again Christians in Kampala, 
Uganda.”— Holly� Hanson, author of Landed 
obligation: The Practice of Power in Buganda

Preaching Prevention examines the controver-
sial U.s. President’s emergency� Plan for AiDs 
relief (PePFAr) initiative to “abstain and be 
faithful” as a primary� prevention strategy� in 
Africa. This ethnography� of the born-again 
Christians who led the new anti-AiDs push 
in Uganda provides insight into both what it 
means for foreign governments to “export” 
approaches to care and treatment and the 
way�s communities respond to and repurpose 
such projects. By� examining born-again Chris-
tians’ support of Uganda’s controversial 2009 
Anti-Homosexuality� Bill, the book’s final chap-
ter explores the enduring tensions surrounding 
the message of personal accountability� 
heralded by� U.s. policy� makers. Preaching 
Prevention is the first to examine the cultural 
reception of PePFAr in Africa.

2015 · 252 pages · 8 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2170-3 $32.95; CL; e

new
the experiment 
muSt continue
Medical Research and Ethics in 
East Africa, 1940–2014

By� Melissa Graboy�es 

“This is a remarkable contribution—scrupu-
lously� researched, innovatively� organized, 
engagingly� written, and passionately� argued. 
To my� knowledge, there is nothing published 
that can match the scope, temporal depth, or 
ethnographic finesse of this work. The manu-
script is a superb example of how rigorous 
historical research opens up reflections on the 
unresolved ethical problems of contemporary� 
global health research.”—Tamara Giles-Ver-
nick, Director of research, institut Pasteur

The Experiment Must Continue is a beauti-
fully� articulated ethnographic history� of 
medical experimentation in east Africa from 
1940 through 2014. in it, Melissa Graboy�es 
combines her training in public health and in 
history� to treat her subject with the dual sensi-
tivities of a medical ethicist and a fine historian. 
she breathes life into the fascinating histories 
of research on human subjects, elucidating the 
hopes of the interventionists and the experi-
ences of the putative beneficiaries.

2015 · 336 pages · 14 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2173-4 $34.95; CL; e

 

the hiStorY oF blood 
trAnSFuSion in Sub-
SAhArAn AFricA

By� William H. schneider 

This first extensive study� of the practice of 
blood transfusion in Africa traces the history� of 
one of the most important therapies in mod-
ern medicine from the period of colonial rule 
to independence and the AiDs epidemic.

2013 · 244 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2037-9 $32.95; e

globAl heAlth in AFricA
Historical Perspectives on Disease Control

edited by� Tamara Giles-Vernick 
and James L. A. Webb Jr. 

“An immensely� valuable collection…Global 
Health in Africa should inspire a new genera-
tion of local historians to locate the medical in 
African histories.”—social History of Medicine

Global Health in Africa is a first exploration  
of selected histories of global health initiatives 
in Africa. The collection addresses some of 
the most important interventions in disease 
control, including mass vaccination, large-
scale treatment and/or prophy�laxis campaigns, 
harm reduction efforts, and nutritional and 
virological research.

Contributors: My�ron echenberg, Michel 
Garenne, Alain Giami, Tamara Giles-Vernick, 
Guillaume Lachenal, Haruka Maruy�ama, shery�l 
McCurdy�, Anne Marie Moulin, Christophe 
Perrey�, stephanie rupp, William H. schneider, 
Jennifer Tappan, and James L. A. Webb, Jr.

2013 · 264 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2068-3 $32.95; CL; e
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lAnd And development

the poor Are not uS
Poverty and Pastoralism in Eastern Africa

edited by� David M. Anderson 
and Vigdis Broch-Due 

eastern African pastoralists often present 
themselves as being egalitarian, equating 
cattle ownership with wealth. By� this defini-
tion “the poor are not us”, poverty� is confined 
to non-pastoralist, socially� excluded persons 
and groups.

Contributors: David M. Anderson, Astrid 
Bly�stad, Vigdis Broch-Due, Ton Dietz, elliot 
Fratkin, Bernhard Helander, Dorothy� L. Hodg-
son, Martha A. Nathan, Tomasz Potkanski, 
Ole Bjørn rekdal, eric Abella roth, Aud Talle, 
richard D. Waller, and Fred Zaal.

2000 · 356 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1313-5 $28.95; CL

cultivAting SucceSS in ugAndA
Kigezi Farmers and Colonial Policies

By� Grace Carswell 

Kigezi, a district in southwestern Uganda, is 
exceptional in many� way�s. in contrast to many� 
other parts of the colonial world, this district 
did not adopt cash crops. soil conservation 
practices were successfully� adopted, and the 
region maintained a remarkably� developed 
and individualized land market from the early� 
colonial period. Grace Carswell presents a 
comprehensive study� of livelihoods in Kigezi.

2007 · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1780-5 $32.95; CL

lAnd, power, And cuStom
Controversies Generated by South 
Africa’s Communal Land Rights Act

edited by� Aninka Claassens and Ben Cousins 

Land tenure rights are a burning issue in south 
Africa, as in Africa more widely�. Land, Power, 
and Custom explores the implications of the 
controversial 2004 Communal Land rights Act, 
criticized for reinforcing the apartheid power 
structure and ignoring the interests of the 
common people.

2009 · 408 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1873-4 $39.95

rethinking pAStorAliSm 
in AFricA
Gender, Culture, and the Myth 
of the Patriarchal Pastoralist

edited by� Dorothy� L. Hodgson 

The dominant trend in pastoralist studies has 
long assumed that pastoralism and pastoral 
gender relations are inherently� patriarchal. The 
contributors to this collection, in contrast, use 
diverse analy�tic approaches to demonstrate 
that pastoralist gender relations are dy�namic, 
relational, historical, and produced through 
complex local-translocal interactions.

Contributors: Mario i. Aguilar, Barbara 
Bianco, solveig Buhl, Vigdis Broch-Due, Asha 
Hagi elmi, Dorothy� L. Hodgson, Katherine 
Homewood, Dekha ibrahim, Janice Jenner, 
Corinne Kratz, Donna Pido, susan rasmussen, 
Andrew B. smith, Bilinda straight, sian sullivan, 
and Lita Webley�.

2001 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1370-8 $32.95; CL

propertY rightS & 
politicAl development 
in ethiopiA & eritreA

By� sandra Joireman 

This book looks at the microfoundations 
of poverty� in the developing world and in 
particular those present in property� rights. 
The local institutions that govern land access 
are fundamental in affecting the distribution 
of wealth in a society�. Property� rights matter 
because they� affect political development and 
economic growth.

2000 · 192 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1364-7 $22.95; CL

lAnd, memorY, 
reconStruction, And juStice
Perspectives on Land Claims in South Africa

By� Cherry�l Walker, Anna Bohlin, 
ruth Hall, and Thembela Kepe 

Land is a significant and controversial topic in 
south Africa. Addressing the land claims of 
those dispossessed in the past has proved to 
be a demanding, multidimensional process.

2010 · 352 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1927-4 $32.95; e

lAndmArked
Land Claims and Land Restitution 
in South Africa

By� Cherry�l Walker 

“A highly� readable and deeply� reflective 
personal assessment. … Landmarked is most 
certainly� not a dry�, academic text and this 
reviewer would recommend this book to any�-
one who wants to approach the study� of land 
restitution without any� prior, detailed knowl-
edge of south Africa’s recent history� or the 
politics and economics of loss and restoration 
of land.”— Journal of Southern African History

“(Landmarked) juxtaposes and interrelates 
the three elements and perspectives: emo-
tive personal memories and indelible images 
of dispossession; a planner’s account of the 
mechanisms and frustrations of restitution; 
and the evaluation of the record.”— African 
Studies Review

Land reform (and land restitution within 
that) remains a highly� charged issue in south 
Africa, one that deserves more in–depth 
analy�sis. Drawing on her experience as rural 
Land Claims Commissioner in KwaZulu–Natal 
from 1995 to 2000, Professor Cherry�l Walker 
provides a multilay�ered account of land reform 
in south Africa, one that covers general criti-
cal commentary�, detailed case material, and 
personal narrative. she explores the master 
narrative of loss and restoration, which has 
been fundamental in shaping the restitution 
program; offers a critical overview of the 
achievements of the program as a whole; 
and discusses what she calls the “non–pro-
grammatic limits to land reform,” including 
urbanization, environmental constraints and 
the impact of HiV/AiDs.

2008 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1870-3 $26.95
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penetrAtion & proteSt 
in tAnzAniA
Impact of World Economy on 
the Pare, 1860–1960

By� isaria N. Kimambo 

“A conscientiously� written and highly� readable 
book about the Pare mountains, which have 
received far less attention than other highland 
areas in Tanzania such as Kilimanjaro or the 
Usambaras.” — Journal of Commonwealth 
and Comparative Politics

1991 · 224 pages · eastern African studies 
CL 978-0-8214-0967-1 $39.95; PB; e

juA kAli kenYA
Change and Development in an 
Informal Economy, 1970–1995

By� Kenneth King 

Keny�a was where the term “informal sector” 
was first used in 1971. During the 1980s the 
term “jua kali”—in swahili “hot sun”—came 
to be used of the informal sector artisans, 
such as carworkers and metalworkers, who 
were working under the hot sun because of 
a lack of premises. Gradually� it came to refer 
to any�body� in self-employ�ment. And in 1988 
the government set up the Jua Kali Develop-
ment Programme.

1996 · 256 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1157-5 $26.95; CL; e

morAl philoSophY 
And development
The Human Condition in Africa

By� Tedros Kiros 

Although development issues generally� have 
been considered in a framework of economic 
theory� and politics, in this volume Tedros Kiros 
looks to european ideas of moral philosophy� 
to explain the underdevelopment of Africa and 
the persistent African food crisis. He draws 
upon the works of Adam smith, David ricardo, 
Karl Marx and the concepts of hegemony� and 
counter-hegemony�.

1992 · 204 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-171-4 $24.95

iSlAndS oF intenSive 
Agriculture in eAStern AFricA

edited by� Mats Widgren and John e.G. sutton 

islands of intensive agriculture are areas of 
local cultivation surrounded by� low-density� 
livestock herders or extensive cultivators.

Contributors: William M. Adams, Lowe 
Börjeson, Vesa-Matti Loiske, Wilhelm Östberg, 
John e. G. sutton, elizabeth e. Watson, and 
Mats Widgren.

2004 · 176 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1562-7 $26.95; CL

Second economY in tAnzAniA

By� T. L. Maliy�amkono and 
Mboy�a s. D. Bagachwa 

“This is an important book in the document-
ing of recent Tanzanian history�, as well as an 
excellent reference book for those having to 
write reports on Tanzania and looking for facts 
to back up their own ideas.”— Development 
Policy Review

every� country� has its second, underground, 
unofficial, irregular or parallel economy�. By� 
their nature they� are hidden and defy� accurate 
and formal measurement.

1990 · 216 pages · eastern African studies 
CL 978-0-8214-0949-7 $39.95

wAr And 
peAce

writing A wider wAr
Rethinking Gender, Race, and Identity in 
the South African War, 1899–1902

edited by� Greg Cuthbertson, Albert 
Grundlingh, and Mary�-Ly�nn suttie 

A century� after the south African War (1899-
1902), historians are beginning to reevaluate 
the accepted wisdom regarding the scope of 
the war, its participants, and its impact. Writ-
ing a Wider War charts some of the changing 
historical constructions of the memorialization 
of suffering during the war.

Contributors: Helen Bradford, Manelisi 
Genge, Albert Grundlingh, Alan Jeeves, John 
Lambert, shula Marks, Bernard Mbenga, 
richard Mendelsohn, David Nash, Bill Nasson, 
Andrew Porter, Fransjohan Pretorius, Keith 
surridge, Andrew Thompson, and elizabeth 
Van Hey�ningen.

2002 · 376 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1463-7 $29.95; CL

ethnic conFlict
Religion, Identity, and Politics

edited by� s. A. Giannakos 

The outbreak of numerous and simultaneous 
violent conflicts around the globe in the past 
decade resulted in immense human suffering 
and countless lost lives. in part, both results 
were aided by� inactivity� or by� belated and 
often misplaced responses by� the international 
community� to the embattled groups.

Contributors: Walker Connor, s. A. Gianna-
kos, Chetan Kumar, George Khutsishvili, Neil 
MacFarlane, Michael Malley�, steven Miner, 
Muna Ndulo, Albrecht schnabel, and Paula 
Worby�.

2002 · 272 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-222-3 $29.95
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controlling Anger
The Anthropology of Gisu Violence

By� suzette Heald 

”since Uganda became independent in 1962 
Bagisu have had to come to grips with the 
uncertainties of life ‘in a situation approaching 
anarchy�.’ This excellent and often moving book 
examines the way�s in which ordinary� people 
have coped with this crisis.”— Times Literary 
Supplement

1998 · 310 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1215-2 $29.95

conFlict, Age And power 
in north eASt AFricA
Age Systems in Transition

edited by� eisei Kurimoto and simon simonse 

Age sy�stems are involved in the competition 
for power. They� are part of an institutional 
complex that makes societies fit to wage war. 
This book argues that in postcolonial North 
east Africa, with its recent history� of national 
political conflict and civil and regional wars, 
the time has come to reemphasize the military� 
and political relevance of age sy�stems.

Contributors: Kaori Kawai, Toru Komma, 
eisei Kurimoto, John Lamphear, Nobuhiro 
Nagashima, shun sato, Günther schlee, simon 
simonse, Paul spencer, and serge Tornay�.

1998 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1241-1 $26.95; CL

SoldierS oF miSFortune
lvoirien Tirailleurs of World War II

By� Nancy� ellen Lawler 

This is a study� of the African veterans of a 
european war. it is a story� of men from the 
Cote d’ivoire, many� of whom had seldom trav-
eled more than a few miles from their villages, 
who served France as tirailleurs (riflemen) 
during World War ii. Thousands of them took 
part in the doomed attempt to hold back the 
armies of the Third relch in 1940; many� were 
to spend the rest of the war as prisoners in 
Germany� or Occupied France.

1992 · 281 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1012-7 $45

SoldierS, Airmen, SpieS, 
And whiSpererS
The Gold Coast in World War II

By� Nancy� ellen Lawler 

The Gold Coast became important to the 
Allied war effort in WWii, necessitating 
the creation of elaborate propaganda and 
espionage networks, the activities of which 
ranged from rumor-mongering to smuggling 
and sabotage.

2002 · 352 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1430-9 $55

brotherS At wAr
Making Sense of the Eritrean-Ethiopian War

By� Tekaste Negash and Kjetil Tronvoll 

The war between eritrea and ethiopia, which 
began in May� 1998, took the world by� 
surprise. During the war, both sides mobilized 
huge forces along their common borders 
and spent several hundred million dollars on 
military� equipment. Outside observers found it 
difficult to evaluate the highly� polarized official 
statements and proclamations issued by� the 
two governments in conflict.

2001 · 192 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1372-2 $26.95; CL; e

the reSolution oF 
AFricAn conFlictS
The Management of Conflict Resolution 
and Post-Conflict Reconstruction

edited by� Alfred Nhema and 
Paul Tiy�ambe Zeleza 

“(The Resolution of African Conflicts’s) contribu-
tion to the current debate on conflict in Africa 
cannot be overemphasized. it is a must-read 
for all professors and graduate students of 
African conflicts, researchers, policy�makers, 
statesman, elites, and all those interested in 
peace on the continent.” — The Historian

Contributors: Victor A.O. Adetula, Aisha 
Ahmad, Kasaija Philip Apuuli, Obede Baloi, 
Jakkie Cilliers, idris salim el Hassan, Charles 
Manga Fombad , Christof Hartmann, Khabele 
Matlosa, Brazáo Mazula, Guilherme Mbilana, 
Alfred Nhema, P. Godfrey� Okoth, edwin 
rutto, Kizito sabala, Ursula scheidegger, and 
eduardo sitoe.

2008 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1808-6 $24.95; e

the rootS oF AFricAn 
conFlictS
The Causes and Costs

edited by� Alfred Nhema and 
Paul Tiy�ambe Zeleza 

“One of the major achievements of the book is 
pointing without complacency� to the African 
causes of the conflicts, while not precluding 
the colonial legacy� as ‘the most powerful 
precipitant’ of wars in Africa.”— International 
Journal of African Historical Studies

Contributors: Abdel Ghaffar M. Ahmed, John 
Akokpari, errol A. Henderson, Cephas Lumina, 
sandra J. Maclean, Ali A. Mazrui, Pamela K. 
Mbabaz, Thandika Mkandawire, Timothy� M. 
shaw, Fondo sikod, Aaronette M. White, and 
Paul Tiy�ambe Zeleza.

2008 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1809-3 $26.95; e

wAr in pre-coloniAl 
eAStern AFricA
The Patterns and Meanings of State-
Level Conflict in the 19th Century

By� richard reid 

“An important and thoughtful overview that 
reminds us that African military� history� is 
worth study�ing in its own right, and that it 
illuminates much else about ‘state and soci-
ety�.’”—African Studies Review

War in Pre-Colonial Eastern Africa examines 
the nature and objectives of violence in the 
region in the nineteenth century�.

2007 · 256 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1795-9 $29.95; CL

no peAce, no wAr
An Anthropology of Contemporary 
Armed Conflicts

edited by� Paul richards 

“Thoroughly� recommended for not just 
anthropologists but political scientists 
and international relations specialists as 
well.”— Anthropos

A rash of small wars erupted after the Cold 
War ended in Africa, the Balkans, and other 
parts of the former communist world. The 
wars were in “inter-zones,” the spaces left 
where weak states had withdrawn or col-
lapsed. Consequently� the debate over what 
constitutes war has returned to basics.

Contributors: Asa Tiljander Dahlström, 
sverker Finnström, Casper Fithen, sten Hag-
berg, Bernhard Helander, ioan Lewis, Björn 
Lindgren, staffan Löfving, ivana Macek, Jan 
Ovesen, Paul richards, and Mats Utas.

2004 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1576-4 $29.95; CL
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conFlict reSolution in ugAndA

edited by� Kumar rupesinghe 

“This is an important and useful book for 
students of Uganda; it may� also prove to be an 
important and useful contribution to the task 
of returning Uganda to normality�.”— Interna-
tional Journal of African Historical Studies

There is a new mood in Uganda. There is a 
determination to reak out of the bitter history� 
of internal conflict. Uganda gives hope to all 
those other areas of the world where violence 
has become endemic such as Ulster, Lebanon, 
and sri Lanka.

1989 · 316 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-0929-9 $49.95

civil wAr, civil peAce

edited by� Helen Yanacopulos 
and Joseph Hanlon 

More than two hundred wars have been 
fought in the past halfcentury�. Nearly� all have 
been civil wars, and at the beginning of the 
twenty�-first century�, more than thirty� civil wars 
were being fought. The “rules” of interstate 
war do not apply�; each atrocity� provokes retri-
bution, and civil war takes on a brutal dy�namic 
of its own.

Contributors: Tony� Addison, Christopher 
Cramer, Judy� el-Bushra, Jonathan Goodhand, 
Joseph Hanlon, s. Mansoob Murshed, Alan 
Thomas, and Helen Yanacopulos.

2005 · 321 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-249-0 $32.95

women’S And 
gender StudieS

new
mAking the mArk
Gender, Identity, and Genital Cutting

By� Miroslava Prazak 

“Gritty� ethnography� at its best. Descriptively� 
rich and insightful, it does an excellent job 
of helping readers gain an understanding of 
insider perspectives on the practice of female 
genital cutting, and the socially� embedded 
context of these meanings.”—Bettina shell-
Duncan, coeditor of Transcultural Bodies: 
Female Genital Cutting in Global Context

Why� do female genital cutting practices per-
sist? How does circumcision affect the rights 
of girls in a culture where initiation forms the 
ly�nchpin of the ritual cy�cle at the core of defin-
ing gender, identity�, and social and political 
status? in Making the Mark, Miroslava Prazak 
follows the practice of female circumcision 
through the lives and activities of community� 
members in a rural Keny�an farming society� 
as they� decide whether or not to participate 
in the tradition. in an ethnography� twenty� 
y�ears in the making, Prazak weaves multiple 
Kuria perspectives—those of girls, boy�s, family� 
members, circumcisers, political and religious 
leaders—into a riveting account.

2016 · 332 pages · 32 illus. · research in 
international studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-310-7 $29.95; CL; e

the gender oF pietY
Family, Faith, and Colonial Rule 
in Matabeleland, Zimbabwe

By� Wendy� Urban-Mead 

“A wonderful recovery� of the lives of a forgot-
ten and betray�ed cohort of people.” — Paul s. 
Landau, author of Popular Politics in the His-
tory of South Africa, 1400 to 1948

“A major contribution to studies of family�, 
church, and gender history� in Africa.” — Kath-
leen sheldon, UCLA Center for the study� of 
Women

The Gender of Piety is an intimate history� of 
the Brethren in Christ Church in Zimbabwe, or 
BiCC, as related through six individual life his-
tories that extend from the early� colonial y�ears 
through the first decade after independence. 
Taken together, these six lives show how men 
and women of the BiCC experienced and 
sequenced their piety� in different way�s.

2015 · 298 pages · 12 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2158-1 $32.95; CL; e
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new
mArriAge bY Force?
Contestation over Consent 
and Coercion in Africa

edited by� Annie Bunting, Benjamin N. 
Lawrance, and richard L. roberts 

“This fascinating collection addresses the 
important problem of determining what 
forced marriage is through the perspective of 
historical studies of marriage from precolonial 
through postcolonial eras in Africa. The essay�s 
destabilize any� idea that there is a simple 
dichotomy� between forced and consensual 
marriage, and show that calling forms of 
coerced marriage customary� or traditional 
ignores the extent to which tradition is con-
stantly� subject to change.”—sally� engle Merry�, 
silver Professor of Anthropology�, New York 
University�, and author of Gender Violence: A 
Cultural Perspective

With forced marriage, as with so many� 
human rights issues, the sensationalized hides 
the mundane, and oversimplified popular 
discourses miss the range of experiences. in 
sub-saharan Africa, the relationship between 
coercion and consent in marriage is a complex 
one that has changed over time and place, 
rendering impossible any� single interpretation 
or explanation. The legal experts, anthropolo-
gists, historians, and development workers 
contributing to Marriage by Force?

2016 · 358 pages · 9 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2200-7 $34.95; CL; e

AFricAn womAnhood in 
coloniAl kenYA, 1900–1950

By� Tabitha Kanogo 

This book explores the history� of African wom-
anhood in colonial Keny�a. By� focussing on key� 
sociocultural institutions and practices around 
which the lives of women were organized, and 
on the protracted debates that surrounded 
these institutions and practices during the 
colonial period, it investigates the nature of 
indigenous, mission, and colonial control of 
African women.

2000 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1568-9 $29.95; CL

women, work & domeStic 
virtue in ugAndA, 1900–2003

By� Grace Banteby�a Ky�omuhendo 
and Marjorie Keniston Mcintosh 

WiNNer OF THe 2007 AiDOO-
sNYDer sCHOLArLY BOOK PriZe

“A valuable addition to collections supporting 
African or women’s studies.… Highly� recom-
mended.”—CHoICE

This groundbreaking book by� two leading 
scholars offers a complete historical picture 
of women and their work in Uganda, tracing 
developments from precolonial times to the 
present and into the future.

2007 · 308 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1734-8 $29.95; CL

negotiAting power 
And privilege
Career Igbo Women in Contemporary Nigeria

By� Philomina e. Okeke-ihejirika 

even with a university� education, the igbo 
women of southeastern Nigeria face obstacles 
that prevent them from reaching their profes-
sional and personal potentials. Negotiating 
Power and Privilege is a study� of their life 
choices and the embedded patriarchy� and 
other obstacles in postcolonial Africa barring 
them from fulfillment.

2004 · 280 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-241-4 $28.95; e
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trAFFicking in SlAverY’S wAke
Law and the Experience of Women 
and Children in Africa

edited by� Benjamin N. Lawrance 
and richard L. roberts 

“A paradigm-shifting volume…a ground-
breaking book with potential to change not 
only� academic theory� but also legal practice 
on the enslavement and trafficking of African 
women and children.”— Benedetta rossi, 
Slavery & Abolition

“Trafficking in Slavery’s Wake provides 
much-needed historical context and con-
ceptualization of the problem of trafficking, 
with specific attention to its impact on the 
continent of Africa.…[it is] a highly� readable, 
richly� researched, and interdisciplinary� set of 
chapters, appropriate for college students and 
policy�-makers alike.…A great strength…is 
that it deconstructs categories and historicizes 
processes while also suggesting solutions to 
the problem of human trafficking.” — Journal 
of Global History

“Highly� recommended.”— CHoICE

Contributors: Benjamin N. Lawrance, richard L. 
roberts, elisabeth McMahon, Jelmer Vos, Marie 
rodet, Carina ray�, Bernard K. Freamon, Jean 
Allain, Margaret Akullo, susan Kreston, Liza 
stuart Buchbinder, Kevin Bales, and Jody� sarich.

2012 · 264 pages · New African Histories 
PB 978-0-8214-2002-7 $32.95; e

AnthropologY 
And SociologY

reveAling prophetS
Prophecy In Eastern African History

edited by� David M. Anderson 
and Douglas H. Johnson 

This book examines the richly� textured histories 
of prophets and prophecies within east Africa. 
it gives an analy�tical account of the signifi-
cantly� different forms prophecy� has taken over 
the past century� across the country�. each of 
the chapters takes a new look at the active 
dialogue between prophets and the communi-
ties whom they� addressed.

Contributors: Charles Ambler, David M. 
Anderson, iris Berger, Margaret Buckner, Hol-
ger Bernt Hansen, Douglas H. Johnson, John 
Lonsdale, David sperling, richard M. Waller, 
and Marcia Wright.

1995 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1089-9 $32.95; CL

Alice lAkwenA And 
the holY SpiritS
War in Northern Uganda, 1985–97

By� Heike Behrend 

in August 1986, Alice Auma, a y�oung Acholi 
woman in northern Uganda, proclaiming 
herself under the orders of a Christian spirit 
named Lakwena, raised an army� called the 

“Holy� spirit Mobile Forces.”

2000 · 224 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1311-1 $26.95; CL; e

witchcrAFt diAlogueS
Anthropological and Philosophical Exchanges

edited by� George Clement Bond 
and Diane M. Ciekawy� 

Witchcraft Dialogues analy�zes the complex 
manner in which human beings construct, 
experience, and think about the “occult.”

Contributors: George Clement Bond, Wim 
van Binsbergen, elias Bongmba, Diane M. 
Ciekawy�, rené Devisch, e. C. eze, Karen e. 
Fields, Barry� Hallen, and richard Werbner.

2002 · 344 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-220-9 $29.95

the cApe herderS
A History of the Khoikhoi of Southern Africa

By� emile Boonzaier, Candy� Malherbe, 
Penny� Berens, and Andy� smith 

The Cape Herders provides the first compre-
hensive picture of the Khoikhoi people. in 
doing so, it fills a long-standing gap in the 
resources of southern African studies, and at a 
time when interest in the indigenous popula-
tions of south Africa is growing daily�.

1997 · 155 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1174-2 $19.95

orAl literAture 
And perFormAnce in 
Southern AFricA

edited by� Duncan Brown 

This book draws together contributions from 
literary� studies, anthropology�, ethnomusicol-
ogy�, and African language studies to analy�ze 
the complex functioning of oral texts and 
models in differing contexts. it examines the 
continuing role of orality� in modern society�, 
the adaptation of oral models to printed forms, 
and the ability� of oral forms to ‘talk back’ to 
the technology� of print.

Contributors: Karin Barber, Megan Biesele, 
Keith Breckenridge, Duncan Brown, Michael 
Chapman, Judith Lütge Coullie, Liz Gunner, 
isabel Hofmey�r, Deborah James, Craig MacK-
enzie, Carol Muller, Thengani H Ngweny�a, and 
Jeff Opland.

2000 · 256 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1309-8 $26.95; CL

An AFricAn AmericAn 
in South AFricA
The Travel Notes of Ralph J. Bunche 28 
September 1937–1 January 1938

By� ralph Bunche 
edited by� robert r. edgar

ralph Bunche, who received the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1950, traveled to south Africa for 
three months in 1937.  His notes, which have 
been skillfully� compiled and annotated by� his-
torian robert r. edgar, provide unique insights 
on a segregated society�.

1992 · 413 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1394-4 $32.95; CL; e
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in the compAnY oF diAmondS
De Beers, Kleinzee, and the Control of a Town

By� Peter Carstens 

After the 1925 discovery� of diamonds in the 
semi-desert of the northwest coast of south 
Africa, De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. virtu-
ally� proclaimed its dominion over the whole 
region. in the town of Kleinzee, the company� 
owns all the real estate and infrastructure, and 
controls and administers both the town and 
the industry�.

2001 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1378-4 $32.95; CL

SiAYA
The Historical Anthropology of 
an African Landscape

By� David William Cohen and 
e. s. Atieno Odhiambo 

The authors of this highly� original book set out 
to remove the persistent boundary� between 
the authors and readers of ethnography� on 
one hand and the subjects of ethnography� 
on the other – those who observe and those 
who are observed. The authors use stories to 
reveal siay�a, the Luo-speaking area of Western 
Keny�a down near the Lake but still surprisingly� 
vulnerable to drought.

1989 · 152 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0902-2 $22.95

SwAhili originS
Swahili Culture and The 
Shungwaya Phenomenon

By� James de Vere Allen 

Kiswahili has become the lingua franca of 
eastern Africa. Yet there can be few historic 
peoples whose identity� is as elusive as that of 
the swahili. some have described themselves 
as Arabs, as Persians or even, in one place, 
as Portuguese. it is doubtful whether, even 
today�, most of the people about whom this 
book is written would unhesitatingly� and in all 
contexts accept the name swahili.

1993 · 292 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1044-8 $28.95; e

Southern mArcheS oF 
imperiAl ethiopiA
Essays in History and Social Anthropology

edited by� Donald L. Donham and Wendy� James 

This pioneering book, first published to wide 
acclaim in 1986, traces the way� the ethiopian 
center and the peripheral regions of the coun-
try� affected each other. it looks specifically� at 
the expansion of the highland ethiopian state 
into the western and southern lowlands from 
the 1890s up to 1974.

Contributors: Uri Almagor, Donald Donham, 
Peter P. Garretson, Wendy� James, Douglas H. 
Johnson, Charles W. McClellan, Alessandro 
Triulzi, and David Turton.

2002 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1449-1 $32.95

picturing buShmen
The Denver African Expedition of 1925

By� robert J. Gordon 

The Denver African expedition of 1925 sought 
“the cradle of Humanity�.” The explorers 
returned claiming to have found the “Missing 
Link” in the Heikum bushmen of the Kalahari—
and they� proceeded to market this image. As 
robert J. Gordon shows in Picturing Bushmen, 
the impact of the expedition lay� not simply� in 
its slick merchandising of bushmen images but 
also in the fact that the pictures were exotic 
and aesthetically� pleasing. Like all significant 
events, the expedition and its images had 
unanticipated consequences. 

1997 · 325 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1188-9 $24.95; CL

AFricAn philoSophY, culture, 
And trAditionAl medicine

By� M. Akin Makinde 

For over two centuries, Western scholars 
have discussed African philosophy� and 
culture, often in disparaging, condescending 
terms, and alway�s from an alien european 
perspective. Many� Africans now share this 
perspective, having been trained in the west-
ern, empirical tradition. Makinde argues that 
Africans must now mold their own modern 
culture by� blending useful western practices 
with valuable indigenous African elements.

1988 · 176 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-152-3 $25.95

kAtuturA: A plAce 
where we StAY
Life in a Post-Apartheid Township in Namibia

By� Wade C. Pendleton 

Katutura, located in Namibia’s major urban 
center and capital, Windhoek, was a town-
ship created by� apartheid, and administered 
in the past by� the most rigid machinery� of the 
apartheid era. Namibia became a sovereign 
state in 1990, and Katutura reflects many� of 
the changes that have taken place.

1996 · 238 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-188-2 $24.95

A bed cAlled home
Life in the Migrant Labour 
Hostels of Cape Town

By� Mamphela ramphele 

in the last three y�ears the migrant labor hostels 
of south Africa, particularly� those in the 
Transvaal, have gained international notoriety� 
as theaters of violence. For many� y�ears they� 
were hidden from public view and neglected 
by� the white authorities. Now, it seems, hostel 
dwellers may� have chosen phy�sical violence 
to draw attention to the structural violence of 
their appalling conditions of life.

1993 · 159 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1063-9 $22.95

dAnce civet cAt
Tonga Children and Labour in 
the Zambezi Valley

By� Pamela rey�nolds 

in this, the first comprehensive study� of the 
Tonga people in Zimbabwe, Pamela rey�nolds 
focuses on children’s work in a subsistence 
agricultural sy�stem, assessing how much work 
they� do, the value of their work to their families 
and how it both limits their opportunities and 
fosters their personal growth and knowledge.

1991 · 208 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-0947-3 $24.95; CL

trAditionAl heAlerS And 
childhood in zimbAbwe

By� Pamela rey�nolds 

Based on the author’s fieldwork among 
the people of Zezuru, this study� focuses on 
children as clients and as healers in training. 
in rey�nolds’s ethnographic investigation of 
possession and healing, she pay�s particular 
attention to the way� healers are identified and 
authenticated in communities, and how they� 
are socialized in the use of medicinal plants, 
dreams, and ritual healing practices.

1995 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1122-3 $26.95

unconquerAble Spirit
George Stow’s History Painting of the San

By� Pippa skotnes 

George stow was a Victorian man of many� 
parts—poet, historian, ethnographer, artist, 
cartographer, and prolific writer. A geologist 
by� profession, he became acquainted, through 
his work in the field, with the extraordinary� 
wealth of rock paintings in the caves and 
shelters of the south African interior.

2008 · 216 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1869-7 $60
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new South AFricAn keYwordS

edited by� Nick shepherd and steven L. robins 

New South African Keywords sets out to do 
two things. The first is to provide a guide to 
the key� words and key� concepts that have 
come to shape public and political thought 
and debate in south Africa since 1994. The 
second purpose is to provide a compendium 
of cutting-edge thinking on the new society�. in 
this respect some of the most exciting thinkers 
and commentators on south Africa have tried 
to capture the complexity� of current debates.

Contributors: emile Boonzaier, Chris-
topher J. Colvin, Jean Comaroff, John L. 
Comaroff, Ben Cousins, Zimitri erasmus, 
Harry� Garuba, Leslie J.F. Green, ruth Hall, Kai 
Horsthemke, Thembela Kepe, Thomas Koelble, 
Helen Moffett, edgar Pieterse, Deborah Posel, 
sam raditlhalo, Thiven reddy�, steven robins, 
Fiona ross, Owen sichone, Nick shepherd, 
Andrew D. spiegel, Jonny� steinberg, Kees van 
der Waal, and Bettina von Lieres.

2008 · 278 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1868-0 $28.95

clAim to the countrY
The Archive of Wilhelm Bleek and Lucy Lloyd

By� Pippa skotnes 

2009 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC 
TiTLe  · A LIBRARY JoURNAL “eDiTOr’s PiCK”

“Highly� recommended.”—CHoICE

in the 1870s, facing cultural extinction and 
the death of their language, several san men 
and women told their stories to two pioneer-
ing colonial scholars in Cape Town, Wilhelm 
Bleek and Lucy� Lloy�d. The narratives of these 
san—or Bushmen—were of the land, the rain, 
the history� of the first people, and the origin 
of the moon and stars. These narratives were 
faithfully� recorded and translated by� Bleek and 
Lloy�d, creating an archive of more than 13,000 
pages including drawings, notebooks, maps, 
and photographs. Now residing in three main 
institutions—the University� of Cape Town, 
the south African Museum, and the National 
Library� of south Africa—this archive has 
recently� been entered into UNesCO’s Memory� 
of the World register.

2007 · 392 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1778-2 $60

being mAASAi
Ethnicity and Identity In East Africa

edited by� Thomas spear and richard Waller 

every�one “knows” the Maasai as proud pas-
toralists who once dominated the rift Valley� 
from northern Keny�a to central Tanzania. But 
many� people who identity� themselves as Maa-
sai, or who speak Maa, are not pastoralist at all, 
but farmers and hunters. Over time many� dif-
ferent people have “become” something else.

Contributors: David J. Campbell, Telelia 
Chieni, elliot Fratkin, John G. Galaty�, Donna 
Klumpp, Corinne Kratz, John Lamphear, Neal 
sobania, Gabriele sommer, Thomas spear, 
Paul spencer, J. e. G. sutton, rainer Vossen, 
and richard Waller.

1993 · 336 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1045-5 $32.95; CL; e

eASt AFricAn expreSSionS 
oF chriStiAnitY

edited by� Thomas spear and isaria N. Kimambo 

“An important contribution to the field. its 
emphasis on the examination of Christianity� as 
a religious phenomenon is an important one, 
and one increasingly� recognized as of central 
significance for an understanding of Africa’s 
history� and society�.”—Kevin Ward, University� 
of Leeds

Contributors: Christopher Comoro, James Gib-
lin, Francis Kimani Githiey�a, ronald Kassimir, 
isaria N. Kimambo, Anza A. Lema, Gregory� 
H. Maddox, Josiah r. Mlahagwa, C. K. Omari, 
David sandgren, John sivalon, Kathleen r. 
smy�the, Thomas spear, richard Waller, and 
ernest Wamba-Dia-Wamba.

1999 · 362 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1274-9 $32.95; CL

SugAr girlS And SeAmen
A Journey into the World of Dockside 
Prostitution in South Africa

By� Henry� Trotter 

“Adamantine research and thoughtful analy�sis 
… brilliant and detailed.”—Sunday Times, 
south Africa

Sugar Girls and Seamen illuminates the shad-
owy� world of dockside prostitution in south 
Africa, focusing on the women of Cape Town 
and Durban who sell their hospitality� to foreign 
sailors. Dockside “sugar girls” work at one of 
the busiest cultural intersections in the world.

2011 · 242 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1963-2 $28.95

weSt AFricAn chAllenge 
to empire
Culture and History in the Volta-
Bani Anticolonial War

By� Mahir şaul and Patrick roy�er 

WiNNers OF AMAUrY TALBOT PriZe

“An outstanding example of how two scholars 
from the distinct disciplines of history� and 
anthropology� can join talents to produce an 
excellent study�, one that adequately� combines 
dense narratives with insightful theories … [it] 
presents us with not only� a dense political 
narrative about men and motives, but also a 
cultural history�, with the magic and supernatu-
ral dimensions of war.”— Historian

“A must-read for any� scholar interested in the 
military� and social history� of colonial rule in 
Africa.”— International Journal of African 
Historical Studies

West African Challenge to Empire examines 
the anticolonial war in the Volta and Bani 
region in 1915–16. it was the largest chal-
lenge that the French ever faced in their West 
African colonial empire, and one of the largest 
armed oppositions to colonialism any�where 
in Africa. How such a movement could be 
organized in the face of european technologi-
cal superiority� despite the fact that this region 
is generally� described as having consisted of 
rival villages and descent groups is a puzzle. 
in this jointly� written book the two authors 
provide a detailed political and military� history� 
of this event based on archival research and 
ethnographic fieldwork. Using cultural and 
sociological analy�sis, it probes the origins of 
the movement, its internal organization, its 
strategy�, and the reasons for its initial success 
and why� it spread.

2002 · 440 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1414-9 $35; CL
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the queSt For Fruition 
through ngomA
The Political Aspects of Healing 
in Southern Africa

edited by� rijk van Dijk, ria reis, 
and Maja spierenburg 

This study� has arisen out of a fascination with 
the vibrant nature of African societies, their 
vitality�, and particularly� the way� in which they� 
seem to be able time and again to overcome 
tribulation and turmoil.

2000 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1304-3 $24.95; CL

the krobo people oF 
ghAnA to 1892
A Political and Social History

By� Louis e. Wilson 

This book presents a broad analy�tical frame-
work for the history� of southeastern Ghana 
within the context of a representative study� of 
one of the country�’s most important political 
and economic forces. The 150,000 Krobo are 
the most numerous of the Adangme-speaking 
peoples. They� are located in the mountains 
just inland from the coast and are the fourth 
largest ethnic group in the country�.

1991 · 285 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-164-6 $26.95

rituAl coSmoS
The Sanctification of Life in African Religions

By� evan M. Zuesse 

in the West we are accustomed to think of 
religion as centered in the personal quest for 
salvation or the longing for unchanging Being. 
Perhaps this is why� we have found it so difficult 
to understand the religions of Africa. These 
religions are oriented to very� different goals: 
fecundity�, prosperity�, health, social harmony�.

1985 · 266 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-0814-8 $24.95

mArikAnA
Voices from South Africa’s Mining Massacre

By� Peter Alexander, Thapelo Lekgowa, Botsang 
Mmope, Luke sinwell, and Bongani xezwi 

“Part investigative report, part oral history�, part 
polemical pamphlet, Marikana illustrates what 
can be achieved when academics work closely� 
with activists.”—  Los Angeles Review of Books

“Written by� both academics and political activ-
ists, the book captured my� interest from the 
first page…The raw data provided by� the book 
makes it not only� recommendable for labor 
scholars and African studies, but also a thrilling 
read for social movement activists. Marikana 
leaves room for more inquiries, which should 
contribute to conceptual debates.”— African 
Studies Quarterly

“A monumental work, of which the first and 
not least merit is to have demonstrated with 
journalistic timeliness how much the sociologi-
cal gaze—an embedded sociology� here—may� 
even shortly� after the event bring so much to 
our understanding of it.”— Politique africaine

The Marikana Massacre of August 16, 2012, 
was the single most lethal use of force by� 
south African security� forces against civilians 
since the end of apartheid. Those killed were 
mineworkers in support of a pawy� raise.
Through a series of interviews conducted with 
workers who survived the attack, this account 
documents and examines the controversial 
shootings in great detail, beginning with a 
valuable history� of the events leading up to the 
killing of workers, and including ey�ewitness 
accounts of the violence and interviews with 
family� members of those who perished.

2013 · 168 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2071-3 $26.95; CL; e
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new
modern muSlimS
A Sudan Memoir

By� steve Howard 

“it was amazing timing then for this insightful 
American-trained social scientist to observe 
a modernist nonviolent islamic movement at 
the peak of its dy�namic campaign. it is even 
more amazing timing now for this rigorous 
and incisive study� of islamic modernity� to 
be available to scholars, students, and the 
public at large. This profound assessment of a 
fascinating expression of islam as experienced 
by� African Muslims can contribute to defusing 
the current global crisis of islam and modernity�. 
The book is also a pleasure to read.” — Abdul-
lahi Ahmed An-Na‘im, author of What Is an 
American Muslim: Embracing Faith and Citizen-
ship and translator of Mahmoud Mohammed 
Taha’s Second Message of Islam

steve Howard departed for the sudan in the 
early� 1980s as an American graduate student 
beginning a three-y�ear journey� in which 
he would join and live with the republican 
Brotherhood, the sufi Muslim group led by� 
the visionary� Mahmoud Mohamed Taha. Taha 
was a religious intellectual who participated in 
the early� day�s of sudan’s anticolonial struggle, 
but quickly� turned his movement into a 

religious reform effort based on his radical 
reading of the Qur’an. He was executed in 
1985 for apostasy�.

Decades after returning to the life of an 
academic in the United states, Howard brings 
us this memoir of his time with the republican 
Brotherhood, who advocated, among other 
things, equality� for women. Modern Muslims 
describes Howard’s path to learning not only� 
about islam and sufism but also about sudan’s 
history� and culture. When the Brotherhood 
was thrust into confrontation with sudan’s 
then-president Jaafar Nimeiry�, Howard had a 
front-line perspective on the difficult choices 
communities make as they� try� to reform and 
practice their faith freely�.

As well as a story� of personal transforma-
tion, the book offers an insider’s perspective 
on a modernist nonviolent islamic movement 
that thrived and was brutally� suppressed. 
An important book for our times, Modern 
Muslims y�ields significant insights for our 
understanding of modern islam, African his-
tory�, and contemporary� geopolitics..

2016 · 230 pages · 15 illus. 
PB 978-0-8214-2231-1 $26.95; CL; e

South AFricA’S SuSpended revolution
Hopes and Prospects

By� Adam Habib  

“A readable, well-informed and perceptive 
account of the political economy� of contem-
porary� south Africa.”—Colin Bundy�, Honorary� 
Fellow, Green Templeton College, University� 
of Oxford

South Africa’s Suspended Revolution tells the 
story� of south Africa’s democratic transition 
and the prospects for the country� to develop 
a truly� inclusive political sy�stem. Written by� 
one of south Africa’s leading scholars and 
political commentators, the book combines 

historical and contemporary� analy�sis with 
strategies for an alternative political agenda. 
Adam Habib connects the lessons of the south 
African experience with theories of democratic 
transition, social change, and conflict resolu-
tion. Political leaders, scholars, students, and 
activists will all find material here to deepen 
their understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities of contemporary� south Africa.

2013 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2072-0 $26.95; CL; e

the unSettled lAnd
State-making and the Politics of 
Land in Zimbabwe, 1893–2003

By� Jocely�n Alexander 

“Anglo-American scholars have produced 
a spate of books on Zimbabwe, but none 
dissects the state and makes sense of its trans-
formation more competently� and completely� 
than Alexander’s The Unsettled Land … This 
careful treatment is sure to set a new standard 
for histories of state-making in Africa.”— Afri-
can Studies Review

2007 · 230 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1736-2 $29.95; CL

workerS, wAr And the 
originS oF ApArtheid
Labour and Politics in South Africa, 1939-48

By� Peter Alexander 

This book provides a significant revision of 
south African labor history� and makes an 
important contribution to the debate about 
apartheid’s genesis. Using a range of untapped 
sources, it shows that there was far more 
strike action during World War ii than has 
been officially� acknowledged.

2000 · 220 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1315-9 $26.95; CL
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mAndelA’S world
The International Dimension of South 
Africa’s Political Revolution

By� James Barber 

The demise of apartheid, the release of Nelson 
Mandela, and a new constitution leading to 
a democratic government elevated south 
Africa’s status during the 1990s. Mandela’s 
World describes and analy�zes south Africa’s 
international development during this 
momentous decade in which Nelson Mandela 
stamped his personality� on his nation and on 
the international stage.

2004 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1566-5 $32.95; CL

lAbor And democrAcY 
in nAmibiA, 1971–1996

By� Gretchen Bauer 

in this compelling study� of labor and national-
ism during and after Namibia’s struggle for 
liberation, Gretchen Bauer addresses the very� 
difficult task of consolidating democracy� in an 
independent Namibia. Labor and Democracy 
in Namibia, 1971-1996 argues that a vibrant 
and autonomous civil society� is crucial to the 
consolidation of new democracies, and it iden-
tifies trade unions, in particular, as especially� 
important organizations of civil society�.

1998 · 180 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1217-6 $26.95; CL; e

ethnicitY And 
democrAcY in AFricA

edited by� Bruce Berman, Dickson 
ey�oh, and Will Ky�mlicka 

“The contributors to Ethnicity and Democracy 
in Africa refreshingly� and convincingly� remind 
us that ethnic attachments and democracy� 
need not be mutually� exclusive.”— African 
Studies Review

Contributors: Bruce Berman, Leonard 
N’sanda Buleli, John Boy�e ejobowah, Peter 
ekeh, Dickson ey�oh, Toy�in Falola, Chery�l 
Hendricks, Bogumil Jewsiewicki, Will Ky�m-
licka, John Lonsdale, shula Marks, Githu 
Muigai, Christina Murray�, A. raufu Mustapha, 
e.s. Atieno Odhiambo, richard simeon, and 
Jacqueline s. solway�.

2004 · 352 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1570-2 $32.95; CL; e

blAck lAwYerS, white courtS
The Soul of South African Law

By� Kenneth s. Broun 

in the struggle against apartheid, one often 
overlooked group of crusaders was the coterie 
of black lawy�ers who overcame the By�zantine 
sy�stem that the government established often-
times explicitly� to block the paths of its black 
citizens from achieving justice. Now, in their 
own voices, we have the narratives of many� of 
those lawy�ers as recounted in a series of oral 
interviews.

1999 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1286-2 $32.95; CL

FAcing the truth
South African Faith Communities and the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission

edited by� James Cochrane, John de 
Gruchy�, and stephen Martin 

The unique desire of south Africa’s Truth and 
reconciliation Commission (TrC) to turn its 
back on revenge and to create a space where 
deeper processes of “forgiveness, confession, 
repentance, reparation, and reconciliation can 
take place” reflects the spirit of some churches 
and faith communities in south Africa.

1999 · 252 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1307-4 $22.95

AFricAn intellectuAlS 
And decolonizAtion

edited by� Nicholas M. Creary� 

Decades after independence for most African 
states, the struggle for decolonization is still 
incomplete, as demonstrated by� the fact that 
Africa remains associated in many� Western 
minds with chaos, illness, and disorder.

2012 · 160 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-283-4 $26.95; e

conStructive engAgement?
Chester Crocker & American Policy in South 
Africa, Namibia & Angola, 1981–1988

By� J. e. Davies 

The notion of engagement represents an 
indispensable tool in a foreign policy� prac-
titioner’s armory�. The idea of constructive 
engagement is forwarded by� governments as 
a method whereby� pressure can be brought to 
bear on countries to improve their record on 
human rights, while diplomatic and economic 
contracts can be maintained. But does this 
approach succeed?

2007 
PB 978-0-8214-1782-9 $26.95; CL

lineAgeS oF StAte FrAgilitY
Rural Civil Society in Guinea-Bissau

By� Joshua B. Forrest 

“Demonstrates an amazing grasp of 
Guinea-Bissau, African statecraft, and resis-
tance.”—Walter Hawthorne, Michigan state 
University�

Lineages of State Fragility argues that despite 
european influences, the contemporary� fragil-
ity� of African states can be fully� appreciated 
only� by� examining the indigenous social con-
text in which these states evolved. Focusing on 
Guinea-Bissau, Forrest exposes the emergence 
of a strong and adaptable “rural civil society�” 
that can be traced back to precolonial times.

2003 · 328 pages · Western African studies 
CL 978-0-8214-1490-3 $55

conFronting leviAthAn
Mozambique Since Independence

By� Margaret Hall and Tom Young 

“This excellent book will provide an impor-
tant contribution to understanding the last 
twenty� y�ears in Mozambique.  it is thought-
ful and reflective as well as being soundly� 
researched.”—Maly�n Newitt, author of A 
History of Mozambique

Confronting Leviathan describes Mozam-
bique’s attempt to construct a socialist society� 
in one African country� on the back of an anti-
colonial struggle for national independence.

1997 · 272 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1190-2 $44.95; PB

chAnging ugAndA
Dilemmas of Structural Adjustment

edited by� Hölger Bernt Hansen 
and Michael Twaddle 

Yoweri Museveni battled to power in 1986. His 
government has impressed many� observers as 
Uganda’s most innovative since it gained inde-
pendence from Britain in 1962. The Economist 
recommended it as a model for other African 
states struggling to develop their resources in 
the best interests of their peoples. But where 
was change to start?

Contributors: Tim Allen, Heike Beh-
rend, George C. Bond, e. A. Brett, A. G. G. 
Gingy�era-Piny�cwa, Vali Jamal, W. senteza 
Kajubi, Nelson Kasfir, K. sarwar Lateef, e. 
Khiddu-Makubuy�a, W. Kisamba-Mugerwa, Ali 
A. Mazrui, Dan Mudoola, Joshua B. Mugy�engi, 
ruth G. Mukama, sam K. Njuba, Apolo r. 
Nsibambi, Christine Obbo, e. O. Ochieng, M. 
Louise Pirouet, David Throup, Joan Vincent, 
susan rey�nolds Why�te, and Peter Woodward.

1992 · 416 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1005-9 $32.95; CL; e
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chriStiAn miSSionArieS And 
the StAte in the third world

edited by� Hölger Bernt Hansen 
and Michael Twaddle 

Contributors: Christopher Abel, Daniel Antwi, 
roger B. Beck, James Campbell, Deborah 
Gaitskell, Leslie Griffiths, Holger Bernt Han-
sen, Paul Jenkins, Torstein Jorgensen, Niels 
Kastfelt, Harry� Langworthy�, John Lonsdale, 
John McCracken, Jonathan Miran, John rowe, 
Jarle simensen, Doug stuart, Mary� Turner, 
Michael Twaddle, Michael O. West, Andrew C. 
Wheeler, and Donald Wood.

2002 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1426-2 $24.95; CL

religion And politicS 
in eASt AFricA
The Period since Independence

edited by� Hölger Bernt Hansen 
and Michael Twaddle 

Contributors: Heike Behrend, G. P. Benson, 
François Constantin, Martin Doornbos, A. B. 
K. Kasozi, ronald Kassimir, Omari H. Kokole, 
Donal B. Cruise O’Brien, r. s. O’Fahey�, M. Lou-
ise Pirouet, David Throup, John Mary� Waliggo, 
and Kevin Ward.

1995 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1086-8 $29.95; CL; e

developing ugAndA

edited by� Hölger Bernt Hansen 
and Michael Twaddle 

Uganda’s recovery� since Museveni came to 
power in 1986 has been one of the hearten-
ing achievements in a continent where the 
media have given intense coverage to disasters. 
This book assesses the question of whether 
the reality� lives up to the image that has so 
impressed the supporters of its recovery�. What 
has actually� happened? How successful have 
the reforms been thus far? What are the pros-
pects for Uganda’s future?

Contributors: Philip Amis, Keike Behrend, 
Paul Collier, susan Dicklich, Goran Hy�den, Vali 
Jamal, edward K. Kirumira, ian Livingstone, 
Mary�inez Ly�ons, Mark A. Marquardt, Daniel 
G. Maxwell, rose Mbowa, Mary� r. Mugy�eny�i, 
Christine Obbo, sanjay� Pradhan, Anthony� J. 
regan, Abby� sabina-Zziwa, Aidan southall, Aili 
Mari Tripp, Geoffrey� B. Tukahebwa, Michael A. 
Why�te, and susan rey�nolds Why�te.

1998 · 384 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1209-1 $29.95; CL; e

ugAndA now
Between Decay and Development

edited by� Hölger Bernt Hansen 
and Michael Twaddle 

Can the revolutionary� government of Yoweri 
Museveni’s National resistance Movement 
put Uganda back on the road from decay� to 
development? These informed assessments put 
the present situation in context. The contribu-
tors assembled as Museveni’s guerrillas were 
launching their final bid for power. They� have 
finalized their contributions in the light of the 
Museveni government’s initial period of power.

Contributors: Dery�ke Belshaw, Hugh 
Dinwiddy�, Martin Doornbos, Keith edmonds, 
Oliver Furley�, George Kany�eihamba, Nelson 
Kasfir, D. A. Low, Ali A. Mazrui, Dan Mudoola, 
Dani Wadada Nabudere, Apolo Nsibambi, 
Christine Obbo, Anthony� O’Connor, Louise Pir-
ouet, John A. rowe, Aidan southall, Michael 
Why�te, Peter Woodward, and Christopher 
Wrigley�.

1988 · 384 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-0897-1 $29.95; CL; e

individuAl FreedomS 
And StAte SecuritY in 
the AFricAn context
The Case of Zimbabwe

By� John Hatchard 

in 1980 the ZANU/PF government of robert 
Mugabe came to power after an extended 
war of liberation. They� inherited a cluster of 
emergency� laws similar to those available to 
the authorities in south Africa. it was also the 
beginning of the cy�nical south African state 
policy� of destabilization of the frontline states. 
This led to a dangerous period of insurrection in 
Mashonaland and increased activity� by� renamo.

1993 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1043-1 $26.95; CL; e

the Struggle For meAning
Reflections on Philosophy, Culture, 
and Democracy in Africa

By� Paulin J. Hountondji 

The Struggle for Meaning is a landmark publi-
cation by� one of African philosophy�’s leading 
figures, Paulin J. Hountondji, best known for 
his critique of ethnophilosophy� in the late 
1960s and early� 1970s. in this volume, he 
responds with autobiographical and philosoph-
ical reflection to the dialogue and controversy� 
he has provoked.

2002 · 368 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-225-4 $35.95; e

truStee For the 
humAn communitY
Ralph J. Bunche, the United Nations, 
and the Decolonization of Africa

edited by� robert A. Hill and edmond J. Keller 

ralph J. Bunche (1904–1971), winner of the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1950, was a key� U.s. 
diplomat in the planning and creation of the 
United Nations in 1945. in 1947 he was invited 
to join the permanent UN secretariat as direc-
tor of the new Trusteeship Department.

2010 · 228 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1910-6 $29.95; CL; e

religiouS plurAliSm And 
the nigeriAn StAte

By� simeon O. ilesanmi 

in the case of Nigeria, scholarship on religious 
politics has not adequately� taken into account 
the pluralistic context and the idealistic preten-
sions of the state that inhibit the possibility� 
of forging an enduring civic amity� among 
Nigeria’s diverse groups. ilesanmi proposes a 
new philosophy� or model of religio-political 
interaction, which he calls dialogic politics.

1996 · 332 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-194-3 $34.95

AFter the trc
Reflections on Truth and Reconciliation

edited by� Wilmot James and 
Linda van de Vijver 

Has south Africa dealt effectively� with the 
past, and is the country� ready� to face the 
future? What are the challenges facing 
both government and civil society� in the 
y�ears ahead? These and other questions are 
explored in this collection of essay�s by� inter-
national and local commentators on the Truth 
and reconciliation Commission.

Contributors: Kany�a Adam, Heribert 
Adams, Colin Bundy�, Mary� Burton, John de 
Gruchy�, Willem Heath, Wilmot James, Jeffrey� 
Lever, Gary� Minkley�, Njabulo Ndebele, Dumisa 
Ntsebeza, Kaizer Ny�atsumba, Grace Naledi 
Pandor, Mamphela ramphele, Ciraj rassool, 
Albie sachs, Patricia Valdez, Linda van de Vijver, 
Jan van eck, Frederik Van Zy�l slabbert, Charles 
Villa-Vicencio, Francis Wilson, and Lesle Witz.

2001 · 228 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1385-2 $26.95
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remApping ethiopiA
Socialism & After

edited by� Wendy� James, eisei Kurimoto, 
Donald L. Donham, and Alessandro Triulzi 

Governance every�where is concerned with 
spatial relationships. Modern states “map” 
local communities, making them legible for 
the purposes of control. ethiopia has gone 
through several stages of “mapping” in its 
imperial, revolutionary�, and postrevolutionary� 
phases.

2002 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1448-4 $29.95; CL

the beneFitS oF FAmine
A Political Economy of Famine and Relief 
in Southwestern Sudan, 1983–89

By� David Keen 

“This thoroughly� researched and well-written 
book is essential reading not only� for all 
who deal with famine relief and disaster 
management but also for students of public 
health, the social sciences, and rural develop-
ment.”— The Lancet

The conflict in Darfur had a precursor in 
sudan’s famines of the 1980s and 1990s. 
The Benefits of Famine presents a new and 
chilling interpretation of the causes of war-
induced famine.

2008 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1822-2 $28.95

leArning From robben iSlAnd
Govan Mbeki’s Prison Writings

By� Govan Mbeki 

“south Africa has jailed so many� gifted men 
and women that there already� exists a sizeable 
body� of prison writing…The essay�s by� Govan 
Mbeki which comprise this book add to this 
distinguished list. Yet they� differ in important 
respects from all others: they� were written, 
circulated and preserved in prison. They� were 
never intended for publication but to be read 
by� other prisoners; their aim is not to share an 
experience but to educate politically�.

1991 · 232 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1007-3 $22.95; CL

the morAl economY 
oF the StAte
Conservation, Community Development, 
and State-Making in Zimbabwe

By� William A. Munro 

The Moral Economy of the State examines 
state formation in Zimbabwe from the 
colonial period through the first decade of 
independence.

1998 · 350 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-202-5 $40; e

environmentAl juStice 
in South AFricA

edited by� David A. McDonald 

Environmental Justice in South Africa provides 
a sy�stematic overview of the first ten y�ears of 
postapartheid environmental politics. Written 
by� leading activists and academics in the field, 
this edited collection offers the first critical 
perspective of environmental justice theory� 
and practice in south Africa.

Contributors: Patrick Bond, Mark Butler, 
Jackly�n Cock, Belinda Dodson, David Fig, Jan 
Glazewski, David Hallowes, Farieda Khan, Peter 
Lukey�, Thabo Madihlaba, David A. McDonald, 
s. (Bobby�) Peek, and Greg ruiters.

2002 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1416-3 $29.95; CL; e

democrAtic reForm in AFricA
Its Impact on Governance 
and Poverty Alleviation

edited by� Muna Ndulo 

Democratic reform in Africa has been slow, 
difficult, and at times painful. Nevertheless, 
sufficient time has passed for those interested 
in political and economic development to 
assess what progress, if any�, Africa has made 
in addressing the need for the consolidation 
of democratic reform and the resolution of 
considerable developmental challenges.

Contributors: Penelope Andrews, Douglas 
Anglin, reginald Austin, Joel Barkan, Kate 
Fletcher, John Hatchard, Johann Kriegler, 
Thomas Lansner, Brian Levy�, Colleen Lowe-
Morna, Daniel Manning, Muna Ndulo, Ann 
seidman, robert seidman, Peter Takirambudde, 
and Tsatsu Tsikata.

2006 · 311 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1722-5 $29.95; CL

decolonizAtion & 
independence in 
kenYA, 1940–1993

edited by� B. A. Ogot and W. r. Ochieng 

This is a sharply� observed assessment of the 
history� of the last half century� by� a distin-
guished group of historians of Keny�a. At the 
same time the book is a courageous reflection 
in the dilemmas of African nationhood.

Contributors: e. s. Atieno-Odhiambo, 
Wuny�abari O. Maloba, robert M. Maxon, Peter 
Odhiambo Ndege, William r. Ochieng’, and 
Bethwell A. Ogot.

1995 · 288 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1051-6 $32.95; e

SucceSSion to high 
oFFice in botSwAnA
Three Case Studies

edited by� Jack Parson 

This book examines the process through which 
the mantle of leadership passed from one 
leader to another in Botswana. it concerns the 
succession to high office in Botswana over the 
course of more than half a century� from the 
colonial time to the present.

Contributors: Michael Crowder, Jack Parson, 
and Neil Parsons.

1990 · 468 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-157-8 $36.95

nAtive liFe in South AFricA
Before and Since the European 
War and the Boer Rebellion

By� sol T. Plaatje 

First published in 1916 and one of south Afri-
ca’s great political books, Native Life in South 
Africa was first and foremost a response to the 
Native’s Land Act of 1913, and was written by� 
one of the most gifted and influential writers 
and journalists of his generation. sol T. Plaatje 
provides an account of the origins of this 
crucially� important piece of legislation and a 
devastating description of its immediate effects.

1991 · 450 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-0986-2 $29.95

Sol plAAtje
Selected Writings

By� sol T. Plaatje 
edited by� Brian Willan

sol Plaatje is one of south Africa’s most impor-
tant political and literary� figures. A pioneer in 
the history� of the black press, he was one of 
the founders of the African National Congress, 
a leading spokesman for black opinion through-
out his life, and the author of three well-known 
books: Mafeking Diary, Native Life in South 
Africa, and his historical novel, Mhudi. These 
books are not Plaatje’s only� claim to fame.

1997 · 480 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1186-5 $39.95
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limitS to liberAtion 
AFter ApArtheid
Citizenship, Governance, & Culture

edited by� steven L. robins 

Postapartheid south Africa struggles with race 
tensions, social inequalities, and unemploy�-
ment that are contributing to widespread 
crises. in addressing the transition to democ-
racy�, Limits to Liberation After Apartheid 
examines issues of culture and identity�, draw-
ing attention to the creative agency� of citizens 
of the “new” south Africa.

Contributors: John Cartwright, ivor Chipklin, 
Jean Comaroff, John Comaroff, shannon Jack-
son, sean Jacobs, Madeline Jenneker, Thomas 
A. Koelble, ron Krabill, ed Lipuma, rafael 
Marks, edgar Pieterse, suren Pillay�, steven L. 
robins, elaine salo, Clifford shearing, Andrew 
spiegel, Bettina von Lieres, and Jennifer Wood.

2005 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1666-2 $32.95; CL

humAn rightS in 
AFricAn priSonS

edited by� Jeremy� sarkin 

Prisons are alway�s a key� focus of those 
interested in human rights and the rule of law. 
Human Rights in African Prisons looks at the 
challenges African governments face in deal-
ing with these issues. Written by� some of the 
most eminent researchers from and on Africa, 
including the former chairperson of the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples’ rights.

Contributors: Victor Dankwa, Amanda Dis-
sel, Lukas Muntingh, rachel Murray�, stephen 
Peté, Jeremy� sarkin, Martin schönteich, Julia 
sloth-Nielsen, Chris Tapscott, and Lisa Vetten.

2008 · 256 pages · research in international 
studies, Global and Comparative studies 
PB 978-0-89680-265-0 $28.95

South AFricA’S 
reSiStAnce preSS
Alternative Voices in the Last 
Generation under Apartheid

edited by� Les switzer and Mohamed Adhikari 

South Africa’s Resistance Press is a collection of 
essay�s celebrating the contributions of scores 
of newspapers, newsletters, and magazines 
that confronted the state in the generation 
after 1960.

Contributors: Mohamed Adhikari, George 
Claassen, David r. Howarth, Franz Krüger, 
Peter Limb, Christopher Merrett, Mbulelo 
Vizikhungo Mzamane, Christopher saunders, 
Jeremy� seekings, Les switzer, Key�an G. Toma-
selli, ineke van Kessel, and James Zug.

2000 · 472 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-213-1 $39.95; e

ethnic FederAliSm
The Ethiopian Experience in 
Comparative Perspective

edited by� David Turton 

since 1991, ethiopia has gone further than 
any� other country� in using ethnicity� as the 
fundamental organizing principle of a federal 
sy�stem of government. And y�et this pioneering 
experiment in “ethnic federalism” has been 
largely� ignored in the growing literature on 
democratization and ethnicity� in Africa and 
on the accommodation of ethnic diversity� in 
democratic states.

Contributors: rajeev Bhargava, Christopher 
Clapham, Gideon Cohen, Dereje Fey�issa, Assefa 
Fisheha, Merera Gudina, Will Ky�mlicka, rotimi 
suberu, David Turton, and sarah Vaughn.

2006 · 320 pages · eastern African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1697-6 $26.95; CL

AFricAn ASYlum At 
A croSSroAdS
Activism, Expert Testimony, and Refugee Rights

edited by� iris Berger, Tricia redeker 
Hepner, Benjamin N. Lawrance, Joanna T. 
Tague, and Meredith Terretta 

“This is a first-rate collection of original essay�s 
focused on asy�lum jurisprudence involving Afri-
can refugees…. These essay�s are provocative, 
well documented, and eloquent. The authors 
examine a subject that has been largely� 
overlooked: the extraordinarily� significant role 
of experts in legal processes…. The impressive 
contributors are anthropologists, historians, 
and legal scholars who offer provocative 
remarks about cases including many� in which 
they� served as expert witnesses.”— Alison 
Dundes renteln, professor of political science 
and anthropology� at the school of Policy�, Plan-
ning, and Development and Law, University� of 
southern California

African Asylum at a Crossroads: Activ-
ism, Expert Testimony, and Refugee Rights 
examines the emerging trend of requests for 
expert opinions in asy�lum hearings or refugee 
status determinations. This is the first book to 
explore the role of court-based expertise in 
relation to African asy�lum cases and the first 
to establish a rigorous analy�tical framework for 
interpreting the effects of this new reliance on 
expert testimony�.

Contributors: iris Berger, Carol Bohmer, 
John Campbell, Katherine Luongo, e. Ann 
McDougall, Karen Musalo, Tricia redeker Hep-
ner, Amy� shuman, Joanna T. Tague, Meredith 
Terretta, and Charlotte Walker-said.

2015 · 280 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-2138-3 $45; e
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modern AFricAn writing
ohio univerSitY preSS SerieS

new
tAleS oF the metric SYStem
A Novel

By� imraan Coovadia 

“imraan Coovadia is one of the best novelists 
to come out of south Africa in a long time. 
His prose is charming, clever and sly�. A must 
read.”— Gary� shtey�ngart

“On the borders there were new guerrilla 
armies. The rouble and the dollar had replaced 
the pound sterling. The kilometre and the 
kilogram and the litre were new way�s of 
measuring miles and imperial pounds and fluid 
ounces. in Zaire, Patrice Lumumba had been 
murdered on the instruction of the White 
House.… The measurements made by� Curzon 
College were as outdated as y�ards and inches. 

They� didn’t know what counted.” in Tales of 
the Metric System, imraan Coovadia’s sere, 
direct sentences light a fire as he parses south 
Africa across the decades, from 1970 into the 
present. As salman rushdie used indian inde-
pendence in Midnight’s Children, Coovadia 
takes his homeland’s transition from imperial 
to metric measurements as his cataly�st, hold-
ing south Africa up to the light and examining 
it from multiple perspectives.

2016 · 394 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2226-7 $18.95; CL; e

new
the mAeStro, the mAgiStrAte And the mAthemAticiAn
A Novel

By� Tendai Huchu 

“A sensitive exploration of the concepts of 
identity�, family�, and home grounded in a rich, 
intricately� detailed depiction of the immigrant 
experience of the global African diaspora.” 

— Kirkus Reviews

The Hairdresser of Harare, which the New 
York Times Book Review called “a fresh and 
moving account of contemporary� Zimbabwe,” 
announced Tendai Huchu as a shrewd and 
funny� social commentator. in The Maestro, 
the Magistrate & the Mathematician, Huchu 
expands his focus from Zimbabwe to the 
lives of expatriates in edinburgh, scotland. 
The novel follows three Zimbabwean men as 

they� struggle to find places for themselves 
in scotland. As he wanders edinburgh with 
his Walkman on a constant loop of the music 
of home, the Magistrate — a former judge, 
now a health aide — tries to find meaning in 
new memories. The depressed and quixotic 
Maestro — gone AWOL from his job stocking 
shelves at a grocery� store — escapes into 
books. And the y�outhful Mathematician enjoy�s 
a carefree and hedonistic graduate school life, 
until he can no longer ignore the struggles of 
his fellow expatriates.

2016 · 312 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2206-9 $18.95; CL; e

the hAirdreSSer oF hArAre

By� Tendai Huchu 

“A fresh and moving account of contempo-
rary� Zimbabwe….The Hairdresser of Harare 
ultimately� wins us over with the vividness of its 
setting and characters, and with its reminder of 
the multitude of rich stories to be found in their 
daily� lives.”— New York Times Book Review

in this delicious and devastating first novel, 
which The Guardian named one of its ten best 
contemporary� African books, Caine Prize final-
ist Tendai Huchu (The Maestro, the Magistrate, 
and the Mathematician) portray�s the heart of 
contemporary� Zimbabwean society� with humor 
and grace. Vimbai is the best hairdresser in 

Mrs. Khumalo’s salon, and she is secure in her 
status until the handsome, smooth-talking 
Dumisani shows up one day� for work. Despite 
her resistance, the two become friends, and 
eventually�, Vimbai becomes Dumisani’s land-
lady�. He is as charming as he is deft with the 
scissors, and Vimbai finds that he means more 
and more to her. Yet, by� novel’s end, the pair’s 
deepening friendship—used or embraced by� 
Dumisani and Vimbai with different futures in 
mind—collapses in unexpected brutality�.

2015 · 200 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2163-5 $16.95; CL; e
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mrS. ShAw
A Novel

By� Mukoma Wa Ngugi 

“What emerges in Mrs. Shaw is the cy�clical 
nature of a postcolonial nation-state returning, 
over and over again, to its violent origins. Yet 
Mukoma is just as critical toward revolution-
ary� movements that they� themselves cannot 
escape the pathologies of violence.… Mrs. 
Shaw is a treatise on traumas, individual and 
collective, but it is also a document on work-
ing through these phy�sical and psy�chological 
wounds through the technologies of writ-
ing.”—Los Angeles Review of Books

in the fictional east African Kwatee republic of 
the 1990s, the dictatorship is about to fall, and 
the nation’s exiles are preparing to return. One 
of these exiles, a y�oung man named Kalumba, 
is a graduate student in the United states, 
where he encounters Mrs.

2015 · 200 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-2143-7 $29.95; e

SAcred river
A Novel

By� sy�l Cheney�-Coker 

The reincarnation of a legendary� nineteenth-
century� Caribbean emperor as a contemporary� 
African leader is at the heart of this novel. 
Sacred River deals with the extraordinary� lives, 
hopes, powerful my�ths, stories, and tragedies 
of the people of a modern West African 
nation. it is also the compelling love story� of 
an idealistic philosophy� professor and an ex-
courtesan of incomparable beauty�.

2014 · 456 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2137-6 $18.95; CL; e

From Sleep unbound

By� Andrée Chedid 

“Much of this delicately� composed, elegant 
novel is a gentle and simple story� of a woman 
searching for herself in a world of callous, 
unimaginative male supremacy�…. The writing, 
disclosing bitter, painful truths, is deceptively� 
ly�rical.”—The Times

From Sleep Unbound portray�s the life of 
samy�a, an egy�ptian woman who is taken at 
age 15 from her Catholic boarding school and 
forced into a loveless and humiliating marriage.

1983 · 158 pages 
PB 978-0-8040-0837-2 $16.95; e

the conScript
A Novel of Libya’s Anticolonial War

By� Gebrey�esus Hailu  
introduction by� Laura Chrisman 
Translated by� Ghirmai Negash

eloquent and thought-provoking, this classic 
novel by� the eritrean novelist Gebrey�esus Hailu, 
written in Tigriny�a in 1927 and published in 
1950, is one of the earliest novels written in 
an African language and will have a major 
impact on the reception and critical appraisal 
of African literature.

2012 · 64 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2023-2 $14.95; e

pAper SonS And dAughterS
Growing up Chinese in South Africa

By� Ufrieda Ho 

Ufrieda Ho’s compelling memoir describes 
with intimate detail what it was like to come 
of age in the marginalized Chinese community� 
of Johannesburg during the apartheid era 
of the 1970s and 1980s. The Chinese were 
mostly� ignored, as Ho describes it, relegated to 
certain neighborhoods and certain jobs, living 
in a kind of gray� zone between the blacks and 
the whites. As long as they� adhered to these 
rules, they� were left alone.

2012 · 248 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2020-1 $18.95; e

491 dAYS
Prisoner Number 1323/69

By� Winnie Madikizela-Mandela 

On a freezing winter’s night, a few hours 
before dawn on May� 12, 1969, south African 
security� police stormed the soweto home 
of Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, activist and 
wife of the imprisoned Nelson Mandela, and 
arrested her in the presence of her two y�oung 
daughters, then aged nine and ten.

2014 · 264 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2101-7 $21.95; CL; e

AFter teArS

By� Niq Mhlongo 

“A uniquely� south African story�, told in a fast, 
hip, and happening sty�le that is sy�nony�mous 
with soweto, where the author’s witty�, dodgy�, 
plain and simple characters play� out their daily� 
drama.”—Lucas Ledwaba, City Press

Bafana Kuzway�o is a y�oung man with a weight 
on his shoulders. After flunking his law studies 
at the University� of Cape Town, he returns 
home to soweto, where he must decide how 
to break the news to his family�.

2011 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1984-7 $18.95; e

thirteen centS
A Novel

By� K. sello Duiker 

WiNNer OF THe COMMONWeALTH 
WriTers’ PriZe

“Thirteen Cents is simultaneously� gruesome, 
violent, deeply� disturbing, whimsical, and 
beautiful…. Told from the Azure’s perspective, 
Duiker weaves a narrative that lay�s bare the 
violence, exploitation, racial and sexual politics 
found just under the surface of south African 
society�.” — Africa Is a Country

“Duiker is to literature what steve Biko is to 
politics, both having died at the tender age 
of 30 but leaving indelible footprints in our 
collective memory�.” — siphiwo Mahala, Mail 
& Guardian

every� city� has an unspoken side. Cape Town, 
between the picture postcard mountain and 
sea, has its own shadow: a place of dislocation 
and uncertainty�, dependence and desperation, 
destruction and survival, gangsters, pimps, 
pedophiles, hunger, hope, and moments of 
happiness. Living in this shadow is Azure, a 
thirteen-y�ear-old who makes his living on 
the streets, a black teenager sought out by� 
white men, beholden to gang leaders but 
determined to create some measure of inde-
pendence in this dangerous world. Thirteen 
Cents is an extraordinary� and unsparing 
account of a coming of age in Cape Town.

Based on personal experiences, Thirteen 
Cents is Duiker’s debut novel, originally� pub-
lished in 2000 This first edition to be published 
outside south Africa includes an introduction 
by� shaun Viljoen and a glossary� of south Afri-
can words and phrases from the text translated 
into english.

2013 · 200 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2036-2 $16.95; e
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dog eAt dog
A Novel

By� Niq Mhlongo 

Dog Eat Dog is a remarkable record of being 
y�oung in a nation undergoing tremendous tur-
moil, and provides a glimpse into south Africa’s 
pivotal kwaito (south African hip-hop) genera-
tion and life in soweto. set in 1994, just as 
south Africa is making its postapartheid transi-
tion, Dog Eat Dog captures the hopes—and 
crushing disappointments—that characterize 
such moments in a nation’s history�.

2012 · 224 pages · Modern African Writing 
PB 978-0-8214-1994-6 $18.95; e

welcome to our hillbrow
A Novel of Postapartheid South Africa

By� Phaswane Mpe 

Welcome to our Hillbrow is an exhilarating 
and disturbing ride through the chaotic and 
hy�per-real zone of Hillbrow—microcosm of all 
that is contradictory�, alluring, and painful in 
the postapartheid south African psy�che.

2011 · 150 pages · Modern African Writing 
PB 978-0-8214-1962-5 $16.95; e

on blAck SiSterS Street
A Novel

By� Chika Unigwe 

CHiKA UNiGWe is THe WiNNer OF THe 
2012 NiGeriA PriZe FOr LiTerATUre 
FOr ON BLACK SISTERS STREET.

on Black Sisters Street tells the haunting 
story� of four very� different women who have 
left their African homeland for the riches of 
europe—and who are thrown together by� bad 
luck and big dreams into a sisterhood that will 
change their lives.

2012 · 272 pages · Modern African Writing 
PB 978-0-8214-1992-2 $18.95

literAture And 
literArY StudieS

womAniSt And FeminiSt 
AeStheticS
A Comparative Review

By� Tuzy�line Jita Allan 

WiNNer OF THe NeMLA-OHiO 
UNiVersiTY Press BOOK AWArD

Alice Walker’s womanist theory� about black 
feminist identity� and practice also contains 
a critique of white liberal feminism. This is 
the first in-depth study� to examine issues of 
identity� and difference within feminism by� 
drawing on Walker’s notion of an essential 
black feminist consciousness.

1995 · 162 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1152-0 $19.95; CL

rewriting modernitY
Studies in Black South African Literary History

By� David Attwell 

A 2007 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG 
ACADeMiC TiTLe

Rewriting Modernity: Studies in Black South 
African Literary History connects the black 
literary� archive in south Africa—from the 
nineteenth-century� writing of Tiy�o soga to 
Zakes Mda in the twenty�-first century�—to 
international postcolonial studies via the theory� 
of transculturation, a position adapted from 
the Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz.

2006 · 248 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1712-6 $28.95; CL; e

echoeS oF the Sunbird
An Anthology of Contemporary African Poetry

edited by� Donald Burness 

This volume presents a broad overview of the 
work of seven of Africa’s leading poets. Five 
of them have received international recogni-
tion: Niy�i Osundare and Chinua Achebe, the 
Commonwealth Poetry� Prize; Osundare and 
Antonio Jacinto, the Noma Prize; and Jose 
Craveirinha, the Camoes Prize.

1993 · 224 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-173-8 $19.95

voiceS From mAdAgAScAr 
voix de mAdAgAScAr
An Anthology of Contemporary 
Francophone Literature/Anthologie de 
littérature francophone contemporaine

edited by� Jacques Bourgeacq 
and Liliane ramarosoa 

Contributors: Jean-Joseph rabeariveol, Jacques 
rabemananjara, Flavien ranaivo, Dox, L.-x.M. 
Andrianarahinjaka, David Jaomanoro, Jean-
Luc raharimanana, Christine ramanantsoa, 
Narcisse randriamirado, serge Henri rodin, 
Bao ralambo, Jean-Claude Fota, Lila ratsifan-
driamanana, Alice ravoson, ester Nirina, Henri 
rahaingoson, Lila, and rado

2003 · 339 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-218-6 $34.95

wAnASemA
Conversations with African Writers

edited by� Donald Burness 

There is a tendency� to regard African literature 
as a homogenous product. Certainly� it is true 
that African writers have created a vibrant, 
modern literature. Nevertheless, they� come 
from specific societies and reflect vastly� differ-
ing worlds. Wanasema attempts to show some 
of the many� faces of African literature. Drama-
tists, poets and novelists speak in these pages.

1985 · 103 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-129-5 $19.95

on the FringeS oF hiStorY
A Memoir

By� Philip D. Curtin 

in the 1950s, professional historians claiming 
to specialize in tropical Africa were no more 
than a handful. The teaching of world history� 
was confined to high school courses, and even 
those were focused on european history�, with 
a chapter added to account for the history� 
of east and south Asia. The change over the 
ensuing decades was revolutionary�. Philip D. 
Curtin was a leader among a new generation 
of historians that emerged after the second 
World War.

2005 · 216 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1645-7 $39.95; e
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AFricA writeS bAck
The African Writers Series and the 
Launch of African Literature

By� James Currey� 

“[The book] is full of the drama of that enter-
prise, the drama of dealing with the mother 
house, the drama of dealing with the often 
intractable political constraints dominating the 
intellectual space across Africa, and not least 
of all dealing with the writers themselves—
with their ambitions, their temperaments, their 
financial needs and, at times, their perception 
of a colonial relationship between themselves 
and a european publishing house.”—Clive 
Wake, emeritus Professor of Modern Lan-
guages, University� of Kent at Canterbury�

Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart provided 
the impetus for the foundation of Heine-
mann’s African Writers series in 1962 with 
Achebe as the editorial adviser.

2008 · 320 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1843-7 $29.95; CL

environment At the mArginS
Literary and Environmental Studies in Africa

edited by� By�ron Caminero-
santangelo and Garth My�ers 

Environment at the Margins brings literary� and 
environmental studies into a robust interdisci-
plinary� dialogue, challenging dominant ideas 
about nature, conservation, and development 
in Africa and exploring alternative narratives 
offered by� writers and environmental thinkers.

Contributors: By�ron Caminero-santangelo, 
Jane Carruthers, Mara Goldman, Amanda 
Hammar, Jonathan Highfield, David McDer-
mott Hughes, Garth A. My�ers, roderick P. 
Neumann, rob Nixon, Anthony� Vital, and 
Laura Wright.

2011 · 304 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1978-6 $34.95; e

dAnce oF liFe
The Novels of Zakes Mda in post-
apartheid South Africa

By� Gail Fincham 

in recent y�ears, the work of Zakes Mda—nov-
elist, painter, composer, theater director and 
filmmaker—has attracted worldwide critical 
attention. Gail Fincham’s book examines 
the five novels Mda has written since south 
Africa’s transition to democracy�: Ways of 
Dying (1995), The Heart of Redness (2000), 
The Madonna of Excelsior (2002), The Whale 
Caller (2005), and Cion (2007).

2012 · 224 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1993-9 $28.95; e

between SeA And SAhArA
An Algerian Journal

By� eugene Fromentin 

Between Sea and Sahara gives us Algeria in 
the third decade of colonization. Written in the 
1850s by� the gifted painter and extraordinary� 
writer eugene Fromentin, the many�-faceted 
work is travelogue, fiction, sty�lized memoir, 
and essay� on art. Fromentin paints a compel-
ling word picture of Algeria and its people, 
questioning France’s—and his own—role there.

2000 · 224 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1272-5 $35

broken liveS And 
other StorieS

By� Anthonia C. Kalu 

in her startling collection of short stories, 
Broken Lives and other Stories, Anthonia C. 
Kalu creates a series of memorable characters 
who struggle to hold displaced but dy�namic 
communities together in a country� that is at 
war with itself. Broken Lives and other Stories 
presents a portrait of the ordinary� women, 
children, and men whose lives have been bat-
tered by� war in their homeland.

2003 · 212 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-229-2 $19.95

we Are All zimbAbweAnS now

By� James Kilgore 

“Written while Kilgore was in prison, this 
haunting debut limns an idealistic graduate 
student’s experiences in Zimbabwe just after 
robert Mugabe’s rise to power.… Kilgore has 
crafted an absorbing read that truly� immerses 
readers in early� 1980s Zimbabwe.”—Booklist 

2011 · 272 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1985-4 $26.95; e

the SAcred door And 
other StorieS
Cameroon Folktales of the Beba

By� Makuchi 

The Sacred Door and other Stories: Cameroon 
Folktales of the Beba offers readers a selection 
of folktales infused with riddles, proverbs, 
songs, my�ths, and legends, using various nar-
rative techniques that capture the vibrancy� of 
Beba oral traditions. Makuchi retells the stories 
that she heard at home when she was grow-
ing up in her native Cameroon.

2007 · 224 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-256-8 $18.95; e

metAphor And the 
SlAve trAde in weSt 
AFricAn literAture

By� Laura T.  Murphy� 

2014 WiNNer OF THe AFriCAN LiTerATUre 
AssOCiATiON FirsT BOOK AWArD

“A book that is long overdue in African literary� 
studies. Using many� of the literary� canon’s 
most read texts, the author has presented a 
new perspective in the reading of these and 
other texts of African literature, opening the 
way� forward for readers to nuance each and 
every� African text for the subtle metaphors 
that point to a people’s memory� of the slave 
trade.”— African Studies Quarterly

“A timely� and highly� innovative work.” 
— Ato Quay�son, editor of the Cambridge His-
tory of Postcolonial Literature

Metaphor and the Slave Trade provides 
compelling evidence of the hidden but unmis-
takable traces of the transatlantic slave trade 
that persist in West African discourse. Through 
an examination of metaphors that describe 
the trauma, loss, and suffering associated with 
the commerce in human lives, this book shows 
how the horrors of slavery� are communicated 
from generation to generation.

Laura T. Murphy�’s insightful new readings 
of canonical West African fiction, autobi-
ography�, drama, and poetry� explore the 
relationship between memory� and metaphor 
and emphasize how repressed or otherwise 
marginalized memories can be transmitted 
through images, tropes, rumors, and fears. By� 
analy�zing the unique codes through which 
West Africans have represented the slave trade, 
this work foregrounds African literary� contribu-
tions to Black Atlantic discourse and draws 
attention to the archive that metaphor unlocks 
for scholars of all disciplines and fields of study�.

2012 · 264 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1995-3 $34.95; e
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Your mAdneSS, not mine

By� Makuchi 

Women’s writing in Cameroon has so far been 
dominated by� Francophone writers. The short 
stories in this collection represent the y�earn-
ings and vision of an Anglophone woman, 
who writes both as a Cameroonian and as a 
woman whose life has been shaped by� the 
minority� status her people occupy� within the 
nation-state.

1999 · 158 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-206-3 $18.95; e

SwAhili beYond the 
boundArieS
Literature, Language, and Identity

By� Alamin Mazrui 

A 2009 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG 
ACADeMiC TiTLe

“Confidently� traversing a vast territory� and 
deftly� combining sociolinguistics with 
postcolonial theory�…. Highly� recom-
mended.”—CHoICE

Africa is a marriage of cultures: African and 
Asian, islamic and euro-Christian. Nowhere is 
this fusion more evident than in the formation 
of swahili, eastern Africa’s lingua franca, and 
its cultures.

2007 · 216 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-252-0 $24

ghAnAiAn populAr Fiction
’Thrilling Discoveries in Conjugal 
Life’ and other Tales

By� stephanie Newell 

This is a study� of the ‘unofficial’ side of African 
fiction—the largely� undocumented writing, 
publishing, and reading of pamphlets and 
paperbacks—which exists outside the grid of 
mass production. stephanie Newell examines 
the popular fiction of Ghana produced since 
the 1930s, analy�zing the distinctive way�s 
in which narrative forms are borrowed and 
regenerated by� authors and readers.

2001 · 192 pages · Western African studies 
PB 978-0-8214-1368-5 $26.95; CL

nomAdic voiceS oF exile
Feminine Identity in the Francophone 
Literature of the Maghreb

By� Valérie K. Orlando 

Contemporary� French writing on the 
Maghreb—that part of Africa above the 
sahara—is truly� postmodern in scope, the rich 
product of multifaceted histories promoting 
the blending of two worlds, two identities, 
two cultures, and two languages.

1999 · 256 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1262-6 $60

eS’kiA mphAhlele
Themes of Alienation and African Humanism

By� ruth Obee 

“if y�ou really� want to understand south 
Africa, read black African writers. read Es’kia 
Mphahlele,” is the advice proffered to diplo-
mats and scholars by� professor and publisher 
Donald Herdeck. The irony� is that in the past, 
many� of Mphahlele’s works were out of print 
or banned under censorship laws in south 
Africa from the early� 1950s on.

1999 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1249-7 $24.95; CL

AYi kwei ArmAh, 
rAdicAl iconoclASt
Pitting the Imaginary Worlds against the Actual

By� Ode Ogede 

Ghanaian novelist, essay�ist, and short-story� 
writer Ay�i Kwei Armah has won international 
recognition as one of Africa’s most articulate 
writers. in this book, Ode Ogede argues that 
previous critics have misinterpreted the aes-
thetic and literary� influences that have shaped 
Armah’s artistic vision and overlooked his most 
significant and valuable contribution to the 
problems of writing “outside the prison-house 
of conventional english.”

2000 · 221 pages 
CL 978-0-8214-1352-4 $60

the twelve beSt bookS 
bY AFricAn women
Critical Readings

By� Chikweny�e Okonjo Oguny�emi 
and Tuzy�line Jita Allan 

in 2002, at the annual Zimbabwe international 
Book Fair, twelve literary� books by� African 
women were included for the first time in the 
category� of “Africa’s 100 Best Books of the 
Twentieth Century�.” This was an important but 
belated affirmation of women writers on the 
continent and a first step toward establishing a 
recognized canon of African women’s literature.

2009 · 304 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-266-7 $29.95

j. m. coetzee And the ideA 
oF the public intellectuAl

edited by� Jane Poy�ner 

A 2007 CHoICE OUTsTANDiNG 
ACADeMiC TiTLe

“Poy�ner succinctly� situates Coetzee in  bio-
graphical, socio-cultural, and literary� contexts, 
and her brief interview with him effectively� 
dramatizes the challenges of try�ing to pin him 
down. The essay�s—a lively� mix of work by� 
such established Coetzee scholars as Derek 
Attridge and Lucy� Graham and emerging 
scholars like Laura Wright—are noteworthy� 
for their critical insights into Coetzee’s later 
fiction.”—CHoICE

Contributors: Derek Attridge, David Attwell, 
Michael Bell, elleke Boehmer, sam Durrant, 
Lucy� Graham, Dominic Head, rosemary� Jolly�, 
Michael Marais, Peter D. McDonald, Jane 
Poy�ner, and Laura Wright.

2006 · 264 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1687-7 $29.95; CL

the uncoiling pYthon
South African Storytellers and Resistance

By� Harold scheub 

There are many� collections of African oral tra-
ditions, but few as carefully� organized as The 
Uncoiling Python. Harold scheub, one of the 
world’s leading scholars of African oral tradi-
tions and folklore, explores the way�s in which 
oral traditions have served to combat and 
subvert colonial domination in south Africa.

2010 · 256 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1922-9 $28.95; CL; e

rendering thingS viSible
Essays on South African Literary Culture

By� Martin Trump 

“essay�s cover all genres of south African writ-
ing from 1970 to the present—novels, black 
and white poetry�, theater, and writing in 
Afrikaans. each essay� has extensive notes and 
references. The information convey�ed con-
stitutes a comprehensive survey� of the major 
critics’ ideas and authors’ themes.”—CHoICE

Much recent critical practice, sharpened by� an 
engagement with theory�, has questioned con-
ventional notions about literature. The essay�s 
in this book reveal the complex and arguably� 
inevitable politicization of south African liter-
ary� culture.

1990 · 415 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-0993-0 $32.95; CL
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Film And mediA

AFricAn video movieS And globAl deSireS
A Ghanaian History

By� Carmela Garritano 

2015 AFriCAN LiTerATUre AssOCiATiON 
FirsT BOOK AWArD · 2013 CHoICE 
OUTsTANDiNG ACADeMiC TiTLe

“rarely� does a book come along that opens up 
an entirely� new world in cinema studies. This 
sophisticated volume, a groundbreaking book 
for a number of reasons, does just that….  
Highly� recommended.”— CHoICE

African Video Movies and Global Desires is 
the first full-length scholarly� study� of Ghana’s 
commercial video industry�, an industry� that has 
produced thousands of movies over the last 
twenty� y�ears and has grown into an influential 
source of cultural production. Produced and 

consumed under circumstances of dire short-
age and scarcity�, African video movies narrate 
the desires and anxieties created by� Africa’s 
incorporation into the global cultural economy�. 
Drawing on archival and ethnographic 
research conducted in Ghana over a ten-y�ear 
period, as well as close readings of a number 
of individual movies, this book brings the 
insights of historical context as well as literary� 
and film analy�sis to bear on a range of movies 
and the industry� as a whole.

2013 · 284 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-286-5 $28.95; e

viewing AFricAn cinemA in 
the twentY-FirSt centurY
Art Films and the Nollywood Video Revolution

edited by� Mahir şaul and ralph A. Austen 

“A first-rate compendium of ongoing discus-
sions about the nature, protocols, and impact 
of video-film production as a new media form 
in African cinema.” —H-Net

African cinema in the 1960s originated mainly� 
from Francophone countries. it resembled the 
art cinema of contemporary� europe and relied 
on support from the French film industry� and 
the French state.

Constributors: Abdalla Uba Adamu, ralph A. 
Austen, Vincent Bouchard, Jane Bry�ce, Laura 
Fair, Lindsey� Green-simms, Jonathan Hay�nes, 
Matthias Krings, Birgit Mey�er, Cornelius Moore, 
Onookome Okome, Peter rist, Mahir şaul, and 
stefan sereda.

2010 · 256 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1931-1 $28.95; CL; e

Flickering ShAdowS
Cinema and Identity in Colonial Zimbabwe

By� J. M. Burns 

every� european power in Africa made motion 
pictures for its subjects, but no state invested 
as heavily� in these films, and expected as 
much from them, as the British colony� of 
southern rhodesia. Flickering Shadows is the 
first book to explore this little-known world of 
colonial cinema.

2002 · 306 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-224-7 $32.95

nigeriAn video FilmS

edited by� Jonathan Hay�nes 

Nigerian video films—dramatic features shot 
on video and sold as cassettes—are being 
produced at the rate of nearly� one a day�, 
making them the major contemporary� art 
form in Nigeria. The history� of African film 
offers no precedent for such a huge, popu-
larly� based industry�.

Contributors: Afolabi Adesany�a, Hy�ginus 
Ozo ekwuazi, Carmela Garritano, Jonathan 
Hay�nes, Dul Johnson, Brian Larkin, Wole 
Ogundele, Obododimma Oha, and Onoo-
kome Okome.

2000 · 287 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-211-7 $28.95; e

Screening morocco
Contemporary Film in a Changing Society

By� Valérie K. Orlando 

since 1999 and the death of King Hassan ii, 
Morocco has experienced a dramatic social 
transformation. encouraged by� the more 
openly� democratic climate fostered by� y�oung 
King Mohammed Vi, filmmakers have begun 
to explore the sociocultural and political 
debates of their country� while also seeking to 
document the untold stories of a dark past.

2011 · 208 pages · research in international 
studies, Africa series 
PB 978-0-89680-281-0 $28.95; e

hollYwood’S AFricA AFter 1994

edited by� Mary�ellen Higgins 

Hollywood’s Africa after 1994 investigates 
Holly�wood’s colonial film legacy� in the 
postapartheid era, and contemplates what 
has changed in the West’s representations 
of Africa.

Contributors: Joy�ce B. Ashuntantang, 
Kimberly� Nichele Brown, Jane Bry�ce, earl 
Conteh-Morgan, Christopher Garland, Harry� 
Garuba, ricardo Guthrie, Kenneth W. Harrow, 
Mary�ellen Higgins, ethel r. Higonnet, Margaret 
r. Higonnet, Natasha Himmelman, Christopher 
Odhiambo Joseph, Bennetta Jules-rosette, 
Clifford T. Manlove, iy�unolu Osagie, Day�na 
Oscherwitz, J.r. Osborn, and Lea Marie ruiz-
Ade.

2012 · 288 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-2015-7 $28.95; e
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blAck And white in colour
African History on Screen

edited by� Vivian Bickford-smith and richard Mendelsohn 

“For those who wish to use film in their 
classes on the continent, Black and White in 
Colour is close to required reading. some of 
the topics that are touched upon as the con-
tributors cover the continent from Algeria to 
south Africa include representations of colo-
nialism, sexualities, settler societies, memory�, 
resistance, independence, genocide, and 
the southern African experience of the Truth 
and reconciliation Commission.”—  African 
Studies Review

iNTrODUCTiON by� Vivian Bickford-smith and 
richard Mendelsohn.

CHAPTers  History� as cultural redemption 
in Gaston Kabore’s precolonial-era films by� 
Mahir şaul · Bey�ond ‘history�’: two films of the 
deep Mande past by� ralph A. Austen · Tradi-
tion and resistance in Ousmane sembene’s 
films emitai and Ceddo by� robert Baum · The 
transatlantic slave trade in cinema by� robert 
Harms · ‘What are we?’: Proteus and the 
problematising of history� by� Nigel Worden · 
The public lives of historical films: the case of 
Zulu and Zulu Dawn by� Caroly�n Hamilton and 
Litheko Modisane · Breaker Morant: an African 

war through an Australian lens by� richard 
Mendelsohn · From Khartoum to Kufrah: 
filmic narratives of conquest and resistance by� 
shamil Jeppie · Cheap is not alway�s cheerful: 
French West Africa in the world wars in Black 
and White in Colour and Le Camp de Thiaroy�e 
by� Bill Nasson · Whites in Africa: Keny�a’s 
colonists in the films Out of Africa, Nowhere 
in Africa and White Mischief by� Nigel Penn · 
Beholding the colonial past in Claire Denis’s 
Chocolat by� ruth Watson · The Battle of 
Algiers: between fiction, memory� and history� 
by� Patrick Harries · raoul Peck’s Lumumba: his-
tory� or hagiography�? by� David Moore · Flame 
and the historiography� of armed struggle in 
Zimbabwe by� Teresa Barnes · Picturing apart-
heid: with a particular focus on ‘Holly�wood’ 
histories of the 1970s by� Vivian Bickford-smith 
· Hotel rwanda: too much heroism, too little 
history�-or horror? By� Mohamed Adhikari · 
Looking the beast in the (fictional) ey�e: The 
Truth and reconciliation Commission on film 
by� David Phillips

2007 · 400 pages 
PB 978-0-8214-1747-8 $32.95
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